
The Softail® family seamlessly blends true hard tail style with a smooth, modern ride — so you  
can dream about the past while living and riding firmly in the now.

Softail®

2 0 1 3 H A R L E Y  D A V I D S O N ®  G E N U I N E  M O T O R  P A R T S  &  A C C E S S O R I E S

Handlebar height is regulated in many states. Check state or local laws before installation. 
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Screamin’ eagle® air cleaner with Skull & chain trim

Black leather Single-Sided Swingarm Bag

white noStalgic hand gripS and Black hand controlS limited-edition hand-Striped old School paint Set

diamond-Stitched Solo Spring Saddle

Softail®  deluxe S O f T A I L® f L S T N

See more at h-d.com /gallery

for 360º view
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The Softail® Deluxe is one of our most iconic motorcycles, loaded with heritage.  
But that doesn’t mean you can’t change history. Go crazy and make it your own  
with unexpected touches like Skull & Chain trim, Nostalgic white Hand Grips and a 
diamond-stitched Solo Spring Saddle with white piping, just for starters. Don’t worry,  
the hand-striped old School Limited Paint Set and the blacked-out front end and  
exhaust will help keep you grounded — even as you let your imagination soar.

Handlebar height is regulated in many states. Check state or local laws before installation. 

the tranSformation

16" faT aPe HaNDLeBar

fLuSH fueL CaP 
& GauGe

BLaCk uPPer  
& Lower SLiDerS

PoLiSHeD Brake 
roTorS

SPriNG  
SoLo SaDDLe

CoLor SHoP CuSTom PaiNT:  
LimiTeD – oLD SCHooL

SkuLL & CHaiN  
eNGiNe Trim

CreSTeD fooT  
CoNTroLS

SCreamiN’ eaGLe® 
STaGe i air CLeaNer

 SCreamiN’ eaGLe®  
JeT BLaCk exHauST

CurveD LayBaCk 
LiCeNSe frame

NoSTaLGiC  
HaND GriPS

BLaCk fork Cover  
& HeaDLamP SHeLL
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S o f t a i l® f l S t C

Heritage Softail® 
ClaSSiC

ExtEndEd LEngth RidER Running BoaRds

Easy squEEzE REducEd cLutch REach® handLEBaR

quick-dEtach saddLEBag convERsion kit

coLoR shop custom paint: LimitEd – BomB shELL

The perfect blend of a cruiser and touring bike, this  
iconic Softail® model is more versatile than ever.  
With the new Detachable Saddlebag Mounting Kit,  
Ventilator Windshield and Adjustable Passenger 
Backrest, you can dress it up for an epic tour or 
strip it down for a night on the town.

foR 360º viEw

See more at h-d.com /gallery
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custom-stitchEd BRawLER® Low-pRofiLE soLo sEat

fREight tRain hEadLamp nacELLE and tRim Ring

chRomE swingaRm, BELt guaRd and stingER spRockEt

fat Boy ®

coLoR shop custom paint: LimitEd – fivE aLaRm

Open your mind to the extreme styling of this 
fiery Fat Boy® model. Stinger Wheels front and 
rear open up the bike’s profile and the chrome 
Freight Train Headlamp Nacelle adds heft, while 
the custom-stitching of the Brawler® Solo Seat 
keeps the flame theme burning.

foR 360º viEw

See more at h-d.com /gallery

S o f t a i l® f l S t f
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 186

custom-stitchEd BRawLER® Low-pRofiLE soLo sEat

comBination spEEdomEtER / tachomEtER

scREamin’ EagLE® gLoss BLack vEntiLatoR aiR cLEanER

fat Boy ® lo

coLoR shop custom paint: LimitEd – hELL’s RELEasE

Ride boldly into the darkness on this blacked-out 
Fat Boy® Lo model. The new Single-Sided Swingarm 
Bag makes it easy to be ready for whatever the 
night has in store, while the limited-edition Hell’s 
Release paint provides just enough contrast  
to let it know you’re coming.

S o f t a i l® f l S t f B

foR 360º viEw

See more at h-d.com /gallery
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scREamin’ EagLE® muffLERs and fat Exhaust shiELds

BuLLEt hEadLamp and mount

dEtachaBLE saddLEBags, passEngER pad and BackREst

BlaCk line®

coLoR shop custom paint: LimitEd – smokEy goLd

There’s gold in that new paint set — Big Gold. 
Rich metal flake finish sparkles like stars  
when kissed by the sun. The Reduced Reach®  
bars and the Tuck & Roll Seat make it perfect  
for flying solo, or you can add the detachable 
saddlebags and passenger pad and backrest  
to travel two-up in style.

S o f t a i l® f X S

foR 360º viEw

See more at h-d.com /gallery
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hoLLywood handLEBaR with puLL Back RisERs

BLackEd-out fRont End and tEaRdRop RotoRs

quick-RELEasE dEtachaBLE LEathER saddLEBags

Softail® Slim™

Your granddad could only dream of a bike like this in the 
’50s, with timeless Harley attitude and 21st Century flair. 
The power of Screamin’ Eagle® parts would have been ahead 
of his time, and the Red and Silver Hard Candy Flake paint 
just a glint in his eye.

coLoR shop custom paint: coRE – REd & siLvER haRd candy fLakE

S o f t a i l® f l S

See more at h-d.com /gallery
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192	 softail®

To avoid looking through bug spots, 
condensation and road grime, select a 
windshield that tops out just below your 
line of sight.

Designed to be installed or removed 
without tools in seconds, a detachable 
windshield gives you the freedom to 
define your ride at the drop of a hat. 
Ride across the country protected from 
the elements, then quickly remove the 
windshield to hit the streets in style.

Split the wind
At highway speed, you take the wind full-force in the chest, causing fatigue  
in your arms, neck and shoulders. Take the pressure off with an easy-to-install  
detachable windshield. Shaped to divert air, rain and road debris around the 
rider, a windshield can add hours of riding comfort.

Line of Sight

DetachabLe MountS

WinDShieLD typeS

teMpeRatuRe contRoL

Extend your riding season. Full coverage 
Soft Lowers provide wind and mud 
protection for the rider’s legs and boots, 
and minimize cold updrafts as the 
weather changes. Covers simply clip in 
place for speedy installation, and can be 
easily removed as temperatures rise.

King Size 
Nothing gets past this 
one. The King Size wind-
shield is the ultimate 
in on-road protection. 
Available in a variety of 
shield heights, the road 
can’t lay a finger on you.

coMpact 
Traditional king-sized 
shape with a minimalist 
edge. For Harley-David-
son® custom and cruiser 
models, the Compact  
windshield provides wind 
and weather protection 
for everyday riding.

SupeR SpoRt 
Eliminates wind and 
debris, but keeps the 
wind-in-the-hair feeling. 
Ideal for a cool morning 
ride to the office, the 
sleek profile hugs the 
front lamps for a  
sporty look.

VentiLatoR WinDShieLD 
Ventilator Windshields feature side-
mounted vents that allow you to 
adjust the airflow to match the riding 
conditions. Opening the vents redirects 
the air across your chest for a cooling 
effect, and closing the vents provides 
maximum wind and weather protection.

cLutch:
pLeaSe outLine iMage
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	 SOFTAIL®	 193
	 Windshields

A.	DeTAchAbLe	Super	SpOrT	WInDShIeLD
Super	is	an	apt	description	for	this	do-it-all	shield.	Detachable	
convenience.	Harley-Davidson®	sport	styling.	High-quality,	
light	smoke	polycarbonate	shields	you	from	the	elements.	The	
windshield	mounts	to	the	fork	tubes	with	Detachable	Docking	
Hardware	(sold separately)	for	easy	on-and-off	convenience	
and	a	quick	return	to	a	sporting	profile.

57965-97A	 18"	Light	Smoke.	 $219.95
Fits	’84-later	FXST,	FXSTC,	FXSTB,	’93-’05	FXDWG,		
’80-’86	FXWG.	(Does	not	fit	FXSTD.)	Use	Docking	Hardware	
Kit	P/N	58350-96.	Windshield	dimensions:	Overall	height	–	
22.3";	width	–	17.8".
57969-97A	 13"	Light	Smoke.	 $219.95
Fits	’93-later	FXSTS,	FXSTSB,	FXSTSSE	models.	Use	Docking	
Hardware	Kit	P/N	58907-96B.	Will	not	fit	with	Chrome	Billet	
Mini	Tach	Mounts.	Windshield	dimensions:	Overall	height	–	
22.8";	width	–	17.7".
57837-00A	 18"	Light	Smoke.	 $254.95
Fits	’00-’07	FXSTD	models	(except	FXSTDSE).	Installation	
requires	the	separate	purchase	of	Docking	Hardware	Kit	
P/N	58397-00.	Windshield	dimensions:	Overall	height	–	
22.9";	width	–	18.3".

Shown	with:
	 DOckIng	hArDWAre	FOr	DeTAchAbLe		

WInDShIeLDS
58907-96b	 For	Springer™	Forks.	 $79.95
Required	for	installation	of	Detachable	Windshields	on		
’93-later	FXSTS,	FXSTSSE,	FXSTSB,	’97-later	FLSTS,	FLSTSB	
and	FLSTSC	models.

	 58350-96	 For	41mm	Forks.	 $79.95
Required	for	installation	of	Detachable	Windshields	on		
’84-later	FXST,	FXSTC,	FXSTB,	’93-’05	FXDWG,	’80-’86	FXWG	
models.	(Does	not	fit	FXSTD.)
58397-00	 For	Softail®	Deuce™.	 $79.95
Required	for	installation	of	Detachable	Windshields	on		
’00-’07	FXSTD	models	(except	FXSTDSE).

b.	QuIck-reLeASe	Super	SpOrT	WInDShIeLD
Reduces	the	pounding	wind	and	shower	of	bugs,	but	keeps	the	
wind-in-the-hair	feeling.	Ideal	for	a	cool	morning	ride,	the	sleek	
profile	of	the	Super	Sport	Windshield	hugs	the	front	headlamp	
for	a	sporty	look.	The	windshield	mounts	to	the	fork	tubes	with	
elegant	die-cast	lever-locking	clamps,	so	the	windshield	does	
not	require	any	“leave-behind”	docking	hardware.	You	get	
quick	on-and-off	convenience	and	a	clean,	custom	look.	No	
tools	are	required,	and	the	kit	includes	everything	needed	to	
install	the	windshield.

Fits	’07-’08	FXDSE	and	’00-later	FXST,	FXSTB	and	FXSTC	
models	 equipped	 with	 Custom	 Inverted	 Front	 Fork	 Kit	
P/N	46321-05,	46321-05A	or	48646-06.

57331-07	 16"	Light	Smoke.	 $349.95
Windshield	dimensions:	Overall	height	–	22.1";	width	–	15.3".

Fits	’08-later	FXCW	and	FXCWC	models.

57251-08	 20"	Clear.		 $369.95
Windshield	dimensions:	Overall	height	–	24.2";	width	–	16.8".
57253-08	 16"	Light	Smoke.		 $369.95
Windshield	dimensions:	Overall	height	–	20.2";	width	–	15.2".

Fits	’06-later	FXDWG	and	’13	FXSBSE	models.	

57301-06	 19"	Light	Smoke.		 $334.95
Windshield	dimensions:	Overall	height	–	25.0";	width	–	20.1".

c.	SpOrT	WInDShIeLD	kIT
Formed	of	polycarbonate	and	hard-coated	to	resist	scratch-
ing.	Light	smoke	windshield	is	contoured	to	fit	headlamp	and	
incorporates	adjustable	four-point	mounting.	Functional	styl-
ing	helps	deflect	wind	to	reduce	upper	body	fatigue.

91820-85A	 17"	Light	Smoke.		 $164.95
Fits	’84-later	FXST,	FXSTB,	FXSTC,	and	’93-’05	FXDWG	and	
’86-earlier	FXWG	models.	Windshield	dimensions:	Overall	
height	–	20.0";	width	–	15.0".

A.	DeTAchAbLe	Super	SpOrT	WInDShIeLD

b.	QuIck-reLeASe	Super	SpOrT	WInDShIeLD	
FOr	rOcker	mODeLS	–	20"	cLeAr

c.	SpOrT	WInDShIeLD	kIT
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Notice: The prices appearing in this catalog are the manufacturer’s 
suggested retail prices. Actual retail prices may vary.
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	 Windshields

A.	QuIck-reLeASe	cOmpAcT	WInDShIeLD
Combine	the	classic	Harley-Davidson®	windshield	shape	with	
a	revolutionary	new	attachment	system,	and	you	have	the	best	
of	style	and	function.	The	windshield	mounts	to	the	fork	tubes	
with	elegant	die-cast	lever-release	clamps,	so	the	windshield	
does	not	require	any	“leave-behind”	docking	hardware.	You	get	
quick	on-and-off	convenience	and	a	clean,	custom	look.	No	
tools	are	required,	and	the	kit	includes	everything	needed	to	
install	the	windshield.	The	tough,	hard-coated	polycarbonate	
windshield	is	available	in	your	choice	of	traditional	polished	or	
gloss	black	horizontal	and	vertical	braces.	

Fits	’93-’05	FXDWG	and	’86-later	FXST,	FXSTC	and	FXSTB	
models.

59802-05	 19"	Clear	–	Polished	Braces.		 $419.95
Windshield	dimensions:	Overall	height	–	23.8";	width	–	21.4".
58360-09	 19"	Clear	–	Black	Braces.	 $449.95
Windshield	dimensions:	Overall	height	–	23.8";	width	–	21.4".
58751-05	 19"	Light	Smoke	–	Polished	Braces.	 $439.95
Windshield	dimensions:	Overall	height	–	23.8";	width	–	21.4".
57199-05	 16"	Light	Smoke	–	Polished	Braces.		 $429.95
Windshield	dimensions:	Overall	height	–	20.8";	width	–	21.4".
58376-09	 16"	Light	Smoke	–	Black	Braces.	 $459.95
Windshield	dimensions:	Overall	height	–	20.8";	width	–	21.4".

Fits	’11-later	FXS	models.	

57400021	 19"	Clear	–	Black	Braces.	 $419.95
Windshield	dimensions:	Overall	height	–	23.8";	width	–	21.4".
57400022	 16"	Light	Smoke	–	Black	Braces.	 $429.95
Windshield	dimensions:	Overall	height	–	20.8";	width	–	21.4".

Fits	’06-later	FXDWG	and	’13	FXSBSE	models.	

58387-06	 18"	Clear	–	Polished	Braces.	 $349.95
Windshield	dimensions:	Overall	height	–	26.8";	width	–	19.5".
58413-06	 18"	Light	Smoke	–	Polished	Braces.	 $384.95
Windshield	dimensions:	Overall	height	–	26.8";	width	–	19.5".
58444-06	 14"	Light	Smoke	–	Polished	Braces.	 $374.95
Windshield	dimensions:	Overall	height	–	22.8";	width	–	19.5".

Shown	with:
	 Turn	SIgnAL	reLOcATIOn	kIT

Styled	to	blend	with	the	lower	triple	clamp.	This	chrome-plated	
Turn	 Signal	 Relocation	 Kit	 moves	 the	 Original	 Equipment	
bullet-style	turn	signals	from	the	handlebar	to	the	front	fork	
for	a	clean,	streamlined	look.	Kit	includes	left	and	right	mount-
ing	stalk	and	all	required	hardware.

58742-05	 	 $45.95
Fits	’93-’05	FXDWG,	’86-later	FXST,	FXSTC,	FXSTB,	and	’00-
’07	FXSTD	models.

A.	QuIck-reLeASe	cOmpAcT	WInDShIeLD	–	gLOSS	bLAck	brAceS

A.	QuIck-reLeASe	cOmpAcT	WInDShIeLD	–	pOLISheD	brAceS

19"

16"

19"

16"
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	 SOFTAIL®	 195
	 Windshields

b.	venTILATOr	cOmpAcT	DeTAchAbLe	WInDShIeLD
In	a	nutshell,	a	windshield	should	provide	a	barrier	between	
the	rider	and	errant	bugs,	discarded	cigarette	butts,	flying	
debris	and	bad	air.	The	shield	should	manage	airflow	and	wind	
blasts	to	create	a	pocket	of	still	air	for	both	rider	and	passen-
ger	comfort.	But	if	you	ride	in	a	warm	climate,	or	spend	time	
at	low	speeds	stuck	in	traffic,	you	need	to	keep	some	air	circu-
lating	around	your	body	to	stay	comfortable.	The	Ventilator	
Windshield	features	clear	injection-molded	vents	that	allow	
you	 to	 adjust	 the	 airflow	 to	 match	 the	 riding	 conditions.	
Opening	the	vents	redirects	the	air	across	your	chest	for	a	
cooling	effect,	and	closing	the	vents	provides	maximum	wind	
and	weather	protection.	But	when	you	want	to	ride	“naked,”	
the	Detachable	shield	can	be	removed	completely	and	rein-
stalled	in	seconds	to	match	your	riding	mood.

57400028	 20"	Clear.	 $474.95
Fits	’93-’05	FXDWG	and	’86-later	FXST,	FXSTC	and	FXSTB	
models.	Windshield	dimensions:	Overall	height	–	24.8";		
width	–	21.3".

c.	DeTAchAbLe	cOmpAcT	WInDShIeLD	FOr		
mODeLS	WITh	AuxILIAry	LIghTIng
Dress	 up	 or	 down	 with	 the	 convenience	 of	 a	 Detachable	
Windshield.	This	compact-style	windshield	is	designed	to	fit	
models	equipped	with	Auxiliary	Lighting	Kit	P/N	68268-03A	
or	69285-05.

58865-03	 18"	Clear.	 $289.95
Fits	’93-’05	FXDWG	and	’84-later	FXST,	FXSTC,	FXSTB	
models.	Requires	separate	purchase	of	Docking	Hardware	Kit	
P/N	58361-03.	Windshield	dimensions:	Overall	height	–	21.9";	
width	–	21.4".

Also	available:
	 DOckIng	hArDWAre	FOr		

DeTAchAbLe	WInDShIeLDS
58361-03	 	 $79.95
Required	for	installation	of	Detachable	Windshield	on	’93-’05	
FXDWG	and	’84-later	FXST,	FXSTC,	FXSTB	models	equipped	
with	Auxiliary	Lighting	Kit.

b.	venTILATOr	cOmpAcT	DeTAchAbLe	WInDShIeLD

c.	DeTAchAbLe	cOmpAcT	WInDShIeLD	FOr	mODeLS	WITh	AuxILIAry	LIghTIng
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	 Windshields

A.	DeTAchAbLe	cOmpAcT	WInDShIeLD	FOr		
SOFTAIL®	SprInger™	mODeLS
Get	 the	 convenience	 of	 Detachables	 and	 the	 traditional	
Harley-Davidson	look	in	one	easy-to-install	windshield.	This	
windshield	is	formed	from	a	hard-coated	polycarbonate	that	
resists	scratching	and	abrasion.	Equipped	with	Detachable	
docking	hardware,	the	windshield	can	be	installed	or	removed	
in	seconds	without	tools,	keeping	your	bike	ready	for	the	open	
road	or	for	a	run	down	Main	Street.	Available	with	your	choice	
of	traditional	polished	or	sinister	gloss	black	vertical	and	hori-
zontal	braces,	these	windshields	blend	with	your	customiz-
ing	style.

Fits	’08-later	FLSTSB	models.	Installation	requires	separate	
purchase	of	Windshield	Docking	Hardware	Kit	P/N	58907-96B	
(chrome)	or	58165-09	(black).

57701-08	 15"	Clear	–	Polished	Braces.	 $309.95
Windshield	dimensions:	Overall	height	–	26.8";	width	–	19.7".
58073-09	 15"	Clear	–	Black	Braces.	 $324.95
Windshield	dimensions:	Overall	height	–	26.8";	width	–	19.7".
57702-08	 11"	Light	Smoke	–	Polished	Braces.	 $324.95
Windshield	dimensions:	Overall	height	–	22.8";	width	–	19.7".
58161-09	 11"	Light	Smoke	–	Black	Braces.	 $349.95
Windshield	dimensions:	Overall	height	–	22.8";	width	–	19.7".

Fits	’93-later	FXSTS,	FXSTSB,	and	FXSTSSE,	’97-’03	FLSTS	
and	’05-’07	FLSTSC	models.	Installation	requires	separate	
purchase	of	Windshield	Docking	Hardware	Kit	P/N	58907-96B	
(chrome)	or	58165-09	(black).	(Will	fit	with	or	without	auxil-
iary	lighting.)	Will	not	fit	with	Chrome	Billet	Mini	Tach	Mounts.

58770-96	 18"	Clear	–	Polished	Braces.	 $309.95
Windshield	dimensions:	Overall	height	–	26.8";	width	–	19.9".
58771-96	 14"	Light	Smoke	–	Polished	Braces.	 $334.95
Windshield	dimensions:	Overall	height	–	22.8";	width	–	19.9".

Shown	with:
	 DOckIng	hArDWAre	FOr	DeTAchAbLe	

WInDShIeLDS
Required	 for	 installation	 of	 Detachable	 Windshields	 on	
’93-later	FXSTS,	FXSTSSE,	FXSTSB,	’97-later	FLSTS,	FLSTSB	
and	FLSTSC	models.

58907-96b	 Polished	Finish.	 $79.95
58165-09	 Black	Finish.	 $79.95

b.	QuIck-reLeASe	cOmpAcT	WInDShIeLD	–	Deuce™
Combine	the	classic	Harley-Davidson®	windshield	shape	with	
a	revolutionary	new	attachment	system,	and	you	have	the	best	
of	style	and	function.	The	windshield	mounts	to	the	fork	tubes	
with	elegant	die-cast	lever-release	clamps,	so	the	windshield	
does	not	require	any	“leave-behind”	docking	hardware.	You	get	
quick	on-and-off	convenience,	and	a	clean,	custom	look.	No	
tools	are	required,	and	the	kit	includes	everything	needed	to	
install	the	windshield.	The	tough,	hard-coated	polycarbonate	
windshield	features	traditional	chrome	horizontal	and	verti-
cal	braces.	

Fits	’00-’07	FXSTD	models	(except	FXSTDSE).

57160-05	 19"	Light	Smoke.		 $459.95
Windshield	dimensions:	Overall	height	–	26.3";	width	–	19.5".
58779-05	 19"	Clear.		 $439.95
Windshield	dimensions:	Overall	height	–	26.3";	width	–	19.5".

c.	Turn	SIgnAL	reLOcATIOn	kIT
58742-05	 	 $45.95
Fits	’93-’05	FXDWG,	’86-later	FXST,	FXSTC,	FXSTB,	and		
’00-’07	FXSTD	models.

D.	LOckIng	QuIck-reLeASe	WInDShIeLD	cLAmp
Protect	 your	 investment.	 This	 Locking	 Quick-Release	
Windshield	Clamp	secures	your	windshield	from	grab-and-
run	theft,	giving	you	peace	of	mind	when	you	have	to	leave	
your	 bike	 unattended.	The	 chrome-plated	 locking	 clamp	
replaces	one	of	the	Original	Equipment	windshield	clamps,	
and	features	a	push-button	lock	with	a	mini	barrel-style	key	for	
easy	removal.	Kit	includes	one	locking	clamp	and	two	match-
ing	keys.

57400007	 41mm.	 $39.95
Fits	’93-’05	FXDWG	and	’88-later	FXS,	FXST,	FXSTB	and	
FXSTC	models	equipped	with	quick	release-style	detachable	
windshields.

D.	LOckIng	QuIck-reLeASe	WInDShIeLD	cLAmp

b.	QuIck-reLeASe	cOmpAcT	WInDShIeLD	–	
Deuce	(19"	cLeAr	ShOWn)

A.	DeTAchAbLe	cOmpAcT	WInDShIeLD	–		
pOLISheD	(15"	cLeAr	ShOWn)

15"

11"

c.	Turn	SIgnAL	reLOcATIOn	kIT

A.	DeTAchAbLe	cOmpAcT	WInDShIeLD	–	
gLOSS	bLAck	(11"	LIghT	SmOke	ShOWn)
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	 Windshields

e.	WInDSpLITTer	venTeD	WInDShIeLD
Reduce	helmet	buffeting	at	speed.	The	Harley-Davidson®	
Windsplitter	Vented	Windshield	features	an	exclusive	finger-
tip-adjustable	center	vent	that	reduces	turbulence	behind	the	
windscreen.	When	open,	the	controlled	airflow	fills	the	nega-
tive	pressure	area	behind	the	shield,	and	helps	to	smooth	the	
flow	of	air	over	the	top	of	the	screen	and	around	the	rider.	The	
revised	flow	reduces	helmet	bobbing	and	neck	fatigue	so	you	
can	comfortably	spend	more	time	in	the	saddle.	The	open	vent	
also	provides	cooling	airflow	to	the	rider	at	low	speeds	and	in	
city	traffic.

Engineered	to	provide	the	riding	comfort	of	a	larger	windshield,	
this	low-profile	screen’s	contemporary	contour	sets	it	apart	
from	the	crowd.	The	shape	keeps	the	windshield	below	your	
siteline	so	you	don’t	look	through	bugs	and	road	grime,	and	
the	detachable	design	means	you	can	ride	without	the	shield	
when	the	mood	strikes.	The	shield	is	formed	of	hard-coated	
polycarbonate	for	strength	and	scratch	resistance,	and	the	
dark-smoked	finish	reduces	glare.	The	slim	polished	stain-
less	steel	brackets	mount	to	the	Original	Equipment	rubber	
isolated	docking	points	for	ease	of	installation	and	removal.

57400159	 	 $424.95
Fits	’00-later	FLSTC	and	FLST,	FLSTF,	FLSTFB	models	
equipped	with	auxiliary	lighting.	(Does	not	fit	with	Mini	Tach	
or	Boom!™	Audio	Cruiser	Speakers.)

F.	 venTILATOr	kIng-SIze	DeTAchAbLe	WInDShIeLD –	
FL	SOFTAIL®

In	a	nutshell,	a	windshield	should	provide	a	barrier	between	
the	rider	and	errant	bugs,	discarded	cigarette	butts,	flying	
debris	and	bad	air.	The	shield	should	manage	airflow	and	wind	
blasts	to	create	a	pocket	of	still	air	for	both	rider	and	passen-
ger	comfort.	But	if	you	ride	in	a	warm	climate,	or	spend	time	
at	low	speeds	stuck	in	traffic,	you	need	to	keep	some	air	circu-
lating	around	your	body	to	stay	comfortable.	The	Ventilator	
Windshield	features	clear	injection-molded	vents	that	allow	
you	 to	 adjust	 the	 airflow	 to	 match	 the	 riding	 conditions.	
Opening	the	vents	redirects	the	air	across	your	chest	for	a	
cooling	effect,	and	closing	the	vents	provides	maximum	wind	
and	weather	protection.	But	when	you	want	to	ride	“naked,”	
the	Detachable	shield	can	be	removed	completely	and	rein-
stalled	in	seconds	to	match	your	riding	mood.

57400027	 20"	Clear.	 $424.95
Fits	’05-later	FLS	and	FLSTN,	’86-later	FLSTC	and	’00-later	
FLSTF,	FLSTFB	and	’06	FLST	models	with	auxiliary	lamps.	
Windshield	dimensions:	Overall	height	–	27.0";	width	–	22.0".

e.	WInDSpLITTer	venTeD	WInDShIeLD

F.	venTILATOr	kIng-SIze	DeTAchAbLe	WInDShIeLD	–	FL	SOFTAIL
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A.	kIng-SIze	DeTAchAbLe	WInDShIeLD	FOr	FL	
SOFTAIL®	mODeLS	–	pOLISheD	brAceS
Styled	to	complement	the	beefy	FL	Softail®	front	headlamp,	
this	windshield	can	be	installed	or	removed	in	seconds	without	
tools,	keeping	your	bike	ready	for	the	open	road	or	for	a	run	
down	Main	Street.	The	windshield	is	formed	from	hard-coated	
polycarbonate	to	resist	scratching	and	abrasion,	and	is	avail-
able	with	traditional	polished	braces	and	mounting	brackets	
to	blend	with	your	customizing	style.	Mounting	brackets	are	
supported	by	molded-rubber	bushings	for	improved	isolation.	
Windshield	kit	includes	all	the	hardware.

Fits	’86-’99	FLSTC,	’90-later	FLS,	FLSTF,	FLSTFB,	’06	FLST	
and	’93-’96	FLSTN	models	without	auxiliary	lamps.	(Does	not	
fit	Springer™	models.)

58243-95	 21"	Clear	–	Polished	Braces.	 $359.95
Windshield	dimensions:	Overall	height	–	26.3";	width	–	23.1".
58278-95	 18"	Light	Smoke	–	Polished	Braces.		 $384.95
Windshield	dimensions:	Overall	height	–	23.4";	width	–	23.1".

Fits	’00-later	FLSTC	and	’00-later	FLS,	FLST,	FLSTF,	FLSTFB	
and	FLSTN	models	equipped	with	auxiliary	lighting.	Includes	
mounting	hardware.

57400114	 23"	Clear	–	Polished	Braces.	 $369.95
Windshield	dimensions:	Overall	height	–	28.3";	width	–	23.1".
57400112	 21"	Clear	–	Polished	Braces.	 $384.95
Windshield	dimensions:	Overall	height	–	26.3";	width	–	23.1".
57400115	 18"	Clear	–	Polished	Braces.	 $354.95
Windshield	dimensions:	Overall	height	–	23.4";	width	–	23.1".
57400113	 18"	Light	Smoke	–	Polished	Braces.	 $384.95
Windshield	dimensions:	Overall	height	–	23.4";	width	–	23.1".
57061-09	 16"	Clear	–	Polished	Braces.	 $309.95
Windshield	dimensions:	Overall	height	–	23.4";	width	–	23.1".

Fits	’86-’99	FLSTC	and	’90-’99	FLSTF,	FLSTFB,	’93-’96	FLSTN	
models	with	auxiliary	lighting.	Includes	mounting	hardware.
(Does	not	fit	Springer	models.)

57749-04	 23"	Clear	–	Polished	Braces.	 $374.95
Windshield	dimensions:	Overall	height	–	28.3";	width	–	23.1".
58240-95	 21"	Clear	–	Polished	Braces.	 $354.95
Windshield	dimensions:	Overall	height	–	26.3";	width	–	23.1".
58628-99	 21"	Light	Smoke	–	Polished	Braces.	 $384.95
Windshield	dimensions:	Overall	height	–	26.3";	width	–	23.1".
58275-95	 18"	Light	Smoke	–	Polished	Braces.	 $384.95
Windshield	dimensions:	Overall	height	–	23.4";	width	–	23.1".

A.	kIng-SIze	DeTAchAbLe	WInDShIeLD	FOr	FL	SOFTAIL	mODeLS		
WIThOuT	AuxILIAry	LIghTIng	–	pOLISheD	brAceS

21"

18"

A.	kIng-SIze	DeTAchAbLe	WInDShIeLD	FOr	FL	SOFTAIL	mODeLS	WITh		
AuxILIAry	LIghTIng	–	pOLISheD	brAceS

23"

21"

18"
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	 Windshields

b.	kIng-SIze	DeTAchAbLe	WInDShIeLD	FOr	FL	
SOFTAIL®	mODeLS	–	gLOSS	bLAck	brAceS
Designed	to	be	installed	or	removed	without	tools	in	seconds,	
a	detachable	windshield	gives	you	the	freedom	to	define	your	
ride	at	the	drop	of	a	hat.	Ride	across	the	country	protected	
from	the	elements,	then	quickly	remove	the	windshield	to	
hit	the	streets	in	style.	This	one-piece	windshield	is	formed	
from	hard-coated	polycarbonate	material	to	resist	scratching.	
The	shield	is	attached	to	stainless	steel	mounting	brackets	
supported	by	molded-rubber	bushings	for	 improved	isola-
tion.	Windshields	are	available	with	contemporary	gloss	black	
braces	and	mounting	brackets,	and	in	a	variety	of	heights	to	
match	your	size	and	riding	style.

Fits	’86-’99	FLSTC,	’90-later	FLS,	FLSTF,	FLSTFB,	’06	FLST	
and	’93-’96	FLSTN	models	without	auxiliary	lamps.	(Does	not	
fit	Springer™	models.)

57688-10	 21"	Clear	–	Black	Braces.	 $354.95
Windshield	dimensions:	Overall	height	–	26.3";	width	–	23.1".

Fits	’00-later	FLSTC	and	’00-later	FLS,	FLST,	FLSTF,	FLSTFB	
and	FLSTN	models	equipped	with	auxiliary	lighting.	Includes	
mounting	hardware.

57400110	 21"	Clear	–	Black	Braces.	 $354.95
Windshield	dimensions:	Overall	height	–	26.3";	width	–	23.1".
57400111	 18"	Light	Smoke	–	Black	Braces.	 $384.95
Windshield	dimensions:	Overall	height	–	23.4";	width	–	23.1".

c.	kIng-SIze	DeTAchAbLe	WInDShIeLD	FOr	
herITAge	SprInger™	mODeLS
This	 one-piece	 windshield	 is	 formed	 from	 hard-coated	
polycarbonate	 material	 to	 resist	 scratching.	The	 shield	
is	 attached	 to	 highly-polished	 stainless	 steel	 mount-
ing	 brackets	 supported	 by	 molded-rubber	 bushings	 for	
improved	isolation.

58772-97	 18"	Clear.	 $314.95
Fits	’97-’03	FLSTS	and	’05-’07	FLSTSC	models.	Installation	
requires	the	separate	purchase	of	Windshield	Docking	
Hardware	Kit	P/N	58907-96B.	Will	not	fit	with	Chrome	
Billet	Mini	Tach	Mounts.	Windshield	dimensions:	Overall	
height	–	27.0";	width	–	23.1".

Shown	with:
	 DOckIng	hArDWAre	FOr	DeTAchAbLe	

WInDShIeLDS
58907-96b	 Polished	Finish.	 $79.95
Required	for	installation	of	Detachable	Windshields	on	
’93-later	FXSTS,	FXSTSSE,	FXSTSB,	’97-later	FLSTS,		
FLSTSB	and	FLSTSC	models.

c.	kIng-SIze	DeTAchAbLe	WInDShIeLD	FOr	herITAge	SprInger	mODeLS	–	18"	cLeAr

b.	kIng-SIze	DeTAchAbLe	WInDShIeLD	FOr	FL	SOFTAIL	mODeLS	WITh		
AuxILIAry	LIghTIng	–	gLOSS	bLAck	brAceS

21"

18"
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	 Windshields

b.	kIng-SIze	DeTAchAbLe	WInDShIeLD	FOr	nAceLLe-eQuIppeD	mODeLS	
WIThOuT	AuxILIAry	LIghTIng	–	19"	cLeAr

A.	kIng-SIze	nOSTALgIc	DeTAchAbLe	WInDShIeLD	
FOr	FL	SOFTAIL®	mODeLS
Formed	from	hard-coated	polycarbonate	to	resist	scratch-
ing,	 this	 one-piece	 windshield	 features	 a	 nostalgic	 horse-
shoe-shaped	outer	brace	with	stylized	Bar	&	Shield	logo.	The	
highly	polished	mounting	brackets	attach	easily	with	 the	
included	mounting	hardware,	and	after	initial	installation,	the	
windshield	can	be	removed	and	re-attached	without	tools	in	
seconds.	Detachable	Windshields	are	available	in	21"	and	18"	
versions	to	match	your	need	for	wind	protection.

Fits	’05-later	FLS	and	FLSTN,	’86-later	FLSTC,	’00-later	FLSTF,	
FLSTFB	and	’06	FLST	models	with	or	without	auxiliary	lamps.	
Additional	mounting	hardware	not	required.

57140-05	 21"	Clear.		 $374.95
Windshield	dimensions:	Overall	height	–	26.3";	width	–	23.1".
57141-05	 18"	Light	Smoke.		 $399.95
Windshield	dimensions:	Overall	height	–	23.4";	width	–	23.1".

b.	kIng-SIze	DeTAchAbLe	WInDShIeLD	FOr	nAceLLe-	
eQuIppeD	mODeLS	WIThOuT	AuxILIAry	LIghTIng
This	one-piece	polycarbonate	windshield	is	designed	with	a	
larger	diameter	opening	to	wrap	around	the	contour	of	the	
Chrome	Headlamp	Nacelle	Kit	P/N	67907-96B.	Full	length	
windshield	will	not	fit	with	Original	Equipment	or	accessory	
Auxiliary	Lamp	Kits.

Fits	 ’86-later	 FLS,	 FLSTC,	 FLSTF,	 FLSTFB,	 ’06	 FLST	 and	
’93-’96	FLSTN	models	equipped	with	the	Chrome	Headlamp	
Nacelle	Kit	P/N	67907-96B.	Fits	without	auxiliary	lamps.

58652-97A	 19"	Clear.		 $374.95
Windshield	dimensions:	Overall	height	–	26.3";	width	–	23.1".
58653-97A	 16"	Light	Smoke.	 $399.95
Windshield	dimensions:	Overall	height	–	23.4";		width	–	23.1".

Also	available:
	 kIng-SIze	DeTAchAbLe	WInDShIeLD	FOr	nAceLLe-	

eQuIppeD	mODeLS	WITh	AuxILIAry	LIghTIng
This	one-piece	polycarbonate	windshield	is	designed	with	a	
larger	diameter	opening	to	wrap	around	the	contour	of	the	
Chrome	Headlamp	Nacelle	Kit	P/N	67907-96B.	Windshield	is	
shaped	to	accept	Original	Equipment	or	accessory	Auxiliary	
Lamp	Kits.

Fits	 ’86-later	 FLS,	 FLSTC,	 FLSTF,	 FLSTFB,	 ’06	 FLST	 and	
’93-’96	FLSTN	models	equipped	with	the	Chrome	Headlamp	
Nacelle	Kit	P/N	67907-96B.	Fits	with	auxiliary	lamps.

58649-97A	 19"	Clear.		 $374.95
Windshield	dimensions:	Overall	height	–	26.3";	width	–	23.1".
58651-97A	 16"	Light	Smoke.		 $399.95
Windshield	dimensions:	Overall	height	–	23.4";	width	–	23.1".

A.	kIng-SIze	nOSTALgIc	DeTAchAbLe	WInDShIeLD	FOr	FL	SOFTAIL	mODeLS

21"

18"

19"

16"
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	 Wind	Protection

c.	repLAcemenT	WInDShIeLD	Screen
Tailor	 your	 existing	 windshield	 for	 your	 riding	 preference.	
Replace	the	original	windshield	with	a	screen	sized	to	improve	
wind	protection.	Uses	your	existing	mounting	brackets	and	
hardware	for	an	easy,	economical	conversion.

Fits	’86-later	FLS,	FLSTC	and	FLSTF,	FLSTFB,	’06	FLST	and	
’93-’96	FLSTN	models	equipped	with	a	Detachable	King-Size	
Windshield.	(Does	not	fit	Springer™	models.)

57754-04	 23"	Clear.	 $159.95
57975-99	 21"	Light	Smoke.	 $159.95
58277-95	 18"	Light	Smoke.	 $154.95

Fits	’86-later	FLS,	FLSTC	and	FLSTF,	’06	FLST	and	’93-’96	
FLSTN	models	equipped	with	the	Chrome	Headlamp	Nacelle	
Kit	P/N	67907-96B.

58657-97A	 19"	Clear.	 	$144.95
58658-97A	 16"	Light	Smoke.	 $154.95

D.	SkuLL	WITh	WIngS	WInDShIeLD	TrIm	kIT
This	Trim	Kit	 replaces	the	horizontal	 inner	and	outer	trim	
strips	of	your	current	windshield	with	a	new	bar	featuring	a	
cast	“Skull	with	Wings”	logo.	Kit	includes	inner	and	outer	trim	
and	mounting	tape	for	easy	installation.

58691-04	 	 $89.95
Fits	’86-later	FLS,	FLSTC	and	FLSTF,	FLSTFB,	’06	FLST,	and		
’94-later	FLHR	models	equipped	with	King-Size	Windshields.

e.	WInDShIeLD	AcOrn	nuT	kIT
Kit	contains	10	chrome-plated	low	crown	12-24	acorn	nuts.

94111-95	 	 $7.95
Fits	Compact,	King-Size,	Convertible	and	Road	King®	
windshields.	(Pkg.	of	10.)

F.	 mID-FrAme	AIr	DeFLecTOr
Improve	 rider	 comfort	 during	 the	 summer	 riding	 season.	
Designed	for	severe	duty	and	extreme	temperature	appli-
cations,	these	inconspicuous	black	deflectors	attach	to	the	
frame	and	surround	the	top	of	the	rear	cylinder	head.	The	
scoop	shape	captures	the	moving	air	and	uses	the	flow	to	
direct	the	heat	down	and	away	from	the	rider	to	 improve	
comfort.	Kit	includes	all	required	mounting	hardware.

29200008A	 	 $74.95
Fits	’08-later	Softail	models	(except	FXCW	and	FXCWC).

g.	WInD	DeFLecTOrS	–	chrOme
Add	the	fully-dressed	look	to	Heritage	Softail®	Classic	models.

58125-90b	 	 	$69.95
Fits	’86-later	FLS,	FLST,	FLSTC,	FLSTF,	FLSTFB,	FLSTSE/2	
and	’93-’96	FLSTN	models	equipped	with	Harley-Davidson®		
King-Size	Windshield	and/or	Passing	Lamp	Kits.	Does	not	fit	
Springer	models.

h.	SOFT	LOWerS
Extend	your	riding	season.	Full	coverage	Soft	Lowers	provide	
wind	and	mud	protection	for	the	rider’s	legs	and	boots,	and	
minimize	cold	updrafts	as	the	weather	changes.	Covers	are	
custom	shaped	to	hug	the	engine	guard	to	minimize	flap-
ping,	and	they	simply	clip	in	place	for	speedy	installation	as	
the	weather	changes.	Two-way	zippered	outer	edge	accom-
modates	guard-mounted	highway	pegs	in	almost	any	posi-
tion.	Reflective	piping	provides	added	visibility,	and	the	rigid	
inner	panel	provides	ample	clearance	around	the	foot	controls.

57100213	 	 $99.95
Fits	FL	Softail	models	equipped	with	Engine	Guard	P/N	
49004-90	or	49004-00A.	Does	not	fit	Mustache	or	Nostalgic	
Engine	Guards.	Does	not	fit	models	with	forward	controls,	
Extended	Reach	Brake	Lever	or	Extended	Reach	Shift	Lever.

c.	repLAcemenT	WInDShIeLD	Screen

g.	WInD	DeFLecTOrS	–	chrOme h.	SOFT	LOWerS

e.	WInDShIeLD	AcOrn	nuT	kIT

D.	SkuLL	WITh	WIngS	WInDShIeLD	TrIm	kIT

F.	mID-FrAme	AIr	DeFLecTOr F.	mID-FrAme	AIr	DeFLecTOr

23"

21"

18"
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Seat of power
The right seat is equal parts ergonomics and comfort. Its 
shape anchors your position and determines the reach  
to the ground and to the controls, and the padding supports 
your tailbone and hips to relieve stress and pressure. Pick 
the right one for you — and your passenger. 

Narrowed  
Thigh Area

Rider  
Seat Width

Passenger  
Seat Width

Lower Back 
Rise

softail® seat types

pamper your behind

Experience ultimate comfort. Road  
Zeppelin® Seat Pads are equipped  
with a unique air bladder system that 
distributed rider weight across the 
entire seating surface. By reducing  
pressure points and providing shock  
absorption, this pad allows you to ride 
your cool low profile seat for hundreds 
of miles. The mesh cover lets air  
circulate beneath the rider’s body, 
reducing the temperature between 
the rider and seat. The easy-to-reach 
integrated hand pump and air release 
valve permits quick and convenient 
adjustment.

custom seat program

changing your seat

Switching out your seat is simple. And 
because certain rides call for certain 
styles, some folks like to have multiple 
seats to match the occasion. Install a 
comfortable, supportive touring seat for 
the longer treks, and swap it out for a 
low-profile seat for a night on the town. 
Please see your owner’s manual for 
proper removal and installation of seats.

Solo or two-up, comfort or style, check out these seats to get an idea of where  
you want to sit.

202	 softail®

A personalized seat is the perfect thread 
to tie your bike’s attitude together. Select 
the stitching pattern, leather inlay and 
thread color that best support your 
custom movement, and you’ll have your 
personalized seat in just three weeks. For 
more details, turn to page 730, or visit 
h-d.com/customseat.

low-profile seats 
These saddles combine radical styl-
ing with a “deep-in-the-bike” riding 
position. Long and lean, Badlander®, 
Brawler® and Sidekick® seats bring 
you lower to the ground than most 
other seats.

position seats 
Designed to place the rider in the 
best relationship to the controls, 
Reach® and Tallboy® seats position 
short and tall riders for a comfortable 
extension of the arms and legs.

touring seats 
Designed for comfort, Sundowner™ 
and Signature Series® seats offer  
a broad seating surface to reduce 
pressure points and a dished shape 
holds you in place and provides  
additional back support.
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	 Seating

A.	brAWLer®	SeAT
When	it’s	time	to	go	it	alone,	go	solo	in	style.	These	premium	
quality	 cowhide	 leather	 saddles	 are	 designed	 to	 create	 a	
subtle	and	distinctive	look.	Top-grain	leather	seating	surface	
and	contoured	foam	padding	add	long-haul	comfort,	and	the	
durable	hand-laid	fiberglass	seat	pan	is	carpeted	to	protect	
the	paint	finish.

51393-06A	 	 $299.95
Fits	’07-later	FLSTF,	FLSTFB,	FLSTSB	and	’06-later	FXST,	
FXSTB,	FXSTC	and	FXSTS	(except	FLSTSE/2/3	and	
FXSTSSE/2/3)	models.	For	two-up	versatility,	you	can	add	
the	matching	detachable	Brawler	Passenger	Pillion	P/N	
52270-08.	Seat	width	12.5".	
53359-02	 	 $299.95
Fits	’00-’07	FLSTC,	’06	FLST,	’00-’06	FLSTF	and	’00-’05	FX	
Softail®	models	(except	FXSTD).	Seat	width	13.0".

Also	available:
	 brAWLer	SeAT	–	vInyL

The	Brawler®	solo	seat	hugs	the	frame	for	a	low-profile	custom	
look.	The	rich	black	vinyl	seating	surface	stands	up	to	abuse	
and	the	weather	with	minimal	care,	and	the	thermo-formed	
seat	pan	and	premium	quality	foam	padding	is	contoured	for	
added	support.	For	two-up	versatility,	you	can	add	the	match-
ing	detachable	Brawler	Passenger	Pillion	P/N	52270-08.

52269-08	 	 $199.95
Fits	’07-later	FLSTF,	FLSTFB,	FLSTSB	and	’06-later		
FXST,	FXSTB,	FXSTC	and	FXSTS	(except	FLSTSE/2/3	and	
FXSTSSE/2/3)	models.	Seat	width	12.5".

b.	SIDekIck®	SeAT
Share	your	custom	ride.	The	two-up	design	of	this	premium	
cowhide	leather	seat	offers	a	frame-hugging	look,	but	adds	
back	support	for	the	rider,	and	additional	padding	for	the	
passenger.	The	custom	seating	surface	and	the	hand-laid	
fiberglass	seat	base	show	attention	to	detail	second	to	none.

51387-06A	 	 $369.95
Fits	’07-later	FLSTF,	FLSTFB,	FLSTSB	and	’06-later	FXST,	
FXSTB,	FXSTC	and	FXSTS	(except	FLSTSE/2/3	and	
FXSTSSE/2/3)	models.	FLSTSB	models	require	separate	
purchase	of	Passenger	Footpeg	Mounting	Kit	P/N	50932-08	
and	passenger	footpegs.	Seat	width	12.5";	passenger	pillion	
width	6.5".

c.	rALLyrunner®	SeAT
This	 Rallyrunner®	 Seat	 combines	 a	 sleek	 frame-hugging	
contour	 with	 added	 long-haul	 comfort.	The	 seat	 features	
thicker	padding	for	the	rider,	and	a	wider	passenger	pillion	for	
the	passenger.	The	premium	cowhide	leather	seating	surface	
has	a	rich,	luxurious	feel,	and	the	carpeted	hand-laid	fiber-
glass	seat	base	hugs	the	fender	for	a	custom	look.	The	foam	
padding	will	form	to	the	rider’s	shape,	and	provide	hours	of	
riding	comfort.

51936-08	 	 $369.95
Fits	’07-later	FLSTB,	FLSTF,	FLSTFB	and	’06-later	FXST,	
FXSTB,	FXSTC	and	FXSTS	(except	FLSTSE/2/3	and	
FXSTSSE/2/3)	models.	FLSTSB	models	require	separate	
purchase	of	Passenger	Footpeg	Mounting	Kit	P/N	50932-08	
and	passenger	footpegs.	Seat	width	13.0";	passenger	pillion	
width	11.0".

NOTE:	Some	Harley-Davidson®	seats	are	made	of	leather.		
Fine	leathers	or	other	natural	materials	WILL	gain	“character,”	
such	as	wrinkles	or	wear,	with	age.	This	is	normal.	A	fine,	aged	
patina	and	character	wrinkles	are	a	sign	of	the	extremely	high	
quality	materials	used	to	construct	your	seat	or	backrest.	The	
appearance	of	scars	or	marks	on	the	leather	are	a	result	of	
using	natural	leather	panels	and	should	not	be	thought	of	as	
an	imperfection.	Please	use	Harley-Davidson	Leather	Dressing	
P/N	98261-91V	to	protect	your	investment.

To	add	custom	inlays	and	stitching
to	your	Brawler	or	Sidekick	seat,
see	pages	728-731,	or	visit:
www.h-d.com/customseat.

c.	rALLyrunner	SeAT

b.	SIDekIck	SeAT

A.	brAWLer	SeAT
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A.	bADLAnDer®	SeAT
Clean	 smooth	 covers,	 subtle	 top-stitching,	 and	 a	 frame-
hugging	 profile	 add	 up	 to	 a	 statement	 only	 Harley	 could	
create.	The	low,	lean	look	also	offers	the	benefit	of	a	reduced	
seat	height,	ideal	for	riders	wanting	the	lowest	possible	seat	
height.	Includes	all	mounting	hardware.

51397-06A	 	 $219.95
Fits	’07-later	FLSTF,	FLSTFB,	FLSTSB	and	’06-later	FXST,	
FXSTB,	FXSTC	and	FXSTS	models	(except	FLSTSE/2/3	and	
FXSTSSE3).	FLSTSB	models	require	separate	purchase	of	
Passenger	Footpeg	Mounting	Kit	P/N	50932-08	and	
passenger	footpegs.	Does	not	have	embroidered	logos.		
Seat	width	12.0";	passenger	pillion	width	6.5".
52292-00A	 	 $219.95
Fits	’00-later	FLST,	FLSTC	and	FLSTSC	(except	FLSTSE/2/3),	
’00-’06	FLSTF,	’00-’05	FX	Softail®	models	(except	FXSTD).	
Also	fits	FLSTN	models	with	removal	of	stock	luggage	rack.	
Seat	width	12.0";	passenger	pillion	width	6.5".
52292-94b	 		 $219.95
Fits	’84-’99	Softail	models	(except	FLSTS).	Seat	width	12.0";	
passenger	pillion	width	6.5".

b.	LeATher	bADLAnDer	SeAT
The	traditional	Badlander®	Seat	style	is	enhanced	with	supple	
top-grain	leather.	Includes	leather	care	product,	seat,	grab	
strap	and	mounting	hardware.

52361-00A	 	 $299.95
Fits	’00-later	FLST,	FLSTC	and	FLSTSC	(except	FLSTSE/2/3),	
’00-’06	FLSTF,	’00-’05	FX	Softail	models	(except	FXSTD).	
Also	fits	FLSTN	models	with	removal	of	stock	luggage	rack.	
Seat	width	12.0";	passenger	pillion	width	6.0".

c.	DISTreSSeD	brOWn	LeATher	bADLAnDer	SeAT
The	timeless	Badlander	Seat,	with	 its	 low	and	 lean	frame-
hugging	style,	is	dressed	in	rich	brown	leather	that	has	the	
warm	distressed	feel	of	a	well-worn	bomber	jacket.	The	indi-
vidual	leather	panels	are	seamed	together	into	a	pattern	that	
resembles	a	vintage	western	saddle,	and	the	supple	untreated	
surfaces	will	continue	to	age	and	develop	character	marks	
with	 every	 mile.	 Matching	 leather	 grab	 strap	 is	 included,	
and	complementing	Distressed	Brown	Leather	Passenger	
Backrests	are	available	for	most	models.

52000025	 	 $479.95
Fits	’07-later	FLSTF,	FLSTFB,	FLSTSB	and	’06-later	FXST,	
FXSTB,	FXSTC	and	FXSTS	models	(except	FLSTSE/2	and	
FXSTSSE3).	FLSTSB	models	require	separate	purchase	of	
Passenger	Footpeg	Mounting	Kit	P/N	50932-08	and	
passenger	footpegs.	Seat	width	14.0";	passenger	pillion		
width	6.5".

Shown	with:
	 pASSenger	bAckreST	pAD	–	DISTreSSeD		

brOWn	LeATher
Styled	to	complement	Distressed	Brown	Leather	seats,	this	
backrest	pad	is	the	perfect	choice	to	complete	your	brown	
leather	look.

52300026	 	 $119.95
Fits	models	equipped	with	Sissy	Bar	Upright		
P/N	52729-08,	51853-07,	51849-07,	51146-10,	51161-10,	
52300040	or	52300042.

A.	bADLAnDer	SeAT

b.	LeATher	bADLAnDer	SeAT	
(ShOWn	WITh	ShOrT	pASSenger	bAckreST	pAD)

c.	DISTreSSeD	brOWn	LeATher	bADLAnDer	SeAT	
(ShOWn	WITh	DISTreSSeD,	brOWn	LeATher	bAckreST	pAD)

NOTE:	Some	Harley-Davidson®	seats	are	made	of	leather.		
Fine	leathers	or	other	natural	materials	WILL	gain	“character,”	
such	as	wrinkles	or	wear,	with	age.	This	is	normal.	A	fine,	aged	
patina	and	character	wrinkles	are	a	sign	of	the	extremely	high	
quality	materials	used	to	construct	your	seat	or	backrest.	The	
appearance	of	scars	or	marks	on	the	leather	are	a	result	of	
using	natural	leather	panels	and	should	not	be	thought	of	as	
an	imperfection.	Please	use	Harley-Davidson	Leather	Dressing	
P/N	98261-91V	to	protect	your	investment.
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D.	Tuck	&	rOLL	SOLO	SeAT
Original	Equipment	on	the	’12	Softail®	Slim™	model,	this	low-
profile	Solo	Seat	features	classic	“tuck	&	roll”	style	upholstery	
and	a	minimalistic	look	that	is	the	perfect	complement	to	the	
Softail	FXS	Blackline®	model.	Designed	to	sit	you	low	in	the	
bike,	the	seat’s	narrow	nose	and	the	frame-hugging	shape	
brings	you	closer	to	the	ground	for	a	lean	and	mean	riding	
profile.	When	you	need	two-up	versatility,	just	add	the	avail-
able	matching	Passenger	Pillion	P/N	52400039.

52000031	 	 $199.95
Fits	’11-later	FXS	models.	Seat	width	10.5".

Shown	with:
	 pASSenger	pILLIOn	–	SOFTAIL	SLIm	STyLIng

Bring	 a	 passenger	 along	 for	 the	 ride.	This	 easy-to-install	
detachable	Passenger	Pillion	features	a	tuck	and	roll	cover	
styled	to	match	the	Original	Equipment	Softail	Slim	solo	seat.	
Kit	includes	mounting	hardware	and	grab	strap.

52400039	 	 $139.95
Fits	’12-later	FLS	models	equipped	with	Original	Equipment	
solo	seat.	Installation	requires	separate	purchase	of	
Passenger	Footpeg	Mounting	Kit	P/N	50932-08	and	
passenger	footpegs.	Also	fits	’11-later	FXS	models	equipped	
with	Tuck	&	Roll	Solo	Seat	P/N	52000031.	Pillion	width	6.5".

e.	STAnDArD	LeATher	SOLO	SprIng	SADDLe
First	offered	in	1925,	this	timeless	solo	saddle	offers	a	deep	
dish	bucket	shape	and	a	firm	leather	covering.	The	wide	seat-
ing	surface	and	the	narrow	seat	nose	provide	a	surprisingly	
comfortable	and	supportive	ride.	Available	as	a	direct	replace-
ment	for	the	Softail®	Cross	Bones®	Solo	Seat,	this	Leather	
Saddle	reuses	the	Original	Equipment	springs	and	mount-
ing	hardware.	Installation	on	other	models	requires	separate	
purchase	of	model-specific	Seat	Bracket	and	Spring	Kit.

52004-25	 	 	$269.95
Fits	’08-later	FLSTSB,	FXST,	FXSTB,	FXSTC	and	FXSTS	
models	(except	FXSTSSE/2/3)	and	’86-’94	Softail	models.	
Requires	separate	purchase	of	model-specific	Mounting	
Hardware	Kit	P/N	51902-09	or	52225-89.

Shown	with:
	 SOLO	SeAT	brAckeT/SprIng	kIT

Allows	you	to	upgrade	your	Softail	model	to	the	nostalgic	
look	of	a	sprung	solo	saddle.	Complete	kit	includes	front	and	
rear	mounting	brackets,	chrome-plated	springs,	all	necessary	
hardware,	and	a	frame/battery	cover	for	a	clean	installation.	
This	kit	is	required	to	install	Touring	Solo	Saddle	P/N	51481-08,	
Deluxe	Leather	Solo	Saddle	P/N	52006-47B	or	Leather	Solo	
Saddle	P/N	52004-25.

51902-09	 	 	$229.95
Fits	’08-later	FLSTSB,	FXST,	FXSTB,	FXSTC	and	FXSTS	
models	(except	FXSTSSE2/3).
52225-89	 	 	$229.95
Fits	’86-’94	Softail	models.	Requires	separate	purchase	of	
model-specific	Mounting	Hardware	Kit	P/N	51902-09	or	
52225-89.

F.	 DeLuxe	LeATher	SOLO	SprIng	SADDLe	WITh		
nOSTALgIc	SkIrT
Step	back	to	the	late	1940s.	Styled	to	complement	the	look	
of	 the	 post-war	 Harley®	 models,	 this	 deep	 dished	 leather	
solo	saddle	features	a	firm	but	comfortable	seating	surface.	
The	flexible	skirt	and	chrome	concho	add	a	nostalgic	touch.	
Available	as	a	direct	replacement	for	the	Softail	Cross	Bones	
solo	 seat,	 this	 Deluxe	 Leather	 Saddle	 reuses	 the	 Original	
Equipment	springs	and	mounting	hardware.	Installation	on	
other	models	requires	separate	purchase	of	model-specific	
Seat	Bracket	and	Spring	Kit.

52006-47b	 	 $269.95
Fits	’08-later	FLSTSB,	FXST,	FXSTB,	FXSTC	and	FXSTS	
models	(except	FXSTSSE/2/3)	and	’86-’94	Softail	models.	
Requires	separate	purchase	of	model-specific	Mounting	
Hardware	Kit	P/N	51902-09	or	52225-89.

F.	DeLuxe	LeATher	SOLO	SprIng	SADDLe	WITh	nOSTALgIc	SkIrT

e.	STAnDArD	LeATher	SOLO	SprIng	SADDLe

D.	Tuck	&	rOLL	SOLO	SeAT	(ShOWn	WITh	SOFTAIL	SLIm	pILLIOn)

neW
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A.	SOLO	SprIng	SADDLe
Add	 nostalgic	 “bobber”	 looks	 to	 your	 modern	 Harley-
Davidson®	motorcycle.	Available	in	elegant	leather,	this	solo	
seat	features	a	low-profile	design	that	provides	the	minimal-
istic	“just	enough	to	ride”	look.	The	torsion-style	springs	are	
designed	for	the	optimum	balance	between	spring	suspen-
sion	and	support.	The	smooth	metal	seat	pan	and	the	simple	
frame	cover	leave	a	clean,	finished	appearance.	Easy	to	install,	
the	bolt-on	seat	and	model-specific	Spring	Seat	Installation	
Kit	include	everything	you	need	to	get	the	bobber	look.	No	
cutting,	welding,	or	fabrication	is	necessary,	and	the	seat	can	
be	removed	and	replaced	with	a	touring	seat	for	a	two-up	night	
on	the	town.

Fits	’04-’06	XL,	’10-later	XL,	’06-later	Dyna®	and	’08-later	
Softail®	 models	 (except	 FXCW,	 FXCWC	 and	 FXSBSE).	
Installation	requires	separate	purchase	of	model-specific	
Spring	Seat	Mounting	Hardware	Kit.	Seat	width	10.5".

54373-10	 Black	Leather.	 $299.95
54072-10	 Brown	Leather.	 $299.95
52000113	 White	Diamond.	 $299.95
52000114	 Black	Diamond.	 $299.95

Shown	with:
	 SprIng	SeAT	InSTALLATIOn	kIT

Required	for	installation	of	Solo	Spring	Saddle	P/N	
54072-10,	 54373-10,	 52000113	 or	 52000114.	 Kit	 includes	
springs,	mounting	brackets,	frame	cover	and	hardware.

52000014	 	 $279.95
Fits	’11-later	FXS	and	FLS	models.	
54375-10	 	 $279.95
Fits	’08-later	FXST,	FXSTB,	FXSTC	and	FLSTSB	models.	
54376-10	 	 $279.95
Fits	’08-later	FLSTC	and	FLSTN	models.	
54377-10	 	 $279.95
Fits	’08-later	FLSTF	and	FLSTFB	models.	

A.	SOLO	SprIng	SADDLe	—		
WhITe	DIAmOnD

A.	SOLO	SprIng	SADDLe	—		
bLAck	DIAmOnD

A.	SOLO	SprIng	SADDLe	–	bLAck	LeATher

A.	SOLO	SprIng	SADDLe	–	brOWn	LeATher

neWneW
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b.	SIgnATure	SerIeS®	SeAT	WITh	rIDer	bAckreST
A	perfect	combination	of	foam	density	and	shape	has	created	
our	most	comfortable	seat	for	long-haul	touring.	Both	rider	
and	passenger	will	be	extra	comfy	riding	to	Sturgis	and	back	
with	the	wide	seating	areas.	When	you	reach	your	destina-
tion,	city	driving	will	be	easier	with	the	narrow	nose	that	helps	
keep	your	legs	together.	Seat	features	an	easily	removable	
adjustable	rider	backrest	that	folds	down	for	easier	passen-
ger	mounting.	Rider	backrest	has	a	5-position	height	adjust-
ment	with	1.5"	range,	and	a	wide	range	of	forward/back	angle	
adjustment	with	a	quick	twist	of	the	control	knob.

51985-08	 Smooth.	 $529.95
Fits	’07-later	FLSTF,	FLSTFB,	FLSTSB	and	’06-later	FXST,	
FXSTB,	FXSTC	and	FXSTS	models	(except	FLSTSE/2/3	and	
FXSTSSE3).	FLSTSB	models	require	separate	purchase	of	
Passenger	Footpeg	Mounting	Kit	P/N	50932-08	and	
passenger	footpegs.	Seat	width	16.0";	passenger		
pillion	width	14.0".
51998-08	 Smooth.	 $529.95
Fits	’00-later	FLST,	FLSTC	and	FLSTSC,	’00-’06	FLSTF	and	
’00-’05	Softail®	models	(except	FXSTD).	Also	fits	FLSTN	
models	with	removal	of	stock	luggage	rack.	’00-’06	FLST,	
FLSTC,	FLSTSC,	FLSTF	and	’00-’05	FX	Softail	models	require	
separate	purchase	of	Seat	Bracket	P/N	51949-09.		
Seat	width	16.0";	passenger	pillion	width	14.0".
51922-09	 FLSTC	Styling	with	Studs.	 $549.95
Fits	’00-later	FLST,	FLSTC	and	FLSTSC,	’00-’06	FLSTF	and	
’00-’05	Softail	models	(except	FXSTD).	Also	fits	FLSTN	
models	with	removal	of	stock	luggage	rack.	’00-’06	FLST,	
FLSTC,	FLSTSC,	FLSTF	and	’00-’05	FX	Softail	models	require	
separate	purchase	of	Seat	Bracket	P/N	51949-09.		
Seat	width	16.0";	passenger	pillion	width	14.0".
54397-11	 Deluxe	Styling	with	Valance.		 $549.95
Fits	’05-later	FLSTN	models.	Seat	width	16.0";	passenger	
pillion	width	14.0".

b.	SIgnATure	SerIeS	SeAT	WITh	rIDer	bAckreST	–	DeLuxe	STyLIng

b.	SIgnATure	SerIeS	SeAT	WITh	rIDer	bAckreST	–	FLSTc	STyLIng

b.	SIgnATure	SerIeS	SeAT	WITh	rIDer	bAckreST	–	SmOOTh
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	 SunDOWner™	Deep	buckeT	SeATS
The	Sundowner™	Seat	provides	the	maximum	in	long-riding	
comfort.	 The	 deep-bucket	 design	 puts	 your	 body	 in	 the	
proper	touring	position	and	the	generous	padding	makes	it	
comfortable	for	both	the	rider	and	passenger	as	the	miles	
are	adding	up.	The	dished	shape	provides	added	rider	back	
support,	and	the	wide	passenger	pillion	is	shaped	to	minimize	
pressure	points.

A.	SunDOWner	Deep	buckeT	SeAT	–	SmOOTh
The	 smooth	 vinyl	 cover	 features	 elegant	 top-stitching	 to	
complement	most	Harley-Davidson®	saddlebags	and	luggage.

51468-06A	 	 $299.95
Fits	’07-later	FLSTF,	FLSTFB,	FLSTSB	and	’06-later	FXST,	
FXSTB,	FXSTC	and	FXSTS	models	(except	FLSTSE/2/3	and	
FXSTSSE3).	FLSTSB	models	require	separate	purchase	of	
Passenger	Footpeg	Mounting	Kit	P/N	50932-08	and	
passenger	footpegs.	Seat	width	16.5";	passenger		
pillion	width	12.5".
51764-06	 	 $299.95
Fits	’00-later	FLST,	FLSTC	and	FLSTSC,	’00-’06	FLSTF.	
’00-’05	FX	Softail®	(except	FXSTD).	Also	fits	FLSTN	models	
with	removal	of	stock	luggage	rack.	Seat	width	16.5";	
passenger	pillion	width	12.5".
52000011	 	 $299.95
Fits	’11-later	FXS	models.	Seat	width	15.5";	passenger		
pillion	width	12.0".

b.	SunDOWner	Deep	buckeT	SeAT	–		
SOFTAIL	DeLuxe	mODeLS
Styled	 to	 complement	 the	 Softail	 Deluxe	 model,	 this	
Sundowner	Seat	features	a	leather	valance	with	an	embossed	
pattern	and	winged	logo.

51841-06	 	 $329.95
Fits	’05-later	FLSTN	models.	Seat	width	16.5";	passenger	
pillion	width	12.5".

c.	SunDOWner	Deep	buckeT	SeAT	–	herITAge	
SOFTAIL®	cLASSIc	mODeLS
This	highly	stylized	seat	features	a	leather	valance	with	deco-
rative	chrome	spots,	along	with	intricate	stitching	detail	on	
the	seating	surface	to	match	the	’00-later	Heritage	Softail®	
Classic	model.

51813-09	 	 $329.95
Fits	’00-later	FLST,	FLSTC	and	FLSTSC,	’00-’06	FLSTF.		
’00-’05	FX	Softail	(except	FXSTD).	Also	fits	FLSTN	models	
with	removal	of	stock	luggage	rack.	Seat	width	16.5";	
passenger	pillion	width	12.5".

c.	SunDOWner	Deep	buckeT	SeAT	–	herITAge	SOFTAIL	cLASSIc	mODeLS

b.	SunDOWner	Deep	buckeT	SeAT	–	SOFTAIL	DeLuxe	mODeLS

A.	SunDOWner	Deep	buckeT	SeAT	–	SmOOTh	(’06	Fx	SOFTAIL	ShOWn)
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D.	SunDOWner	Deep	buckeT	SeAT	–	FAT	bOy	mODeLS	(’07-LATer	STyLe)

e.	SunDOWner	Deep	buckeT	SeAT	–	FAT	bOy	mODeLS	(’00-’06	STyLe)

F.	SunDOWner	Deep	buckeT	SeAT	–	SOFTAIL	Deuce	mODeLS

D.	SunDOWner™	Deep	buckeT	SeAT	–		
’07-LATer	FAT	bOy®	mODeLS
This	highly	stylized	seat	features	an	embossed	leather	valance	
with	3	decorative	chrome	studs	and	Spanish	lacing	to	match	
the	’07-later	Fat	Boy®	model.

51801-07	 	 $329.95
Fits	’07-later	FLSTF,	FLSTFB,	FLSTSB	and	’06-later	FXST,	
FXSTB,	FXSTC	and	FXSTS	models	(except	FLSTSE/2/3	and	
FXSTSSE3).	Also	fits	FLSTSE	models	with	removal	of	stock	
rear	fender	trim	strips.	FLSTSB	models	require	separate	
purchase	of	Passenger	Footpeg	Mounting	Kit	P/N	50932-08	
and	passenger	footpegs.	Seat	width	16.5";	passenger		
pillion	width	12.5".

e.	SunDOWner	Deep	buckeT	SeAT	–		
’00-’06	FAT	bOy	mODeLS
This	highly	stylized	seat	 features	an	embroidered	Fat	Boy	
logo	and	chrome	grommets	with	leather	lacing	to	match	the	
’00-’06	Fat	Boy	model.

51570-00A	 	 $329.95
Fits	’00-later	FLST,	FLSTC	and	FLSTSC	(except	FLSTSE/2/3),	
’00-’06	FLSTF	and	’00-’05	FX	Softail®	(except	FXSTD)	
models.	Also	fits	FLSTN	models	with	removal	of	stock	
luggage	rack.	Seat	width	16.5";	passenger	pillion	width	12.5".

F.	 SunDOWner	Deep	buckeT	SeAT	–		
SOFTAIL	Deuce™	mODeLS
This	Sundowner	Seat	gives	you	added	touring	comfort	without	
sacrificing	the	Deuce™	style	that	has	heads	turning.	Styled	
to	match	the	Softail	Deuce	with	an	embroidered	“H-D”	logo.

51112-00b	 	 $329.95
Fits	’00-’07	FXSTD	models.	Seat	width	14.0";		
passenger	pillion	width	11.0".
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	 reDuceD	reAch®	SeATS
Designed	to	position	riders	with	a	shorter	inseam	closer	to	
the	ground,	Reduced	Reach®	Seats	are	shaped	to	place	the	
rider	in	a	comfortable	and	confident	relationship	to	the	hand	
and	foot	controls.	The	wide	seating	surface	provides	loads	
of	support	while	riding,	and	the	narrow	tapered	nose	brings	
your	legs	together	for	an	easier	reach	to	the	ground	at	a	stop.	
Reduced	Reach	Seats	feature	a	stepped	profile	that	provides	
back	support	and	keeps	the	rider	from	sliding	back	during	
acceleration.

A.	reDuceD	reAch	SeAT
Designed	specifically	for	riders	requiring	a	close	to	the	bar	
riding	position,	this	seat	positions	the	rider	approximately	1"	
forward,	and	the	narrow	front	profile	brings	your	legs	closer	
together	to	help	you	plant	your	feet	firmly	on	the	ground.	The	
seat	features	a	textured	vinyl	insert	and	a	Bar	&	Shield	logo	
that	shows	you	are	riding	in	style.

52442-04A	 	 $299.95
Fits	’00-later	FLST,	FLSTC	and	FLSTSC,	’00-’06	FLSTF,	
’00-’05	FX	Softail®	models	(except	FXSTD).	Also	fits	FLSTN	
models	with	removal	of	stock	luggage	rack.	Seat	width	13.5";	
passenger	pillion	width	10.0".
51470-06A	 	 $299.95
Fits	’07-later	FLSTF,	FLSTFB,	FLSTSB	and	’06-later	FXST,	
FXSTB,	FXSTC	and	FXSTS	models	(except	FLSTSE/2/3	and	
FXSTSSE3).	FLSTSB	models	require	separate	purchase	of	
Passenger	Footpeg	Mounting	Kit	P/N	50932-08	and	
passenger	footpegs.	Seat	width	13.5";	passenger	pillion	width	
10.0".

b.	reDuceD	reAch	SeAT	–	SOFTAIL	bLAckLIne®

The	 Reduced	 Reach	 forward	 position	 seat	 for	 the	 Softail	
Blackline®	motorcycle	is	designed	to	move	riders	1.25"	closer	
to	the	hand	and	foot	controls.	The	scooped	bucket-shape	
saddle	 provides	 a	 wide	 seating	 surface	 and	 added	 back	
support	for	long-range	touring,	while	the	narrow	tapered	front	
profile	brings	your	legs	1"	closer	together	to	help	your	feet	rest	
firmly	on	the	pavement	when	stopped.

52000012	 	 $299.95
Fits	’11-later	FXS	models.	Seat	width	13.5";	passenger		
pillion	width	9.5".

c.	reDuceD	reAch	SeAT	–	SOFTAIL	DeLuxe
With	traditional	stitching	and	a	textured	valance,	this	Reduced	
Reach	Seat	is	styled	to	complement	the	Softail	Deluxe	model.	
Designed	to	move	riders	with	shorter	inseams	closer	to	the	
controls,	this	Reduced	Reach	Seat	positions	the	rider	forward	
1/2"	and	brings	the	legs	1-1/2"	closer	together	to	help	get	your	
feet	planted	on	the	pavement	when	stopped	or	parking	the	
bike.

51762-06	 	 $329.95
Fits	’05-later	FLSTN	models.	Seat	width	15.5";		
passenger	pillion	width	11.0".

c.	reDuceD	reAch	SeAT	–	SOFTAIL	DeLuxe

A.	reDuceD	reAch	SeAT

b.	reDuceD	reAch	SeAT	–	SOFTAIL	bLAckLIne
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D.	Super	reDuceD	reAch®	SOLO	SeAT
Get	a	little	bit	closer.	Super	Reduced	Reach®	forward	posi-
tion	seats	are	designed	to	move	riders	with	a	shorter	inseam	
even	closer	to	the	controls	and	to	bring	the	legs	about	1"	closer	
together	so	that	your	feet	rest	firmly	on	the	pavement.	The	
scooped	bucket-shape	saddle	is	enhanced	with	added	back	
support	padding	to	move	the	rider	up	to	1"	 lower	and	2.5"	
forward.	The	combination	positions	the	rider	closer	to	the	
hand	and	foot	controls	to	offer	both	comfort	and	confidence.	
For	a	two-up	ride,	combine	the	solo	seat	with	the	Touring	
Passenger	Pillion	P/N	51898-05A	(sold separately).	

54380-11	 	 $199.95
Fits	’00-later	FLST	and	FLSTSC,	’05-later	FLSTN	and		
’07-later	FLSTC	models.	Seat	width	12.0".
54381-11	 	 $199.95
Fits	’07-later	FLSTF	and	FLSTFB	models.	Seat	width	12.0".

	 TALLbOy®	SeATS
The	correct	riding	position	can	help	a	tall	rider	sit	comfortably	
on	the	bike,	and	avoid	leg	cramps	and	back	strain	during	a	long	
day	in	the	saddle.	For	riders	with	a	longer	inseam,	a	Tallboy®	
Seat	will	put	you	on	the	road	to	fatigue-free	riding.	Designed	
to	move	the	rider	up	and	back	from	the	stock	seating	position,	
a	Tallboy	Seat	can	eliminate	the	“knees-high”	riding	position,	
and	effectively	places	the	body	for	a	natural	arm	and	leg	reach	
to	the	controls.	Tallboy	Seats	feature	a	bucket-shaped	design	
for	added	support,	and	a	wide	seating	surface	to	reduce	pres-
sure	on	the	tailbone.	

e.	TALLbOy	SeAT	–	SmOOTh
This	 Tallboy	 Seat	 moves	 the	 rider	 back	 2"	 and	 up	 3"	 as	
compared	to	the	Original	Equipment	seat.	The	new	position	
allows	additional	leg	and	arm	movement	for	the	long-limbed	
rider,	and	a	comfortable	seating	space	for	the	open	road.	The	
Tallboy	Seat	 features	a	smooth	vinyl	surface	that	comple-
ments	many	motorcycle	models,	and	a	wide	pillion	for	added	
passenger	comfort.

51469-06A	 	 $299.95
Fits	’07-later	FLSTF,	FLSTFB,	FLSTSB	and	’06-later	FXST,	
FXSTB,	FXSTC	and	FXSTS	models	(except	FLSTSE/2/3	and	
FXSTSSE3).	FLSTSB	models	require	separate	purchase	of	
Passenger	Footpeg	Mounting	Kit	P/N	50392-08	and	
passenger	footpegs.	Seat	width	16.5";	passenger	pillion	width	
12.5".

F.	 TALLbOy	SeAT	–	SOFTAIL®	DeLuxe
Stitched	and	textured	to	match	the	nostalgic	style	of	 the	
Softail®	Deluxe	model,	this	Tallboy	Seat	moves	the	rider	back	
1.75"	and	up	2"	as	compared	to	the	Original	Equipment	solo	
seat	on	the	Softail	Deluxe.	The	new	position	allows	additional	
leg	and	arm	movement	for	the	long-limbed	rider,	and	a	wide	
pillion	for	added	passenger	comfort.

52852-05	 	 $329.95
Fits	’05-later	FLSTN	models.	Seat	width	15.0";	passenger	
pillion	width	11.0".

F.	TALLbOy	SeAT	–	SOFTAIL	DeLuxe

e.	TALLbOy	SeAT	–	SmOOTh

D.	Super	reDuceD	reAch	SOLO	SeAT		
(ShOWn	WITh	OrIgInAL	eQuIpmenT	pASSenger	pILLIOn)
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e.	reAr	FenDer	bIb	–		
FAT	bOy	mODeLS

D.	reAr	FenDer	bIb	–		
SOFTAIL	DeLuxe	mODeLS

A.	TOurIng	pASSenger	pILLIOnS*
Styled	 to	 match	 the	 stitching	 and	 texture	 of	 the	 Original	
Equipment	rider	seat,	these	stylish	pillions	provide	an	extra	
comfortable	ride	for	your	passenger	on	those	long	journeys.

51898-05A	 Smooth	Styling.	 $149.95
Fits	’07-later	FLSTC,	FLSTF,	FLSTFB	and	’05-’07	FLST	and	
FLSTSC	models.	Pillion	width	14.0".
52915-07	 Fat	Boy®	Styling.	 $179.95
Fits	’07-later	FLSTC,	FLSTF,	FLSTFB	and	’05-’07	FLST	and	
FLSTSC	models.	Pillion	width	14.0".
52930-05	 Softail®	Deluxe	Styling.	 $179.95
Fits	’05-later	FLSTN	models	with	Original	Equipment	solo	
seat.	Pillion	width	12.0".
51763-07	 Heritage	Softail®	Classic	Styling.	 $179.95
Fits	’07-later	FLSTC,	FLSTF,	FLSTFB	and	’05-’07	FLST	and	
FLSTSC	models.	Pillion	width	14.0".
52912-00	 Heritage	Softail	Classic	Styling.	 $179.95
Fits	’84-’06	Softail	models	(except	FXSTD,	FLSTS,	FLSTSC,	
FLSTN	or	’05	FLSTFI	15th	Anniversary	models).		
Pillion	width	14.0".

b.	pASSenger	pILLIOn	–	crOSS	bOneS®	STyLIng*
Bring	 a	 passenger	 along	 for	 the	 ride.	This	 easy-to-install	
detachable	Passenger	Pillion	features	insert	panels	and	deco-
rative	lacing	styled	to	match	the	Softail	Cross	Bones®	Original	
Equipment	sprung	solo	seat.	Kit	includes	mounting	hardware	
and	grab	strap.	

51787-08	 	 $179.95
Fits	’08-later	FLSTSB	models	equipped	with	Original	
Equipment	solo	seat.	Installation	requires	separate	purchase	
of	Passenger	Footpeg	Mounting	Kit	P/N	50932-08	and	
passenger	footpegs.	Pillion	width	8.0".

c.	brAWLer®	pASSenger	pILLIOn*	
Add	 two-up	 versatility	 to	 your	 custom	 ride.	 Designed	 to	
complement	leather	or	vinyl-covered	Brawler®	solo	seats,	this	
easy-to-install	vinyl	Passenger	Pillion	allows	you	to	share	your	
ride	at	a	moment’s	notice.	Kit	includes	mounting	hardware	
and	grab	strap.

52270-08	 	 $139.95
Fits	Softail	models	equipped	with	Brawler	Solo	Seat	
P/N	52269-08	or	51393-06A.	Pillion	width	9.0".

D.	reAr	FenDer	bIb	–	SOFTAIL	DeLuxe	mODeLS
Enhance	the	nostalgic	solo	look	by	replacing	the	Softail	Deluxe	
model’s	Original	Equipment	passenger	pillion	and	luggage	
rack	with	this	decorative	fender	cover.	Form-fitted	to	hug	the	
contour	of	the	rear	fender,	this	decorative	fender	cover	hides	
the	passenger	pillion	and	luggage	rack	mounting	holes	that	
are	exposed	when	riding	with	a	solo	seat.	Styled	to	match	
the	Original	Equipment	solo	seat,	the	Fender	Bib	features	a	
textured	leather	insert	to	complete	the	nostalgic	look.	The	
molded	base	is	finished	with	a	soft	felt	underliner	designed	to	
protect	the	fender’s	painted	surface.

52018-08	 	 $69.95
Fits	’05-later	FLSTN	models	equipped	with	Original	
Equipment	rider	seat.

e.	reAr	FenDer	bIb	–	FAT	bOy	mODeLS
Complete	the	stripped-down	solo	look	by	replacing	the	Fat	
Boy	model’s	Original	Equipment	passenger	pillion	with	this	
decorative	fender	cover.	Form-fitted	to	hug	the	contour	of	the	
rear	fender,	this	decorative	fender	cover	hides	the	passenger	
pillion	mounting	holes	that	are	exposed	when	riding	with	a	
solo	seat.	Styled	to	match	the	Original	Equipment	solo	seat,	
the	Fender	Bib	features	a	textured	leather	insert	to	complete	
the	custom	look.	The	molded	base	is	finished	with	a	soft	felt	
underliner	designed	to	protect	the	fender’s	painted	surface.

52038-08	 	 $69.95
Fits	’07-later	FLSTF	and	FLSTFB	models	equipped	with	
Original	Equipment	rider	seat.

c.	brAWLer	pASSenger	pILLIOnb.	pASSenger	pILLIOn	–		
crOSS	bOneS	STyLIng

A.	TOurIng	pASSenger	pILLIOn	–	herITAge		
SOFTAIL	cLASSIc	STyLIng

A.	TOurIng	pASSenger	pILLIOn	–		
FAT	bOy	STyLIng

A.	TOurIng	pASSenger	pILLIOn	–		
SOFTAIL	DeLuxe	STyLIng

A.	TOurIng	pASSenger	pILLIOn	–		
SmOOTh	STyLIng

*WArnIng:	 Do	 not	 install	 on	 models	 that	 are	 not	
equipped	with	passenger	footpegs.	Doing	so	could	result	
in	death	or	serious	injury.
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F.	 rOAD	zeppeLIn®	SeAT	pADS
Experience	ultimate	comfort.	Road	Zeppelin®	Seat	Pads	are	
equipped	with	a	unique	air	bladder	system	that	allows	your	
weight	 to	 be	 distributed	 evenly	 across	 the	 entire	 seating	
surface,	ensuring	hours	of	comfort	for	both	rider	and	passen-
ger.	The	air	bladder	system	is	designed	to	remove	pressure	
points	and	provide	shock	absorption	to	reduce	vibration.	The	
mesh	cover	allows	air	to	circulate	beneath	the	rider’s	body,	
reducing	the	air	temperature	between	the	rider	and	seat.	The	
easy-to-reach	integrated	hand	pump	and	air	release	valve	
permits	quick	and	convenient	adjustment.	Shaped	to	conform	
to	most	Harley-Davidson®	seats,	the	pads	feature	an	adjust-
able	mounting	strap	and	a	non-skid	surface	to	keep	them	in	
place.

52000084	 Rider.	 $119.95
Fits	rider	position	on	all	models	equipped	with	Original	
Equipment	or	accessory	seats.	Also	fits	passenger	position	
on	Touring	models	with	large	pillion	area.	Pad	width	–	14”.0.
52400060	 Passenger	Pillion.	 $119.95
Fits	Original	Equipment	and	accessory	passenger	pillions.	
Pad	length	–	11.0”;	width	–	8.0”.

g.	cIrcuLATOr	SeAT	AnD	bAckreST	pADS
Keep	comfortable	on	your	next	long	ride.	These	breathable	
Circulator	Pads	feature	3-D	construction	that	promotes	air	
movement	and	reduces	heat	build-up	where	the	rider’s	body	
touches	 the	 seat	 or	 backrest.	 Designed	 to	 keep	 the	 rider	
cool	by	reducing	the	perspiration	build-up	between	you	and	
the	seating	surface,	the	Circulator	Pad	can	be	installed	and	
removed	in	seconds	for	easy	cleaning.	The	low-profile	design	
minimizes	seat-height	change	compared	to	inflatable	pads,	
while	enhancing	comfort	with	its	shock-absorbing	construc-
tion.	Manufactured	of	UV-stable	materials,	these	seat	pads	
resist	 fading	when	exposed	to	the	sun.	Elastic	under-seat	
strap	and	non-slip	base	provide	secure	installation,	and	the	
available	Circulator	Passenger	Pillion	Pad	attaches	to	the	rider	
pad	with	hook-and-loop	tabs.

51076-10	 Large	Seat	Pad	(16.0"	width).	 $89.95
Fits	Softail®	and	Touring	models	with	Original	Equipment		
and	accessory	seats.	Will	not	fit	Spring	seats	and		
Road	Zeppelin	seats.
51078-10	 Passenger	Pillion	Pad	(13.0"	width).	 $69.95
Fits	Original	Equipment	and	accessory	passenger	pillions.
52300103	 Wide	Backrest	Pad.	 $59.95
Fits	wide	profile	rider	and	passenger	backrest	pads	up	to	
12.0"	wide	and	9.0"	tall.
52300104	 Narrow	Backrest	Pad.	 $59.95
Fits	narrow	profile	rider	and	passenger	backrest	pads	up	to	
7.0"	wide	and	10.0"	tall.

h.	rAIn	cOverS*
Featuring	a	handy	storage	sack,	this	black	nylon,	water-resis-
tant,	Cordura®	cover	packs	easily	and	shelters	your	seat	from	
the	storm.

51637-97	 Two-up	Seat.	 $29.95
Fits	H-D®	two-up	seats	(except	XR,	FLSTC,	FLSTS	and	seats	
with	rider	backrests).
51638-97	 Solo	Seat	(not shown).	 $29.95
Fits	H-D	solo	seats	(except	XR	and	FLSTS).
51639-97	 Touring	Seat	(not shown).	 $29.95
Fits	FLSTC,	FLSTS	and	most	Touring	seats.	Does	not	fit	with		
rider	or	passenger	backrests.
52952-97	 Seat	with	Rider	Backrest	(not shown).	 $34.95
Fits	most	seats	with	rider	backrest.	Does	not	fit	Trike	models.

F.	rOAD	zeppeLIn	SeAT	pADS

neW

g.	cIrcuLATOr	SeAT	AnD	WIDe	bAckreST	pADS

g.	cIrcuLATOr	bAckreST	pAD	–	nArrOW h.	rAIn	cOver	(TWO-up	SeAT	ShOWn)

*WArnIng:	 Do	 not	 use	 while	 riding;	 could	 result	 in	
death	or	serious	injury.
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A.	pASSenger	grAb	rAIL
Add	 comfort	 and	 confidence	 for	 your	 riding	 companion.	
Chrome-plated	 handrail	 provides	 a	 convenient	 hand	 grip	
for	your	passenger,	and	a	secure	tie-down	point	for	pillion-
mounted	touring	luggage.	For	custom	look,	add	Passenger	
Handrail	Covers	P/N	91668-05	(sold separately).

97036-09	 	 $119.95
Fits	’06-later	FXST,	FXSTB,	FXSTC,	FXSTS,	and		
’07-’08	FXSTSSE/2	models.
97031-09	 	 $119.95
Fits	’06	FLSTF	and	’06-later	FLST,	FLSTC,	and		
FLSTSC	models.

b.	TAnk	brA	FOr	SOFTAIL®	mODeLS
This	tank	bra	is	made	with	nonabrasive,	fleece-backed	vinyl	
material	and	features	an	embroidered	Bar	&	Shield	logo.	It	
protects	your	fuel	tank	from	scratches	from	keys,	belt	buckles	
and	other	objects.	Designed	for	easy	installation	and	a	custom	
fit	without	disassembly	of	the	tank	or	seat.

57799-00	 	 $39.95
Fits	’00-later	Softail®	models	(except	FXCW/C,	FXS,	FXSTD	
and	FXSTSSE/2/3,	’09-later	FLS,	FLSTC,	FLSTFSE2,	FLSTSB,	
FLSTSE/2/3)	and	’93-’03	FXDWG	models.

c.	gLOSS	bLAck	FrAme	cOver	FOr	SOFTAIL	SOLO	
SprIng	SADDLe
Replace	the	raw	wrinkle-finish,	flat	black,	original	frame	cover	
with	this	glossy	addition.	Finished	 in	mirror-smooth	Vivid	
Black,	this	cover	complements	all	factory	denim	or	gloss	paint	
colors,	and	is	an	easy	way	to	set	your	Softail	Cross	Bones®	or	
other	solo	spring	seat-equipped	Softail	model	apart	from	the	
rest.	Easy	to	install,	this	cover	is	a	direct	replacement	for	the	
Original	Equipment	part.

54370-10Dh	 	 $149.95
Fits	’08-later	FLSTSB	models	with	Original	Equipment	Spring	
Seat.	Also	fits	FXST,	FXSTB,	FXSTC	and	FXSTS	(except	
FXSTSSE2/3)	models	equipped	with	Solo	Spring	Seat	and	
Solo	Seat	Bracket/Spring	Kit	P/N	51902-09.

D.	chrOme	ScreWS	FOr	FLST	SeAT	brAckeT
94289-94T	 	 $9.95
Fits	’87-’99	FLSTC,	FLSTF	and	FLSTN	models.	

e.	chrOme	bILLeT	SeAT	mOunTIng	brAckeT
The	highly	stylized	design	of	this	bracket	adds	a	stunning	look	
to	the	back	of	most	seats.

51804-02	 	 $19.95
Replaces	bolt-on	Seat	Brackets	P/N	52467-00,	51798-00,	
51652-97A	and	51652-83B	used	on	most	Original	Equipment	
and	accessory	seats	and	pillions.	See	instruction	sheet	for	
your	application.

F.	 DeTAchAbLe	SeAT	hArDWAre	kIT
This	hardware	kit	allows	the	rider	to	remove	one-piece	Harley-
Davidson®	seats	quickly	and	easily.	

51676-97A	 	 $19.95
Fits	’97-later	XL,	Dyna®,	Softail	(except	FLS	models	equipped	
with	Original	Equipment	seat)	and	Touring	models.	Does	not	
fit	seats	equipped	with	spring-loaded	rear	seat	bracket.

A.	pASSenger	grAb	rAIL	–	FLSTc	ShOWn b.	TAnk	brA	FOr	SOFTAIL	mODeLS

e.	chrOme	bILLeT	SeAT	mOunTIng	brAckeT F.	DeTAchAbLe	SeAT	hArDWAre	kIT

D.	chrOme	ScreWS	FOr	FLST	SeAT	brAckeT

c.	gLOSS	bLAck	FrAme	cOver	FOr	SOFTAIL	SOLO	SprIng	SADDLe
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Comfort on the go
With a detachable backrest and luggage rack, your bike  
can go from a stripped-down afternoon cruiser to a fully 
loaded two-up touring machine in seconds. Comfort-  
and convenience-driven accessories make for a less 
stressful ride.

load it up

Rain gear, extra clothing and basic 
supplies are easy to take along when 
you add luggage to your bike. Designed 
for maximum versatility, this complete 
collection of sissy bar- and luggage 
rack-mounted soft touring luggage 
ensures you will pack what you need 
for your next trip.

Designed by riders, for riders, the 
Premium Luggage Collection is formed 
of superior heavy-weight ballistic nylon 
to maintain their shape and protect 
your belongings over the long haul. And 
the secure spandex mounting system 
slips over the passenger backrest for 
a snug fit.

With a Docking Hardware Kit installed, 
adding or removing a Detachable 
accessory is a simple “slide and click” 
proposition. Rotate the cam-lock to  
release the sissy bar from the rear  
docking points. Pivot the sissy bar 
forward, and lift it free from the front 
docking points.

changing your backrest

the right combination

build your own 
A detachable sissy bar 
upright and backrest 
pad is the starting point 
for a complete touring 
machine. Start by shop-
ping the following pages 
and selecting all the 
components required for 
your particular model.

all in one
For old school looks and modern con-
venience, consider adding a One-Piece 
Detachable Sissy Bar. The tall slim bar 
and the upper kick angle mimics the 
classic ’60s shape, while the detachable 
mount lets you strip down the bike at a 
moment’s notice.

Solo and stripped down, two-up and fully loaded, or anywhere in between, you can 
tailor any Harley-Davidson® motorcycle to meet the demands of the highway. 

equipped for the miles ahead
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solo 
Go it alone in style. Saddlebags hold a 
change of clothes, a rain suit and the 
basic travel gear. A Solo Rack and soft 
bag can store any souvenirs you pick up 
along the way.

two-up 
Take a day’s ride on a bike built for two. 
Saddlebags carry clothes and the  
essentials, while a Sissy Bar Backrest 
Pad provides hours of passenger  
comfort on the open road.

solo with tour-pak® 
Ride like you’re on a mission. The 
saddlebags and Tour-Pak offer tons of 
storage space, and the Solo Mounting 
Rack positions the Tour-Pak Pad for 
maximum rider back support.

two-up with tour-pak 
The ultimate road trip. With all this 
space and comfort, you and one lucky 
passenger are fully-equipped to go 
wherever you want, for as long as  
you want.
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1 2

Choosing	a	Backrest
A	sissy	bar	upright	and	passenger	backrest	are	the	starting	point	to	build	a	complete	touring	machine.		
The	backrest	provides	long-range	comfort	and	support,	and	adds	a	feeling	of	control	and	confidence	for	the	
passenger.	For	permanent	installation,	choose	rigid	sideplates	and	a	style	of	upright	that	suits	your	riding	style.	
For	added	flexibility,	choose	a	detachable	sideplate	kit	and	appropriate	Docking	Hardware	to	make	adding	or	
removing	a	Detachable	accessory	a	simple	“slide	and	click”	proposition.

Fits	’00-later	FXST,	FXSTB,	FXSTS,	FLSTF,	FLSTFB,	’05-’06	
FLSTN,	 ’06	 FLSTFSE2	 and	 ’07-later	 FXSTC	 and	 FLSTSB	
models.	’07-later	FXSTC	models	require	separate	purchase	
of	Fender	Mounted	seat.	 ’00-’02	models	require	separate	
purchase	of	Hardware	Kit	P/N	53388-03.

1.		53378-03A	Chrome.	 $84.95
2.	53387-03A	Wrinkle	Black.	 $84.95

Fits	’00-later	FLSTC,	’00-’03	FLSTS,	’05-’07	FLSTSC,	’06	FLST	
and	’07-later	FLSTN	models.	’00-’02	models	require	separate	
purchase	of	Hardware	Kit	P/N	53388-03.

53374-03	 Chrome.	 $84.95

Fits	’00-later	FXST,	FXSTB,	FXSTS,	FXSBSE,	FXSTSSE/2/3,	
FLSTFSE2,	 FLSTSE/2/3,	 FLST,	 FLSTF,	 FLSTFB,	 FLSTN,	
FLSTSB,	FLSTSC,	models	with	or	without	saddlebags	(except	
Heritage	 Saddlebags	 P/N	 90876-05).	 Requires	 separate	
purchase	of	Docking	Hardware	Kit	and	may	require	Directional	
Relocation	Kit.	See	chart	for	your	application.

3.	53810-00b	Chrome.	 $139.95
4.	53857-00b	Wrinkle	Black.	 $139.95
5.	54258-10	 Gloss	Black.	 $139.95

Fits	 ’00-later	FLSTC	and	 ’00-’03	FLSTS	models.	Also	 fits	
’05-later	 FLST,	 FLSTSC	 models	 with	 Heritage	 Saddlebag	
P/N	 90876-05.	 Requires	 separate	 purchase	 of	 Docking	
Hardware	Kit	and	may	require	Directional	Relocation	Kit.	See	
chart	for	your	application.

53815-00	 Chrome.	 $139.95

Fits	’84-’99	Softail®	models	(except	FLSTS).	Requires	sepa-
rate	 purchase	 of	 Docking	 Hardware	 Kit	 and	 may	 require	
Directional	Relocation	Kit.	See	chart	for	your	application.

53549-95	 Chrome.	 $154.95

When	combined	with	your	choice	of	Sissy	Bar	Upright	and	
Backrest	Pad,	these	Premium	Adjustable	Sideplates	allow	the	
passenger	to	change	the	recline	angle	of	the	passenger	back-
rest	for	maximum	comfort.	Simply	pull	on	the	release	levers	
and	adjust	the	upright	to	one	of	three	different	recline	settings.	
The	exclusive	cam	lock	detachable	design	lets	you	to	add	or	
remove	the	passenger	backrest	assembly	in	seconds.

Fits	’00-later	FXST,	FXSTB,	FXSTS,	FXSBSE,	FXSTSSE/2/3,	
FLSTFSE2,	 FLST,	 FLSTF,	 FLSTFB,	 FLSTSB,	 FLSTSC	 and	
FLSTN	models	with	or	without	saddlebags	(except	Heritage	
Saddlebags	P/N	90876-05).	Requires	separate	purchase	of	
Docking	Hardware	Kit	and	may	require	Directional	Relocation	
Kit.

53994-11	 Chrome.	 $229.95
52300003	 Gloss	Black.	 $229.95

Fits	 ’00-later	FLSTC	and	 ’00-’03	FLSTS	models.	Also	 fits	
’05-later	FLST,	FLSTSC	models	with	Heritage	Saddlebag	P/N	
90876-05.	Requires	separate	purchase	of	Docking	Hardware	
Kit	and	may	require	Directional	Relocation	Kit.

52300001	 Chrome.	 $229.95

5

gloss	black

4

Wrinkle	black

3

chrome

rigid	Sideplates

Detachable	Sideplates

Adjustable	Sideplates
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Select	a	height

Standard	 Low	 Short

	 Standard	Sissy	bar	upright
Give	your	passenger	additional	
back	support	with	a	Standard	
Sissy	Bar	Upright,	designed	to	
accept	a	wide	variety	of	Backrest	
Pads.

	 Low	Sissy	bar	upright
Shaped	to	complement	a	thicker	
passenger	pillion,	this	Low	Sissy	
Bar	Upright	stands	between	the	
Standard	and	Short	Sissy	Bar	
Upright.	The	ideal	match	for	tour-
ing	style	seats,	this	upright	also	
offers	an	additional	height	option	
to	riders	with	custom	style	seats.

	 Short	Sissy	bar	upright
This	Short	Sissy	Bar	Upright	
is	lower	than	traditional	low	
uprights	and	the	hidden	Backrest	
Pad	Mounting	System	allows	
for	a	sleek	look	when	the	pad	is	
removed.

Select	a	Style

height bar Style Finish

Fits ’84-’05 Softail® models 
(except FXSTD) and ’06-later FL 

Softail models (except ’06 
FLSTFSE2, ’07-later FLS, FLSTF, 

FLSTFB, FLSTSE/2/3 and FLSTSB) 
with appropriate sideplates.

Fits ’06-later FXST, FXSTB, FXSTS, 
FLSTFSE2, ’07-later FXSTC, 
FLSTF, FLSTFB, FXSTSSE/2, 

FLSTSE/2/3 and FLSTSB models 
with appropriate sideplates. 

’07-later FXSTC models require 
separate purchase of Fender 

Mounted Seat.

Fits ’13 FXSBSE and ’09 
FXSTSSE3 models with 

appropriate detachable sideplates. 
FXSTSSE3 models require 

separate purchase of Hardware Kit 
P/N 52300306.

Short Square Insert Chrome 52737-94A $69.95 — — — —

Short Square Insert Gloss	Black 52706-07 $69.95 — — — —

Low Square Medallion Chrome 52754-04 $94.95 — — — —

Low Square Medallion Gloss	Black 51851-09 $94.95 — — — —

Low Square Mini	Medallion Chrome — — 53282-06 $89.95 — —

Low Round Mini	Medallion Chrome 52300022 $99.95 51477-06 $99.95 52540-09A $99.95

Low Round Mini	Medallion Gloss	Black 52300024 $99.95 54256-10 $99.95 — —

Standard Square Medallion Chrome 52735-85 $89.95 — — — —

Standard Square Mini	Medallion Chrome — — 53281-06 $89.95 — —

Standard Square Mini	Medallion Wrinkle	Black — — 53407-06 $89.95 — —

Standard Round Mini	Medallion Chrome 52300018 $99.95 — — — —

Standard Round Mini	Medallion Gloss	Black 52300020 $99.95 — — — —

Select	your	model

Square	bar		
medallion	Style	with		

3-bolt	pad	mount

round	bar		
mini	medallion	Style		

with	3-bolt	pad	mount

round	bar		
mini	medallion	Style	

with	2-bolt	pad	mount

Sissy	Bar	Uprights	are	available	in	a	
variety	of	shapes	and	styles.	Square	
bar	uprights	feature	a	traditional	plate	
design	that	provides	a	flat	surface	that	
is	ideal	for	displaying	self-adhesive	
medallions.	Round	bar	uprights	feature	
a	mini	medallion	bar	and	an	embossed	
Bar	&	Shield	insert.	Uprights	are	
designed	to	accept	specific	3-bolt	or	
2-bolt	mounted	backrest	pads.
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1984–1999	Softail®	Docking	hardware	for	Detachable	racks,	handrails	&	Sideplates
Docking	hardware	fitment	is	dependent	on	vehicle	model	and	saddlebag	configuration.	
Detachable Accessory Available to fit: Docking	hardware Directional	relocation	kit
Detachable	Sideplates:	53549-95	and	Saddlebags:		
Heritage	Style	90835-90C 1984-1999 FLSTC 53371-95b	 $44.95 Not	Required

Detachable	Sideplates:	53549-95	and	Saddlebags:		
Fat	Boy®	90381-98 1984-1999 FLSTC 1993-1996 FLSTN 53370-95c	 $44.95 Not	Required

Detachable	Sideplates	53549-95	and	Saddlebags:		
Fat	Boy	90381-98,	90833-90C 1984-1999 FXSTSB, FXSTS, FXSTC, FLSTF 53370-95c	 $44.95 53692-96	 $49.95

Detachable	Sideplates:	53549-95	only 1984-1999 FLSTC, FXSTS, FXSTC, FLSTF 53531-95b	 $39.95 Not	Required

Detachable	Sideplates:	53549-95	only 1984-1999 FXSTSB 53531-95b	 $39.95 53692-96	 $49.95

Detachable	Sideplates	and	Hard	Saddlebags	90224-00xx 1987-1999 FLSTC 53009-03	&	 $9.95	
53531-95b	 $39.95 Included	With	Bags

Detachable	Sideplates	and	Hard	Saddlebags	90225-00xx 1987-1999 FXST, FXSTC, FXSTS, FXSTB 53009-03	&	 $9.95	
53531-95b	 $39.95 Included	With	Bags

Detachable	Sideplates	and	Hard	Saddlebags	90715-00xx 1990-1999 FLSTF 53009-03	&		 $9.95	
53531-95b	 $39.95 Included	With	Bags

2000–later	Softail	Docking	hardware	for	Detachable	racks,	handrails,	Tour-pak®	racks	&	Sideplates
Docking	hardware	fitment	is	dependent	on	vehicle	model	and	saddlebag	configuration.	
Detachable Accessory Available to fit: Docking	hardware Directional	relocation	kit
no	Saddlebags	Detachable	Sideplates	53810-00B	(Chrome),	
53857-00B	(Wrinkle	Black),	54258-10	(Gloss	Black),	Adjustable	
Sideplates	53994-11	(Chrome),	52300003	(Gloss	Black),	Solo	
Detach	Rack	53649-05	(Chrome),	53612-08,	53652-05	(Black),	
One-Piece	Detach	Sissy	Bar	Upright	P/N	53618-05	(Chrome),	
52729-08	(Black),	FXS	One-Piece	Sissy	Bar	P/N	52828-11,	
52760-11,	Solo	Detach	Tour-Pak®	Rack	53559-04A	or	Two-Up	
Detachable	Tour-Pak	Rack	54051-08,	53066-00C.

2000-2001 FXST, FXSTB, FXSTS, FLSTF 53824-00A	 $39.95 53820-00	 $39.95

2002 FXST, FXSTB, FXSTS, FLSTF 53824-00A	 $39.95 53859-02A	 $39.95

2003-later FXST, FXSTB, FXSTS, FXSTSSE/2/3, 
FXSTC, FLSTF, FLSTFB, FLSTFSE2, FLSTSB 53932-03A	 $39.95 53959-06					Chrome	 $39.95	

54268-10						Black	 $39.95

2005-later FLSTN, FLST 53932-03A	 $39.95 Not	Required

2005-2007 FLSTSC 53932-03A	 $39.95 53959-06					Chrome	 $39.95
54268-10						Black	 $39.95

2011-later FLS and FXS 53932-03A	 $39.95 54296-11	 $44.95

2013 FXSBSE 52300239	 $39.95 Not	Required

With	p&A	Saddlebags	Detachable	Sideplates	53810-00B	
(Chrome),	53857-00B	(Wrinkle	Black),	54258-10	(Gloss	Black),	
Adjustable	Sideplates	53994-11	(Chrome),	52300003	(Gloss	
Black),	Solo	Detach	Rack	53649-05	(Chrome),	53612-08,	
53652-05	(Black),	One-Piece	Detach	Sissy	Bar	Upright		
P/N	53618-05	(Chrome),	52729-08	(Black),	Solo	Detach		
Tour-Pak	Rack	53559-04A,	Two-Up	Detachable	Tour-Pak	Rack	
54051-08,	53066-00C.	

2000-2001 FXST, FXSTB, FXSTS, FLSTF 53821-00A	 $34.95 53820-00	 $39.95

2002 FXST, FXSTB, FXSTS, FLSTF 53821-00A	 $34.95 53859-02A	 $39.95

2003-later FXST, FXSTB, FXSTS, FXSTSSE/2, 
FXSTC, FLSTF, FLSTFB, FLSTFSE2, FLSTSB 53930-03A	 $34.95 53959-06					Chrome	 $39.95

54268-10						Black	 $39.95

With	p&A	Saddlebags	53015-05,	53061-00A,	88237-07,	
88238-07,	88263-07,	88286-07,	88306-07,	90058-05,	90114-00A,	
90119-00A,	90130-00B,	90133-06B,	90320-00B,	90384-04,	
90384-06,	90388-04,	90419-08,	91536-00A,	91537-00A,	
91555-01A,	92000-00B	and	92015-03.

2005-later FLSTN, FLST 53930-03A	 $34.95 Not	Required

2005-2007 FLSTSC 53930-03A	 $34.95 53959-06					Chrome	 $39.95
54268-10						Black	 $39.95

2009 FXSTSSE3 53821-00A	 $34.95 53959-06					Chrome	 $39.95
54268-10						Black	 $39.95

With	Original	equipment	Saddlebags	Detachable	Sideplates	
53815-00	(Chrome),	Adjustable	Sideplates	52300001	(Chrome),	
Solo	Detach	Rack	53649-05	(Chrome),	53652-05	(Black),	Solo	
Detach	Tour	Pak	Rack	53559-04A	or	Two-Up	Detachable	Tour	Pak	
Rack	54051-08,	53066-00C	with	Original	Equipment	Saddlebags	
or	with	P&A	Saddlebags	P/N	90876-05.

2000-2002 FLSTC 53822-00A	 $39.95 Not	Required

2003-later FLSTC 53931-03A	 $39.95 Not	Required

2000-2001 FLSTS 53822-00A	 $39.95 53820-00	 $39.95

2002 FLSTS 53822-00A	 $39.95 53859-02A	 $39.95

2003 FLSTS 53931-03A	 $39.95 53959-06					Chrome	 $39.95
54268-10						Black	 $39.95

2005-2007 FLSTSC 53931-03A	 $39.95 53959-06					Chrome	 $39.95
54268-10						Black	 $39.95

2006 FLST 53931-03A	 $39.95 Not	Required

Detachable	Sideplates	and	Hard	Saddlebags	90224-00XX. 2000-2002 FLSTC 53821-00A	&	 $34.95	
53009-03	 $9.95 Not	Required

2003-later FLSTC 53930-03A	&	 $34.95	
53075-03	 $24.95 Not	Required

2005-later FLSTSC, FLST 53930-03A	&	 $34.95	
53075-03	 $24.95 Included	with	Hard	Saddlebags

Detachable	Sideplates	and	Hard	Saddlebags	90225-00XX. 2000-2002 FXST/S/B 53821-00A	&	 $34.95	
53009-03	 $9.95 Included	with	Hard	Saddlebags

2003-later FXST/S/B 53930-03A	&	 $34.95	
53075-03	 $24.95 Included	with	Hard	Saddlebags

2005 FLSTSC 53930-03A	&	 $34.95	
53075-03	 $24.95 Included	with	Hard	Saddlebags

Detachable	Sideplates	and	Hard	Saddlebags	90715-00XX. 2000-2002 FLSTF 53821-00A	&	 $34.95	
53009-03	 $9.95 Included	with	Hard	Saddlebags

2003-later FLSTF, FLSTFB 53930-03A	&	 $34.95	
53075-03	 $24.95 Included	with	Hard	Saddlebags

Detachable	Sideplates	and	Hard	Saddlebags	90725-00XX. 2005-later FLSTN 53930-03A	&		 $34.95
53075-03	 $24.95 Not	Required

*See	fitment	for	Saddlebag	Kits	P/N	88237-07,	88238-07	or	88306-07.
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A.	reAr	DOckIng	hArDWAre	cOver	kIT
Disguise	the	rear	docking	hardware	with	these	easy-to-install	
covers.	The	caps	slide	over	the	exposed	docking	points,	and	
are	held	in	place	by	a	strong	magnetic	pull.	The	caps	are	easy	
to	remove	when	you	wish	to	reinstall	Detachable	accessories.	
Covers	are	available	with	brilliant	chrome	or	durable	gloss	
black	finish	to	match	your	bike’s	attitude.	Sold	in	pairs.

Fits	 many	 accessory	 docking	 hardware	 kits.	 Refer	 to	 the	
fitment	matrix	in	this	P&A	Catalog	page	531,	or	the	Parts	&	
Accessories	section	of	www.harley-davidson.com	for	details.

48218-10	 Short	Chrome	(pair).	 $29.95
48220-10	 Large	Chrome	(pair).	 $29.95
48035-09	 Small	Chrome	(pair).	 $29.95
48221-10	 Short	Black	(pair).	 $29.95
48223-10	 Large	Black	(pair).	 $29.95
48225-10	 Small	Black	(pair).	 $29.95

b.	LOckIng	DeTAchAbLe	LATch	kIT
This	 unique	 lock	 replaces	 the	 cam	 lock	 on	 your	 Harley-
Davidson®	 Detachable	 accessories,	 providing	 additional	
security	and	peace	of	mind	when	parking	your	vehicle.	The	kit	
includes	two	extended-reach	barrel-style	keys	for	easy	access	
to	the	lock.	Key	registration	and	replacement	service	is	avail-
able.	Sold	in	pairs.

Fits	 all	 models	 equipped	 with	 Detachable	 Sideplates,	
One-Piece	Sissy	Bar	Uprights,	Racks,	and	Tour-Pak®	Luggage	
Mounting	Racks	(except	’09-later	Touring	models	equipped	
with	Detachable	Solo	Tour-Pak	Rack).

90300048	 Chrome.	 $79.95
90300047	 Black.	 $69.95

c.	chrOme	rOTAry	DeTAchAbLe	LATch	kIT
Decorative	chrome	latches	are	the	perfect	way	to	enhance	
the	appearance	of	your	Detachable	accessories.	Meticulously	
polished	and	chrome-plated,	 these	easy-to-install	Rotary	
Latches	are	a	direct	replacement	for	the	Original	Equipment	
satin	black	parts,	and	are	a	simple	way	to	add	a	finishing	touch	
to	your	ride.	Latches	feature	an	easy-to-pull	finger	release	to	
simplify	access	in	hard-to-reach	areas.

12600036	 	 $49.95
Fits	all	models	equipped	with	Detachable	Sideplates,	One-
Piece	Sissy	Bar	Uprights,	Racks,	and	Tour-Pak	Luggage	
Mounting	Racks.

A.	reAr	DOckIng	hArDWAre	cOver	kIT	–	
chrOme

A.	reAr	DOckIng	hArDWAre	cOver	kIT	–	
bLAck

c.	chrOme	rOTAry	DeTAchAbLe	LATch	kITb.	LOckIng	DeTAchAbLe	LATch	kIT	–	bLAck

b.	LOckIng	DeTAchAbLe	LATch	kIT	–	chrOme

neW

neW

neW
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	 pASSenger	bAckreST	pADS
Choose	from	a	wide	variety	of	backrest	pad	sizes	and	shapes	
to	 match	 your	 comfort	 and	 style	 demands.	 Designed	 to	
complement	Original	Equipment	and	accessory	seats,	these	
pads	are	engineered	to	fit	specific	sissy	bar	upright	types.	

A.	mInI	bAckreST	pAD
Innovative	mounting	system	features	a	brushed	stainless	steel	
insert	framed	with	chrome	plate	and	hardware.

52513-94		 	 $59.95
Fits	Mini	Insert	Style	Sissy	Bar	Upright	P/N	52744-94,	51512-
02	or	52738-94A.

b.	ShOrT	bAckreST	pAD
Innovative	Backrest	Pad	Mounting	System	features	a	brushed	
stainless	steel	insert	framed	with	chrome	plate	and	hardware.

52517-94	 	 $59.95
Fits	Short	Insert	Style	Sissy	Bar	Upright	P/N	52728-95,	
51513-02,	52737-94A	or	52706-07.

c.	SISSy	bAr	uprIghT	SLIp-Over	bAckreST	pAD
Slip-on	for	passenger	comfort.	Easily	removed	to	show	off	
chrome	sissy	bar	upright.

91819-85	 	 $69.95
Fits	Low	Insert	Style	Sissy	Bar	Upright	P/N	51515-02,	Low	
Medallion	Style	Sissy	Bar	Upright	P/N	52655-84,	52909-02,	
52735-85,	51517-02	or	53007-98,	Low	Bar	&	Shield	Style	
Sissy	Bar	Upright	P/N	52739-83	or	51514-02,	Low	Round	
Tube	Mini	Medallion	Upright	P/N	52877-08	or	51168-10,	Low	
Square	Bar	Mini	Medallion	Sissy	Bar	Upright	P/N	53281-06	
or	53407-06,	Low	Heritage	Style	Sissy	Bar	Upright		
P/N	52731-00,	and	Medium	Low	Sissy	Bar	Upright		
P/N	52300049	and	52300050.

D.	bAckreST	pADS
Sized	 to	 fit	 medallion	 and	 mini	 medallion-style	 sissy	 bar	
uprights.	Pad	mounts	with	single	center	screw	and	bolt-on	
mounting	strap.	Includes	chrome-plated	mounting	hardware.

Fits	Low	Medallion	Style	Sissy	Bar	Upright	P/N	52754-04	
or	51851-09,	Low	Square	Bar	Mini-Medallion	Style	Sissy	Bar	
Upright	P/N	53282-06,	Standard	Square	Bar	Mini	Medallion	
Style	Sissy	Bar	Upright	P/N	53281-06	or	53407-06,	Standard	
Medallion	Style	Sissy	Bar	Upright	P/N	52735-85,	53007-98,	
52655-84,	52909-02	or	51517-02,	Standard	Bar	&	Shield	Style	
Sissy	Bar	Upright	52739-83	or	51514-02,	Standard	Heritage	
Style	Sissy	Bar	Upright	P/N	52731-00	and	Low	Round	Bar	
Sissy	Bar	Upright	P/N	52300022	or	52300024.	

1.	52652-04	 Smooth.	 $69.95
2.	52626-04	 Smooth	Top-Stitched.	 $69.95
3.	52656-04	 Pillow-Look.	 $69.95

e.	bAckreST	pADS
Sized	to	fit	round	bar	sissy	bar	uprights,	these	pads	mount	to	
mini	medallion-style	uprights	with	two	mounting	holes.

Fits	Standard	Round	Bar	Mini-Medallion	Style	Upright	P/N	
52877-10	or	51168-10.	Also	fits	Low	Round	Bar	Mini	Medallion	
Style	Sissy	Bar	Upright	P/N	52540-09,	51477-06,	54256-10,	
52300049,	52300050,	52300022	and	52300024.

1.	51641-06	 Smooth	Top-Stitched.	 $69.95
2.	51642-06	 Smooth	French	Seam.		 $79.95
3.	51643-10	 Distressed	Brown	Leather.		 $109.95
4.	51640-06	 Smooth	Bucket.		 $99.95
5.	51622-07	 Fat	Boy®	Lacing	Bucket.		 $119.95
6.	52300301	 CVO™	FXSBSE	Style	–	Black.	 $129.95
	7.	52300293	 CVO	FXSBSE	Style	–	Brown.	 $129.95

c.	SISSy	bAr	uprIghT	SLIp-Over		
bAckreST	pAD

A.	mInI	bAckreST	pAD b.	ShOrT	bAckreST	pAD

D.	bAckreST	pADS

1
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e.	bAckreST	pADS
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F.	 bAckreST	pADS
Sized	 to	 fit	 medallion	 and	 mini	 medallion-style	 sissy	 bar	
uprights.	 Pad	 mounts	 with	 single	 center	 screw	 and	 bolt-
on	mounting	strap.	Kit	 includes	chrome-plated	mounting	
hardware.

Fits	Low	Medallion	Style	Sissy	Bar	Upright	P/N	52655-84,	
52909-02,	 51517-02,	 Standard	 Medallion	 Style	 Sissy	 Bar	
Upright	 P/N	 52735-85,	 53007-98	 or	 52877-08,	 Standard	
Square	Bar	Mini	Medallion	Style	Sissy	Bar	Upright	P/N	53281-
06	or	53407-06,	Standard	Bar	&	Shield	Style	Sissy	Bar	Upright	
P/N	52739-83	or	51514-02,	Standard	Heritage	Style	Sissy	Bar	
Upright	P/N	52731-00	and	Standard	Round	Bar	Sissy	Bar	
Upright	P/N	52300018	or	52300020.

1.	52612-95	 Smooth	Top-Stitched.	 $69.95
2.	52545-84	 Pillow-Look.	 $69.95
3.	52412-79A	 Embossed	Bar	&	Shield	Logo.	 $69.95
4.	51711-06	 Dyna®	Low	Rider®.	 $69.95
5.	54091-10	 Distressed	Brown	Leather.	 $109.95
6.	52087-98	 FX	Softail®.	 $69.95
7.	51667-98	 Touring.	 $69.95
8.	52532-90	 Fat	Boy®.	 $79.95
9.	52512-02	 Chrome	Studded.	 $79.95
10.	52348-97	 Heritage	Classic	Bucket.	 $109.95
11.	52347-97	 Fat	Boy	Bucket.	 $99.95
12.	51132-98	 Smooth	Bucket.	 $99.95

g.	bAckreST	pADS
Sized	to	fit	tall	medallion	and	insert-style	sissy	bar	uprights.	
Pads	mount	with	upper	bolt-on	mounting	strap	and	two	lower	
mounting	clips.	Kit	includes	chrome-plated	mounting	brack-
ets	and	hardware.

Fits	Tall	Medallion	Style	Sissy	Bar	Upright	P/N	52777-85A,	
51519-02	or	52749-85A.	Also	fits	Tall	Insert	Style	Sissy	Bar	
Upright	P/N	51518-02	or	53552-81A.

1.	52965-98	 Smooth	Top-Stitched.	 $79.95
2.	91770-85	 Pillow-Look.	 $79.95

g.	bAckreST	pADS

F.	bAckreST	pADS
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A.	One-pIece	DeTAchAbLe	TALL	SISSy	bAr	uprIghT	–	
gLOSS	bLAck
The	sweeping	shape	and	gloss	black	finish	of	this	slim,	round	
bar	Sissy	Bar	Upright	complements	the	classic	“bobber”	look	
of	the	Softail®	Cross	Bones®	model.	The	one-piece	design	
eliminates	separate	sideplates	for	a	clean	appearance,	and	
the	stylized	upper	kick	angle	mimics	the	old-school	sissy	bars	
of	the	’50s	and	’60s.	Can	be	used	with	Passenger	Backrest	
Pad	P/N	52631-07.

52729-08	 	 $199.95
Fits	’06-later	FXST,	FXSTB,	FXSTC,	FXSTS	and	’07-later	
FLSTF,	FLSTFB,	FLSTSB	and	FLSTSE/2/3	models.	Requires	
separate	purchase	of	Docking	Hardware	Kit	and	may	require	
Turn	Signal	Relocation	Kit.	See	Docking	Hardware	Fitment	
Chart	for	your	application.

Shown	with:
	 pASSenger	bAckreST	pAD

Styled	to	complement	available	touring	and	custom	seats,	this	
pad	fits	the	Original	Equipment	FXSTC	sissy	bar	upright.

52631-07	 	 $69.95
Fits	One-Piece	Detachable	Sissy	Bar	Upright		
P/N	52729-08,	51853-07,	51849-07,	51146-10	or	51161-10.

b.	One-pIece	DeTAchAbLe	SISSy	bAr	–		
SOFTAIL	bLAckLIne®

Sweeping	curves	and	a	sleek	gloss	black	finish	add	a	custom	
look	to	this	Detachable	Sissy	Bar.	Featuring	a	slotted	base	and	
beefy	solid	bar	upright,	this	backrest	is	the	perfect	comple-
ment	to	the	brawler-style	Blackline®	model.	The	one-piece	
design	incorporates	exclusive	cam	lock	Detachable	hardware	
that	allows	you	to	install	or	remove	the	passenger	backrest	in	
seconds.	Just	add	your	choice	of	backrest	pad	to	complete	
the	system.	Available	 in	your	choice	of	short	or	standard-
height	designs.

Fits	’11-later	FLS	and	FXS	models.	Requires	separate	purchase	
of	appropriate	Docking	Hardware	P/N	53932-03A	and	Turn	
Signal	 Relocation	 Kit	 P/N	 54296-11.	 Models	 equipped	
with	Side-Mount	License	Plate	require	Relocation	Kit	P/N	
67900127.

52828-11	 Short,	Gloss	Black.	 $259.95
52760-11	 Standard-Height,	Gloss	Black.	 $259.95

c.	pASSenger	bAckreST	pAD	–	SOFTAIL	bLAckLIne
Styled	to	complement	the	FXS	Original	Equipment	or	acces-
sory	seats,	 these	compact	Backrest	Pads	are	 the	perfect	
match	for	Softail	Blackline	motorcycle.

Fits	’11-later	FLS	and	FXS	models	equipped	with	Sissy	Bar	P/N	
52760-11	or	52828-11.

52300013	 FXS	Perforated	with	grey	stitching.	 $59.95
52300038	 Smooth.	 $59.95

A.	One-pIece	DeTAchAbLe	TALL	SISSy	bAr	
uprIghT	–	gLOSS	bLAck	

(ShOWn	WITh	pASSenger	bAckreST	pAD)

A.	One-pIece	DeTAchAbLe	TALL	SISSy	bAr	
uprIghT	–	gLOSS	bLAck

c.	pASSenger	bAckreST	pAD	–	
SOFTAIL	bLAckLIne	perFOrATeD

c.	pASSenger	bAckreST	pAD	–		
SOFTAIL	bLAckLIne	SmOOTh

b.	ShOrT	One-pIece	DeTAchAbLe		
SISSy	bAr	–	bLAckLIne

b.	STAnDArD-heIghT	One-pIece	DeTAchAbLe	
SISSy	bAr	–	bLAckLIne
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D.	One-pIece	DeTAchAbLe	SISSy	bAr		
uprIghT	–	chrOme
The	sweeping	shape	of	this	slim,	round	bar	Passenger	Upright	
accents	 the	 nostalgic	 lines	 of	 the	 Softail®	 Deluxe	 model,	
and	 the	 one-piece	 design	 eliminates	 separate	 sideplates	
for	a	clean	design.	The	chrome	Detachable	Upright	accepts	
Backrest	Pads	P/N	53928-05,	51587-05,	and	51687-06,	and	
features	a	stylized	Bar	&	Shield	cross-brace.

53618-05	 	 $259.95
Fits	’00-’05	FXST,	FXSTB,	FXSTS,	’00-’06	FLSTF		
(except	FLSTFSE2)	and	’05-later	FLST,	FLSTN	and	FLSTSC	
models.	Fits	with	or	without	saddlebags.	Does	not	fit	with	
Heritage	Saddlebags	P/N	90876-05.	Requires	separate	
purchase	of	appropriate	Docking	Hardware	Kit	and	may	
require	Directional	Relocation	Kit.

e.	ShOrT	bAckreST	pAD	FOr	SOFTAIL		
One-pIece	uprIghT
Styled	to	complement	the	Softail	Deluxe	Original	Equipment	
seat	and	passenger	pillion,	this	Short	Backrest	Pad	hugs	the	
contour	of	the	one-piece	upright.

53928-05	 	 $69.95
Fits	One-Piece	Passenger	Upright	P/N	53618-05.

F.	 TALL	bAckreST	pAD	FOr	SOFTAIL		
One-pIece	uprIghT
Styled	to	complement	your	Softail	model	Original	Equipment	
seat	and	passenger	pillion,	this	Tall	Backrest	Pad	delivers	addi-
tional	passenger	support	for	the	run	across	town	or	across	the	
country.	Combine	with	a	matching	Touring	Passenger	Pillion	
for	maximum	comfort.	

Fits	One-Piece	Passenger	Upright	P/N	53618-05.	

51687-06	 Smooth.	 $79.95
51587-05	 Softail	Deluxe	Pattern.	 $89.95

g.	SISSy	bAr	uprIghTS	–		
SOFTAIL	Deuce™
The	Deuce™	model	was	designed	to	accept	this	chrome-plated	
upright	without	the	need	for	sideplates,	providing	a	clean	look.	
The	design	allows	the	upright	to	be	mounted	directly	to	the	
fender,	giving	the	appearance	that	the	upright	comes	right	out	
of	the	seat.	Easily	removable,	the	upright	offers	you	an	instant	
option	of	stock	Original	Equipment	look.	Mounting	hardware	
installs	in	minutes,	and	is	hidden	from	view	by	a	unique	cut-out	
in	the	passenger	pillion	base.

Fits	’00-’07	FXSTD	models.

51114-00	 Standard-Height.	 $84.95
51144-02	 Tall.	 $94.95

h.	ShOrT	bAckreST	pAD	–	SOFTAIL	Deuce
Styled	to	complement	the	Badlander®	and	Snakeskin	seats	for	
Softail	Deuce	models.

51534-00	 	 $59.95
Fits	’00-’07	FXSTD	models	equipped	with	Sissy	Bar	Upright	
P/N	51114-00.

I.	 TALL	bAckreST	pAD	–	SOFTAIL	Deuce
This	taller	backrest	pad	is	designed	to	give	the	passenger	more	
back	support	for	the	long	haul.	Works	with	the	Tall	Upright	
P/N	51144-02.

51099-02	 	 $69.95
Fits	’00-’07	FXSTD	models	equipped	with	Deuce	Tall	Upright	
P/N	51144-02.

j.	 TOurIng	pASSenger	bAckreST	pAD	–		
SOFTAIL	Deuce
Together	with	the	Sundowner™	Deep	Bucket	Seat	for	Softail	
Deuce	model	P/N	51112-00B,	this	backrest	passenger	pad	
provides	additional	 support	 for	 the	 long	haul	with	a	wide	
radius	backrest.

52050-00	 	 $89.95
Fits	’00-’07	FXSTD	models	equipped	with		Sissy	Bar	Upright	
P/N	51114-00.

F.	TALL	bAckreST	pAD	FOr	SOFTAIL	One-pIece	
uprIghT	–	SOFTAIL	DeLuxe	pATTern

j.	TOurIng	pASSenger	bAckreST	pAD	–		
SOFTAIL	Deuce

e.	ShOrT	bAckreST	pAD	FOr	SOFTAIL		
One-pIece	uprIghT

h.	ShOrT	bAckreST	pAD	–	SOFTAIL	Deuce

F.	TALL	bAckreST	pAD	FOr	SOFTAIL	One-pIece	
uprIghT	–	SmOOTh

I.	TALL	bAckreST	pAD	–	SOFTAIL	Deuce

D.	One-pIece	DeTAchAbLe	SISSy	bAr	
uprIghT	–	chrOme

g.	SISSy	bAr	uprIghTS	–		
SOFTAIL	Deuce

TallStandard-height
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A.	AIr	FOIL	premIum	LuggAge	rAck	WITh		
rubber	grIp	STrIpS*
The	low-profile	aerodynamic	styling	defines	the	look	of	this	
Luggage	Rack.	Available	in	mirror-chrome	or	rich	gloss	black	
finish,	the	die-cast	rear	“Air	Foil”	grabs	your	attention,	and	the	
Bar	&	Shield	insert	adds	a	signature	touch.	The	elegant	round	
tube	rack	 features	 inlayed	rubber	runners	 for	added	grip,	
and	dedicated	bungee	mounting	points	to	simplify	luggage	
tie-down.	Kit	includes	all	necessary	mounting	hardware.	For	
added	visibility,	the	rack	is	designed	to	incorporate	the	inter-
nal	wiring	of	the	Air	Foil	Rack	LED	Light	Kit	P/N	68000076	
(red)	or	68000077	(smoked)	for	a	clean	look.

Fits	’04-later	XL	models	equipped	with	Detachable	Sideplates,	
’06-later	Dyna®	models	(except	FXDF,	FXDFSE/2	and	’10-later	
FXDWG)	 equipped	 with	 Rigid	 or	 Detachable	 Sideplates.	
’84-’05	Softail®	models	(except	FXSTD	and	FLSTN),	’06-later	
FLST,	FLSTC	and	FLSTSC	models,	and	 ’06	FLSTF	models	
equipped	with	Detachable	or	Rigid	Mount	Sideplates.

54290-11	 Chrome.	 $209.95

54291-11	 Gloss	Black.	 $209.95

b.	AIr	WIng	TWO-up	LuggAge	rAck*
The	low-profile	aerodynamic	styling	defines	the	look	of	this	
Luggage	Rack.	Available	in	mirror-chrome	or	rich	gloss	black	
finish,	the	rack	draws	your	eye	with	its	sleek	lines,	and	the	
engraved	“Harley-Davidson”	script	adds	a	signature	touch.	
The	 die-cast	 wing	 and	 lightweight	 steel	 tubing	 are	 hand-
polished	before	finishing	for	long-lasting	beauty.	Kit	includes	
all	necessary	mounting	hardware.	For	added	visibility,	the	rack	
is	designed	to	incorporate	the	internal	wiring	of	the	Air	Wing	
Rack	Light	Kit	P/N	68000005	or	68000006	(sold separately)	
for	a	clean	look.

Fits	’06-later	FXST,	FXSTB,	FXSTS,	FLSTFSE2	and	’07-later	
FXSTC,	FLSTF,	FLSTFB,	FLSTSE/2/3,	FXSTSSE/2	and	FLSTSB	
models	with	Rigid	or	Detachable	Sideplates	and	Sissy	Bar	
Uprights.	’07-later	FXSTC	models	require	separate	purchase	
of	Fender	Mounted	Seat.

54292-11	 Chrome.	 $229.95
50300009	 Gloss	Black.	 $229.95

c.	LuggAge	rAck	LeD	LIghT	kIT
This	fast-acting	LED	Light	Kit	operates	as	a	supplemental	rear	
running	light	and	brake	light.	The	high,	center-mount	position	
places	the	light	in	the	line-of-sight	of	following	vehicles,	and	
the	bright,	fast-acting	red	LED	lamps	get	you	noticed.	Wiring	
is	concealed	inside	the	rack	tubes	for	a	clean,	custom	installa-
tion.	Available	with	red	or	smoked	lens.

Fits	 Air	 Foil	 Luggage	 Rack	 P/N	 54290-11	 and	 54291-11.	
Installation	requires	separate	purchase	of	model-specific	
Wiring	Harness	Kit	P/N	69368-11	or	73415-11.

68000076	 Red	Lens.	 $39.95
68000077	 Smoked	Lens.	 $39.95

Fits	Air	Wing	Luggage	Rack	P/N	54292-11	and	50300009.	
Does	not	fit	CVO™	models.

68000005	 Red	Lens.	 $54.95
68000006	 Smoked	Lens.	 $54.95

Also	available:
	 AIr	FOIL	LeD	LIghT	kIT	WIrIng	hArneSS

Required	for	installation	of	LED	Light	Kit	on	Air	Foil	Luggage	
Rack	P/N	54290-11	or	54291-11.

73415-11	 	 $9.95
Fits	’06-later	Dyna	models	(except	FXDF,	FXDFSE/2	and	’10-
later	FXDWG),	’84-’05	Softail	models	(except	FXSTD	and	
FLSTN),	’06-later	FLST,	FLSTC	and	FLSTSC	models,	and	’06	
FLSTF	models	with	Air	Foil	Luggage	LED	Light	Kit	P/N	
68000076	or	68000077.

D.	SpOrT	LuggAge	rAck	–	FIve	bAr*
This	rack	brings	touring	flexibility	to	your	motorcycle.	Can	be	
used	with	Detachable	or	Rigid	Mount	Sissy	Bar	Sideplates.

53862-00	 Chrome.	 $134.95
Fits	’04-later	XL	models	equipped	with	Detachable	
Sideplates,	’06-later	Dyna	models	(except	FXDF,	FXDFSE/2	
and	’10-later	FXDWG)	equipped	with	Rigid	or	Detachable	
Sideplates,	’84-’05	Softail	models	(except	FXSTD	and	
FLSTN),	’06-later	FLST,	FLSTC	and	FLSTSC	models,	and	’06	
FLSTF	models	equipped	with	Detachable	or	Rigid	Mount	
Sideplates.

A.	AIr	FOIL	premIum	LuggAge	rAck	WITh	
rubber	grIp	STrIpS	–	gLOSS	bLAck

A.	AIr	FOIL	premIum	LuggAge	rAck	WITh	
rubber	grIp	STrIpS	–	chrOme

b.	AIr	WIng	TWO-up	LuggAge	rAck	–		
gLOSS	bLAck

b.	AIr	WIng	TWO-up	LuggAge	rAck	–	
chrOme

c.	LuggAge	rAck	LeD	LIghT	kIT	–		
SmOkeD	LenS

c.	LuggAge	rAck	LeD	LIghT	kIT	–		
reD	LenS

D.	SpOrT	LuggAge	rAck	–	FIve	bAr,	
chrOme
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e.	cuSTOm	TApereD	SpOrT	LuggAge	rAck*
Smooth	sweeping	curves	and	the	brilliant	chrome	or	gloss	
black	 finish	 define	 the	 look	 of	 this	 Sport	 Luggage	 Rack.	
Designed	to	complement	both	round	and	square	bar	Sissy	Bar	
Uprights,	this	sleek	rack	adds	a	practical	and	stylish	touch	to	
the	motorcycle.

Fits	’04-later	XL	models	equipped	with	Detachable	Sideplates,	
’06-later	Dyna®	models	(except	FXDF,	FXDFSE/2,	and	’10-later	
FXDWG)	 equipped	 with	 Rigid	 or	 Detachable	 Sideplates,	
’84-’05	 Softail®	 models	 (except	 FXSTD	 and	 FLSTN)	 and	
’06-later	FLST,	FLSTC	and	FLSTSC	models,	and	’06	FLSTF	
models	equipped	with	Detachable	or	Rigid	Mount	Sideplates.

50300030	 Chrome.	 $134.95
50300031	 Gloss	Black.	 $134.95

Fits	’06-later	FXST,	FXSTB,	FXSTS,	FLSTFSE2	and	’07-later	
FXSTC,	FLSTF,	FLSTFB,	FXSTSSE/2,	FLSTSE/2/3	and	FLSTSB	
models	with	Detachable	Sideplates	or	Rigid	Mount	Sideplates	
and	Sissy	Bar	Upright.	’07-later	FXSTC	models	require	sepa-
rate	purchase	of	Fender	Mounted	Seat.

53953-06	 Chrome.	 $134.95
54263-10	 Gloss	Black.	 $134.95

Fits	’13	FXSBSE	and	’09	FXSTSSE3	models	with	Detachable	
Sideplates	and	Low	Sissy	Bar	Upright	P/N	52540-09A.

50300066	 Chrome.	 $144.95

F.	 TApereD	LuggAge	rAck*
Styled	 to	 enhance	 the	 lines	 of	 the	 motorcycle,	 this	 sleek,	
compact	Tapered	Rack	is	an	elegant	solution	for	carrying	your	
lunch	to	work	or	your	luggage	across	the	country.

Fits	 ’04-later	 XL	 models	 equipped	 with	 Detachable	
Sideplates,	’06-later	Dyna	models	(except	FXDF,	FXDFSE/2	
and	 ’10-later	FXDWG)	equipped	with	Rigid	or	Detachable	
Sideplates,	’84-’05	Softail	models	(except	FXSTD	and	FLSTN),	
’06-later	FLST,	FLSTC	and	FLSTSC	models,	and	’06	FLSTF	
models	equipped	with	Detachable	or	Rigid	Mount	Sideplates.

53718-04	 Chrome.	 $119.95
53510-07	 Gloss	Black.	 $119.95

g.	TApereD	SpOrT	LuggAge	rAck	–	FIve	bAr*
This	rack	brings	touring	flexibility	to	your	motorcycle.	Can	be	
used	with	Detachable	or	Rigid	Mount	Sissy	Bar	Sideplates.

Fits	’06-later	FXST,	FXSTB,	FXSTS,	FLSTFSE2	and	’07-later	
FXSTC,	FLSTF,	FLSTFB,	FXSTSSE/2,	FLSTSE/2/3	and	FLSTSB	
models	with	Rigid	or	Detachable	Sideplates	and	Sissy	Bar	
Uprights.	’07-later	FXSTC	models	require	separate	purchase	
of	Fender	Mounted	Seat.

53896-06	 Chrome.	 $134.95
53965-06	 Wrinkle	Black.	 $134.95

F.	TApereD	LuggAge	rAck	–	chrOme F.	TApereD	LuggAge	rAck	–	gLOSS	bLAck

g.	TApereD	SpOrT	LuggAge	rAck	–		
FIve	bAr,	chrOme

g.	TApereD	SpOrT	LuggAge	rAck	–		
FIve	bAr,	WrInkLe	bLAck

e.	cuSTOm	TApereD	SpOrT	LuggAge	rAck	–		
chrOme	(p/n	53953-06	ShOWn)

e.	cuSTOm	TApereD	SpOrT	LuggAge	rAck	–		
gLOSS	bLAck	(p/n	54263-10	ShOWn)

*WArnIng:	Do	 not	 use	 this	 rack	 as	 a	 seat.	 Do	 not	
exceed	the	fender	rack	weight	capacity.	Using	as	seat	
or	exceeding	this	capacity	could	cause	handling	prob-
lems	which	could	result	in	loss	of	control	and	death	or	
serious	injury.
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c.	SOLO	LuggAge	rAck	–	rOcker	
(ShOWn	WITh	TOurIng	SySTem	STruT	kIT)

A.	chOppeD	FenDer	LuggAge	rAck	–		
SOFTAIL®	bLAckLIne®*
This	Luggage	Rack	is	designed	specifically	for	the	rear	fender	
on	the	FXS	model.	This	simple	but	elegant	rack	appears	to	
float	above	the	fender,	and	adds	practical	luggage	space	with-
out	compromising	style.	The	rear	supports	conveniently	slip	
over	the	Turn	Signal	Relocation	Kit	docking	points,	and	the	
rack	is	held	in	place	with	a	single	fastener	for	easy	removal	
and	installation.	Rack	is	shaped	to	complement	the	One-Piece	
Detachable	Sissy	Bar	P/N	52760-11	or	52828-11.

54298-11	 Gloss	Black.	 $134.95
Fits	’11-later	FLS	and	FXS	models.	Requires	separate	
purchase	of	appropriate	Docking	Hardware	P/N	53932-03A	
and	Turn	Signal	Relocation	Kit	P/N	54296-11.	Models	
equipped	with	Side-Mount	License	Plate	require	Relocation	
Kit	P/N	67900127.

Also	available:
	 Turn	SIgnAL	reLOcATIOn	kIT

Required	for	installation	of	Detachable	Sissy	Bar	or	Luggage	
Rack	on	FXS	models	without	saddlebags.

54296-11	 	 $44.95
Fits	’11-later	FLS	and	FXS	models	equipped	with	One-Piece	
Detachable	Sissy	Bar	or	Luggage	Rack.

b.	DeTAchAbLe	SOLO	LuggAge	rAck	–		
rOcker™	cuSTOm*
This	Detachable	Solo	Luggage	Rack	is	designed	to	mount	in	
the	same	location	as	the	Trick™	Seat	of	the	Rocker™	C	model.	
The	convenient	Solo	Rack	is	machined	from	aluminum	and	
features	slots	and	beveled	edges	to	produce	a	simple	but	styl-
ish	look.	The	brilliant	chrome-plated	Solo	Rack	can	be	stored	
in	place	of	the	passenger	pillion	in	the	pocket	under	the	hinged	
rider’s	seat	when	not	in	use,	and	can	be	installed	in	seconds	
without	tools.

53989-08	 Fits	’08-’11	FXCWC	models.	 $199.95

c.	SOLO	LuggAge	rAck	–	rOcker*
This	Luggage	Rack	 is	the	 ideal	option	for	your	ride	across	
town	or	across	the	state.	Designed	for	 the	Rocker	model,	
this	chrome-plated	Luggage	Rack	features	slots	and	beveled	
edges	for	a	simple	but	stylish	look.	The	rack	is	machined	from	
aluminum	and	formed	to	match	the	sweeping	contour	of	the	
Touring	System	Strut	Kit	P/N	53935-08.	

53957-08	 	 $169.95
Fits	’08-’09	FXCW	models.	Installation	requires	separate	
purchase	of	Touring	System	Strut	Kit	P/N	53935-08.

Shown	with:
	 TOurIng	SySTem	STruT	kIT	–	rOcker

Although	the	Rocker	model	is	built	for	solo	riding,	it	can	also	
make	a	radical	touring	machine.	This	forged	steel	support	
structure	is	designed	to	accept	the	Solo	Luggage	Rack	(sold 
separately)	for	maximum	flexibility.	The	complete	structure	
can	be	installed	or	removed	in	seconds	with	simple	tools,	so	
you	can	go	from	stripped-down	to	two-up	whenever	the	mood	
strikes.

53935-08	 	 $249.95
Fits	’08-’09	FXCW.	Requires	separate	purchase	of	Solo	Rack	
P/N	53957-08.	Can	be	installed	with	Saddlebag	
P/N	90240-08	with	additional	purchase	of	Installation	Kit	
P/N	90233-08.

A.	chOppeD	FenDer	LuggAge	rAck	–	SOFTAIL	bLAckLIne

b.	DeTAchAbLe	SOLO	LuggAge	rAck	–	rOcker	cuSTOm

*WArnIng:	 Do	 not	 use	 this	 rack	 as	 a	 seat.	 Do	 not	
exceed	the	fender	rack	weight	capacity.	Using	as	seat	
or	exceeding	this	capacity	could	cause	handling	prob-
lems	which	could	result	in	loss	of	control	and	death	or	
serious	injury.
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D.	DeTAchAbLe	SOLO	rAckS*
Add	touring	capabilities	to	your	solo	seat	Softail®	model	in	
less	than	60	seconds.	This	Detachable	Solo	Rack	fits	over	
the	fender	when	the	passenger	pillion	is	removed.	The	rack	
features	brazed	hand-polished	tubing,	and	the	chrome	or	
black	finish	adds	a	stylish	flair.	Requires	Docking	Hardware.	
Easily	interchangeable	with	Detachable	Passenger	Sissy	Bar	
Upright	and	Sideplates.

Fits	’00-’05	Softail	models	(except	Deuce™).	Fits	’06	FLST,	
FLSTF	and	’06-later	FLSTC,	FLSTN,	FLSTSC.	Requires	solo	
seat.	Requires	separate	purchase	of	appropriate	Docking	
Hardware	Kit.

53652-05	 Gloss	Black.	 $199.95
53649-05	 Chrome.	 $199.95

Fits	’06-later	FXST,	FXSTB,	FXSTC,	FXSTS	(except	FXSTSSE3)	
and	 ’07-later	 FLSTF,	 FLSTFB,	 FLSTSB	 and	 FLSTSE/2/3	
models.	Requires	solo	seat	and	separate	purchase	of	Docking	
Hardware	Kit	and	Turn	Signal	Relocation	Kit.	See	Docking	
Hardware	Fitment	Chart	for	your	application.

53612-08	 Gloss	Black.	 $199.95

e.	bObTAIL	FenDer	rAckS*
Not	only	is	it	functional,	but	it’s	a	great	way	to	emphasize	the	
legendary	lines	of	the	Bobtail.	Designed	for	easy	installation	
on	models	with	or	without	Sissy	Bar	Uprights.

Fits	’06-later	FXST,	FXSTB,	FXSTC,	FXSTS	and	FLSTSB	models.	
Also	fits	’07-’08	FXSTSSE/2	with	separate	purchase	of	Fender	
Rack	Installation	Kit	P/N	59320-07.	’06	models	require	sepa-
rate	purchase	of	Seat	Bracket	Kit	P/N	52030-98	for	instal-
lation	 when	 used	 with	 Original	 Equipment	 seat.	 Requires	
separate	purchase	of	Washer	P/N	6397B	when	used	with	a	
solo	seat.

59931-08	 Gloss	Black.	 $99.95
53979-07A	 Chrome.	 $99.95

Fits	’00-’05	FXST,	FXSTB	and	FXSTS	models.	Seat	Bracket	Kit	
P/N	52030-98	is	necessary	for	installation	when	used	with	
Original	Equipment	seat.

56481-03	 Chrome.	 $109.95

Also	available:
	 bObTAIL	FenDer	rAck	InSTALLATIOn	kIT

Required	 for	 installation	 of	 Bobtail	 Fender	 Rack	 P/N	
53979-07A	and	56452-07A.

59320-07	 	 $44.95
Fits	’07-’08	FXSTSSE/2	models	and	’06-later	Softail	models	
equipped	with	Tri-Bar	LED	Tail	Light	P/N	69817-07A.	
Required	for	installation	of	Bobtail	Fender	Rack	P/N	
53979-07A,	56452-07A	or	59931-08.	Does	not	fit	with	
Bobtail	Fender	Rack	P/N	56452-07,	60161-06	or	53979-07.

*WArnIng:	 Do	 not	 use	 this	 rack	 as	 a	 seat.	 Do	 not	
exceed	the	fender	rack	weight	capacity.	Using	as	seat	
or	exceeding	this	capacity	could	cause	handling	prob-
lems	which	could	result	in	loss	of	control	and	death	or	
serious	injury.

D.	DeTAchAbLe	SOLO	rAck	–	gLOSS	bLAck D.	DeTAchAbLe	SOLO	rAck	–	chrOme

D.	DeTAchAbLe	SOLO	rAck	–	gLOSS	bLAck	
(FLSTSb	ShOWn)

e.	bObTAIL	FenDer	rAck	–	chrOme	
(p/n	56481-03	ShOWn)

e.	bObTAIL	FenDer	rAck	–	gLOSS	bLAck	
(p/n	59931-08	ShOWn)

e.	bObTAIL	FenDer	rAck	–	chrOme	
(p/n	53979-07A	ShOWn)
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A.	DeTAchAbLe	TWO-up	TOur-pAk®	mOunTIng	rAck
Designed	to	be	installed	and	removed	in	less	than	60	seconds,	
this	Tour-Pak®	Rack	makes	the	convenience	and	protection	of	
a	Leather	Tour-Pak	an	easy	on/off	proposition.

53066-00c	 	 $224.95
Fits	’00-’05	Softail®	models	(except	Deuce™).	Fits	’06	FLST,	
FLSTF	and	’06-later	FLSTC,	FLSTN,	FLSTSC	models.	
Designed	to	accept	Color-Matched	Sport	Tour-Pak	or	Leather	
Tour-Pak	Luggage	System.	Requires	separate	purchase	of	
appropriate	Docking	Hardware.	Some	models	require	the	
separate	purchase	of	Directional	Relocation	Kit.	Refer	to	
Detachable	Docking	Hardware	Chart	for	specific	application.	
Some	EU	registration	plates	may	interfere	with	Tour-Pak	
Rack.	Models	with	rear	fender	tip	trim	can	be	adapted	with	
the	separate	purchase	of	License	Plate	Relocation	Kit	P/N	
60095-00A.	Models	equipped	with	Detachable	Saddlebag	
Kit	P/N	88237-07	also	require	separate	purchase	of	Docking	
Hardware	Kit	P/N	54245-10.
54051-08	 	 $224.95
Fits	’06-later	FXST,	FXSTB,	FXSTS,	FLSTFSE2	and	’07-later	
FXSTC,	FXSTSSE/2,	FLSTF,	FLSTFB	and	FLSTSB	models.	
Designed	to	accept	Leather	Tour-Pak	Luggage.	Does	not	fit	
with	Sport	Tour-Pak	Luggage.	FXSTC	models	require	removal	
of	Original	Equipment	Sissy	Bar	and	separate	purchase	of	a	
Fender	Mounted	seat.	Requires	separate	purchase	of	
appropriate	docking	hardware	kit.

b.	DeTAchAbLe	SOLO	TOur-pAk	mOunTIng	rAck
Install	the	Sport	or	Leather	Tour-Pak	in	a	comfortable	back-
supporting	position.	The	rack	is	designed	to	position	the	Tour-
Pak	Luggage	for	solo	riding	and	is	adjustable	over	a	3/4"	range.	
Simply	remove	the	Tour-Pak	Luggage	from	the	convenient	
detachable	hardware,	add	a	Passenger	Pillion,	and	the	bike	is	
ready	for	two-up	riding.	Tour-Pak,	Passenger	Backrest	Pad	and	
Docking	Hardware	sold	separately.

53559-04A	 	 $139.95
Fits	’00-’05	Softail	models	(except	FXSTD).	Fits	’06	FLST,	
FLSTF	and	’06-later	FLSTC,	FLSTN,	FLSTSC	models.	
Designed	to	accept	Color-Matched	Sport	Tour-Pak	or	Leather	
Tour-Pak	Luggage	System.	Requires	separate	purchase	of	
appropriate	Docking	Hardware.	Some	models	require	
separate	purchase	of	Directional	Relocation	Kit.	See	matrix	
for	specific	application.	Some	EU	registration	plates	may	
interfere	with	the	Tour-Pak	Rack.	Models	with	rear	fender	tip	
trim	can	be	adapted	with	the	separate	purchase	of		
License	Plate	Relocation	Kit	P/N	60095-00A.

c.	cOLOr-mATcheD	SpOrT	TOur-pAk	LuggAge
Designed	 to	 complement	 the	 styling	 of	 the	 Softail	 and	
Sportster®	Hard	Saddlebags,	the	Color-Matched	Sport	Tour-
Pak	Luggage	adds	increased	storage	for	your	ride	across	town	
or	across	the	country.	The	injection	molded	Tour-Pak	Luggage	
is	lockable,	and	includes	an	interior	rubber	mat.	Large	enough	
to	 store	 most	 full-faced	 helmets.	 Racks	 and	 docking	 kits	
sold	separately.	International	models	may	require	separate	
purchase	of	License	Plate	Relocation	Kit	P/N	60095-00A.	
Luggage	capacity:	2245	cubic	inches.

Fits	 ’00-’05	 Softail	 models	 (except	 Deuce)	 and	 ’06	 FLST,	
FLSTF	and	’06-later	FLSTC,	FLSTN,	FLSTSC	models	equipped	
with	Detachable	Solo	or	Two-Up	Tour-Pak	Rack.	Fits	’97-’08	
Touring	models	equipped	with	Detachable	Two-Up	or	Solo	
Tour-Pak	Racks.	Fits	 ’04-later	XL	models	(except	XL883N,	
XL1200C,	XL1200N)	equipped	with	Solo	Tour-Pak	Rack.

53929-12bDk	Primed.	 $569.95
53929-06Av	 Birch	White.	 $699.95
53929-06Dh	 Vivid	Black.	 $699.95

Shown	with:
	 pASSenger	bAckreST	pAD	FOr	SpOrT	TOur-pAk	

LuggAge
This	Sport	Tour-Pak	Backrest	Pad	is	styled	to	complement	
a	wide	variety	of	Original	Equipment	or	custom	seats,	and	
provides	comfortable	support	for	your	passenger.

52872-01	 	 $99.95
Fits	models	equipped	with	Sport	Tour-Pak	Luggage	
P/N	53929-XXXX.

A.	DeTAchAbLe	TWO-up	TOur-pAk	mOunTIng	rAck

b.	DeTAchAbLe	SOLO	TOur-pAk	mOunTIng	rAck

c.	cOLOr-mATcheD	SpOrT	TOur-pAk	
LuggAge	(ShOWn	WITh	DeTAchAbLe	TOur-
pAk	rAck	AnD	pASSenger	bAckreST	pAD)

c.	cOLOr-mATcheD	SpOrT	TOur-pAk	
LuggAge	(ShOWn	WITh	DeTAchAbLe	TOur-
pAk	rAck	AnD	pASSenger	bAckreST	pAD)
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D.	TOur-pAk®	LuggAge
Add	cross-country	luggage	capacity	to	your	ride	with	acces-
sory	Tour-Pak®	Luggage.	A	cavernous	interior	will	hold	one	
full	face	helmet	or	two	half	helmets.	Kit	 includes	backrest	
pad,	interior	rubber	mat,	hardware	and	instructions.	Luggage	
Capacity:	2500	cubic	inches.	Dimensions:	18.5"	W	x	17.0"	D	x	
13.0"	H.	Racks	and	docking	kits	sold	separately.	International	
models	 may	 require	 separate	 purchase	 of	 License	 Plate	
Relocation	Kit	P/N	60095-00A.

Fits	’00-later	Softail®	models	(except	FLS,	FLSTSE/2/3	and	
FXCW,	FXCWC	FXS,	FXSBSE,	FXSTD,	FXSTSSE3)	equipped	
with	Detachable	Solo	or	Two-Up	Tour-Pak	Rack.	Fits	’97-later	
Touring	 models	 (except	Trike)	 equipped	 with	 Detachable	
Two-Up	 or	 Solo	Tour-Pak	 Racks.	 Fits	 ’04-later	XL	 models	
(except	XL883N,	XL1200C,	XL1200N)	equipped	with	Solo	
Tour-Pak	Rack.

	 53209-09	 	 $649.95
Leather	Heritage	Softail®	Classic	Styling.

	 53055-05A	 	 $649.95
Leather	Softail	Deluxe	Styling.

	 53690-06A	 	 $499.95
Smooth	Styling.

e.	LeATher	TOur-pAk	LOck	SeT
Designed	to	discourage	grab-and-run	theft,	 this	Lock	Set	
provides	a	 level	of	security	that	 leather	straps	alone	can’t	
match.	 The	 complete	 kit	 includes	 external	 locking	 push-
button	latch	release,	locking	mechanism,	release	cable,	two	
keys,	steel	Tour-Pak	lid	mounting	plate,	and	all	required	instal-
lation	hardware.	Special	order	keyed-to-match	lock	sets	are	
available	for	models	with	barrel-type	keys.	Contact	your	Dealer	
with	your	vehicle	key	code.

54360-05	 	 $169.95
Fits	models	equipped	with	Leather	or	Synthetic	Leather	Tour-
Pak	Luggage	(except	P/N	79189-06).

F.	 TOur-pAk	LID	OrgAnIzer
A	true	innovation	in	storage	convenience	and	efficiency,	this	
ingenious	Lid	Organizer	helps	keep	smaller	items	conveniently	
located	under	your	Tour-Pak	lid	for	easy	access.	The	organizer	
features	five	different-sized	nylon-meshed	pockets,	as	well	as	
two	flaps	for	additional	storage.	A	great	way	to	keep	keys,	cell	
phones,	glasses,	and	papers	handy.

54011-04	 		 $89.95
Fits	models	equipped	with	Leather	or	Synthetic	Leather	Tour-
Pak	Luggage	(except	P/N	79189-06).	Does	not	fit	with	Tour-
Pak	Luggage	Racks,	Interior	Light	Kits	or	Lock	Kits.	

g.	LIner	FOr	LeATher	TOur-pAk	LuggAge
This	liner	features	a	dual-direction	zipper,	map	pocket	and	
convenient	carrying	straps.	The	liner	is	constructed	of	water-
resistant	nylon,	and	features	an	embroidered	Bar	&	Shield	
logo.	Designed	specifically	to	fit	Leather	Tour-Pak	Luggage.

53621-98	 	 $39.95
Fits	Harley-Davidson®	Leather	Tour-Pak	Luggage.

F.	TOur-pAk	LID	OrgAnIzer g.	LIner	FOr	LeATher	TOur-pAk	LuggAge

D.	TOur-pAk	LuggAge	–	SmOOTh	STyLIng e.	LeATher	TOur-pAk	LOck	SeT

D.	LeATher	TOur-pAk	LuggAge	–		
herITAge	SOFTAIL	cLASSIc	STyLIng

D.	LeATher	TOur-pAk	LuggAge	–		
SOFTAIL	DeLuxe	STyLIng
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A.	herITAge	LeATher	TOurIng	bAg
Styled	to	match	Heritage	Softail®	Classic	models,	this	bag	
features	chrome	spots,	buckles,	and	heavy-duty	wide	leather	
straps.	With	quick-disconnect	clips	for	easy	removal	and	720	
cubic	inches	of	storage	space,	this	bag	is	as	convenient	as	it	
is	cavernous.

98864-97	 	 $299.95
Fits	Softail®	models	equipped	with	Luggage	Rack		
P/N	53465-87B,	56465-86A	or	53713-96.

b.	meSSenger	bAg	SISSy	bAr	LuggAge
Tapered	“messenger”	style	bag	easily	mounts	to	the	sissy	
bar,	and	adds	needed	storage	space	to	your	custom	ride.	The	
heavy	leather	lid	with	embossed	Bar	&	Shield	logo	features	a	
traditional	strap	and	buckle	look,	but	conceals	quick-discon-
nect	clips	for	easier	access.	The	rigid	back	shell	helps	the	
bag	maintain	its	shape,	and	the	built-in	water-resistant	poly-
ester	 liner	with	drawstring	closure	keeps	items	dry	inside.	
Dimensions:	10.0"	W	x	12.0"	T	x	9.5"	D;	Luggage	capacity:	925	
cubic	inches.	Installation	requires	a	sissy	bar	upright,	backrest	
pad,	and	luggage	rack.

94792-08	 	 $169.95
Fits	FLSTSB	and	FX	Softail	models	(except	FXCW,	FXCWC,		
FXSTD	and	FXSTSSE3)	equipped	with	Bobtail	Luggage	Rack,	
Passenger	Backrest	Pad	and	One-Piece	Sissy	Bar		
Upright	P/N	52729-08,	51853-07	or	Original	Equipment	
FXSTC	Upright.

c.	LeATher	SISSy	bAr	bAgS
This	Sissy	Bar	Bag	is	an	easy	way	to	add	extra	storage.	High-	
quality	molded-leather	construction	holds	its	shape	and	is	a	
convenient	place	to	store	quick-access	items.	Features	a	turn-
buckle	closure	for	a	snug	fit.

Fits	most	Harley-Davidson®	Medallion/Insert	Style	Sissy	Bar	
Uprights,	Luggage	Racks	and	Pad.	Will	not	fit	with	Mini,	Short,	
VRSC™,	XR	or	FXSTD	Uprights.	Will	not	fit	with	backrest	pad	
mounted	luggage.

52997-98	 Bar	&	Shield	Logo	Concho.	 $99.95
52998-98	 Chrome	Studs.	 $99.95

D.	SIngLe-SIDeD	SWIngArm	bAg
Less	is	more.	With	enough	room	for	the	essentials,	these	styl-
ish	Single-Sided	Swingarm	Bags	eliminate	the	need	to	stuff	
your	pockets	or	bungee	a	bag	across	the	passenger	pillion.	
Shaped	to	accent	the	unique	Softail	swingarm,	these	compact	
bags	are	constructed	of	heavyweight	leather.	The	easy-access	
bag	features	a	pouch-style	flap	lid	that	is	secured	with	two	
quick-disconnect	clips	 that	 are	hidden	 behind	 traditional	
straps	and	buckles.	The	semirigid-backed	bag	is	secured	to	
the	left	side	of	the	swingarm	with	easy	to	install	adjustable	
quick-release	straps.	Bag	is	available	in	your	choice	of	rich	
black	 leather	or	distressed	brown	 leather	 finish.	Luggage	
capacity:	400	cubic	inches.

Fits	’00-later	Softail	models	(except	FXCW,	FXCWC,	FLSTC	
and	FLSTSE	models).	Does	not	fit	models	equipped	with	rear	
axle	covers,	left	hand	tool	box,	passenger	footboards,	chrome	
swingarm	covers	or	saddlebag	guards.

90200417	 Black	Smooth	Leather.	 $179.95
90200456	 Brown	Distressed	Leather.	 $179.95

A.	herITAge	LeATher	TOurIng	bAg b.	meSSenger	bAg	SISSy	bAr	LuggAge

c.	LeATher	SISSy	bAr	bAg	–		
bAr	&	ShIeLD	LOgO	cOnchO

c.	LeATher	SISSy	bAr	bAg	–	chrOme	STuDS

D.	SIngLe-SIDeD	SWIngArm	bAg	–	
bLAck	SmOOTh	LeATher

D.	SIngLe-SIDeD	SWIngArm	bAg	–	
brOWn	DISTreSSeD	LeATher

NOTE:	Some	Harley-Davidson®	saddlebags	are	made	of	
leather.	Fine	leathers	or	other	natural	materials	WILL	gain	
“character,”	such	as	wrinkles	or	wear,	with	age.	This	is	normal.	
A	fine,	aged	patina	and	character	wrinkles	are	a	sign	of	the	
extremely	high	quality	materials	used	to	construct	your	
saddlebags.	The	appearance	of	scars	or	marks	on	the	leather	
are	a	result	of	using	natural	leather	panels	and	should	not	be	
thought	of	as	an	imperfection.	Please	use	Harley-Davidson	
Leather	Dressing	P/N	98261-91V	to	protect	your	investment.
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e.		herITAge	cLASSIc	QuIck	DeTAch	SADDLebAg	
cOnverSIOn	kIT
Leave	your	baggage	behind	with	this	innovative	set	of	quick-
detach	hardware.	This	kit	converts	your	Original	Equipment	
fixed-mount	Heritage	Softail®	Classic	saddlebags	to	bags	that	
can	be	removed	in	just	seconds.	Just	reach	inside	the	bag,	pull	
and	twist	the	locking	handle,	and	slide	the	bags	off.	You’re	left	
with	a	clean,	stripped-down	custom	look	that’s	ready	to	prowl.	
Exclusive	3-point	mounting	system	distributes	the	load	to	
minimize	flex	and	bounce,	and	retains	the	Original	Equipment	
weight	capacity.	

90200641	 	 $179.95
Fits	’03-later	FLSTC	models	equipped	with	Original	
Equipment	Heritage	Softail	Classic	saddlebags.	Installation	
requires	separate	purchase	of	appropriate	Docking	Hardware	
Kit.	Models	equipped	with	detachable	saddlebags	alone	
require	Docking	Kit	P/N	90200669.	Models	equipped	with	
detachable	accessories	and	saddlebags	require	Docking	Kit	
P/N	90200670.	Does	not	fit	with	Passenger	Footboards,	Rear	
Saddlebag	Guards	or	Rear	Axle	Covers.

Also	available:
	 DOckIng	hArDWAre	kIT

Required	 for	 installation	 of	 Detachable	 Saddlebag	 Kit	
P/N	90200641	on	FLSTC	models.

90200669	 Saddlebags	Only.	 $39.95
Fits	’03-later	FLSTC	models	equipped	with	Detachable	
Saddlebag	Kit	P/N	90200641	only.
90200670	 With	Detachable	Accessories.	 $59.95
Fits	’03-later	FLSTC	models	equipped	with	Detachable	
Saddlebag	Kit	P/N	90200641	and	detachable	accessories.

F.	 herITAge	FLAT	TOp	&	LOck	kIT
Unique	saddlebag	structure	incorporates	a	barrel-style	lock	to	
secure	your	Heritage	Softail	Saddlebags,	and	offers	an	unob-
trusive	internal	reinforcement	bracket	that	adds	rigidity	and	
preserves	the	original	shape	after	extended	periods	of	expo-
sure	to	the	weather.	A	custom-shaped	plastic	inner	lid	mounts	
easily	to	the	inside	of	the	leather	lid	to	add	additional	support.	
Barrel-style	locks	are	sold	separately,	and	can	be	ordered	
keyed	to	match	your	ignition	switch.	Kit	includes	reinforce-
ment	bracket,	plastic	inner	lid	and	all	necessary	installation	
hardware	for	the	left	and	right	side	bags.	

88373-10A	 	 $139.95
Fits	’00-later	FLSTC	Original	Equipment	saddlebags	and	
Heritage	Style	Saddlebag	Kit	P/N	90876-05.	Requires	
separate	purchase	of	Keyed-to-Match	Barrel	Lock	Kit	P/N	
90300010.	See	instruction	sheet	for	additional	installation	
supplies	required.

Also	available:
	 LOckSeT	–	keyeD	TO	mATch

Barrel	style	lock	kit	includes	2	locks	and	2	keys.

90300010	 	 $39.95
For	use	with	Heritage	Flat	Top	&	Lock	Kit	P/N	88373-10.

F.	herITAge	FLAT	TOp	&	LOck	kIT F.	herITAge	FLAT	TOp	&	LOck	kIT

e.	herITAge	cLASSIc	QuIck	DeTAch	SADDLebAg	cOnverSIOn	kIT

e.	herITAge	cLASSIc	QuIck	DeTAch	SADDLebAg	cOnverSIOn	kIT
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A.	DeTAchAbLe	LeATher	SADDLebAgS	–	SmOOTh
These	large	capacity	Detachable	Saddlebags	are	completely	
removable	with	the	simple	pull	of	the	internal	handle,	leaving	
your	bike	clean	and	ready	to	cruise	the	boulevard.	The	hand-
some	leather	bags	feature	hidden	quick-release	clips	behind	
the	traditional	strap	and	buckle.	When	removed,	the	large	
capacity	bags	leave	behind	two	simple,	inconspicuous	docking	
points.	The	bags	are	compatible	with	both	rigid	and	detach-
able	accessories	when	installed	with	the	appropriate	dock-
ing	hardware	kits.	Luggage	capacity:	2400	cubic	inches	total.

88237-07	 	 $849.95
Fits	’03-later	FLST	(except	FLSTSE/2/3),	FLSTC	and	’03-’05	
FX	Softail®	models	(except	FXSTD).	Models	equipped	with	
Detachable	Accessories	(except	Detachable	Tour-Pak®	
Racks)	require	separate	purchase	of	Docking	Hardware	Kit	
P/N	88256-07.	Models	equipped	with	Detachable	Tour-Pak	
Racks	require	separate	purchase	of	Docking	Hardware	Kit	
P/N	54245-10.	Models	without	Detachable	Accessories	
require	separate	purchase	of	Docking	Hardware	Kit	
P/N	53932-03A.	Models	equipped	with	Rigid	Accessories	
require	separate	purchase	of	Docking	Hardware	Kit	
P/N	88298-07.	’03-’05	FX	Softail	models	require	separate	
purchase	of	Rear	Directional	Relocation	Kit	P/N	69857-07.	
Does	not	fit	with	Passenger	Footboards,	Rear	Saddlebag	
Guards,	Wide	Tire	Kits,	Rear	Axle	Covers	or	Flat	Lens	Turn	
Signal	Kit	P/N	68431-95	or	68432-95.
88238-07	 	 $849.95
Fits	’06-later	FX	Softail	models	(except	FXCW,	FXCWC,	FXS,	
FXSTD	and	FXSTSSE/2/3).	Also	fits	’10	FLSTSE	models.	
Models	equipped	with	Detachable	Accessories	(except	
Detachable	Tour-Pak	Racks)	require	separate	purchase	of	
Docking	Hardware	Kit	P/N	88256-07.	Models	equipped	with	
Detachable	Tour-Pak	Racks	require	separate	purchase	of	
Docking	Hardware	Kit	P/N	54245-10.	Models	without	
Detachable	Accessories	require	separate	purchase	of	
Docking	Hardware	Kit	P/N	53932-03A.	Models	equipped	
with	Rigid	Accessories	also	require	separate	purchase	of	
Docking	Hardware	Kit	P/N	88298-07.	FXSTC	models	also	
require	separate	purchase	of	Docking	Hardware	Kit	
P/N	88297-07.	All	models	require	separate	purchase	of	Rear	
Directional	Relocation	Kit	P/N	69857-07.	Does	not	fit	with	
Passenger	Footboards,	Rear	Saddlebag	Guards	or	Rear	Axle	
Covers.
90200616A	 	 $849.95
Fits	’07-later	FLSTF	and	FLSTFB	models.	Models	equipped	
with	Detachable	Accessories	require	separate	purchase	of	
Docking	Hardware	Kit	P/N	88256-07.	Models	without	
Detachable	Accessories	require	separate	purchase	of	
Docking	Hardware	Kit	P/N	53932-03A.	Models	equipped	
with	Rigid	Accessories	require	separate	purchase	of	Docking	
Hardware	Kit	P/N	88298-07.	All	models	require	separate	
purchase	of	Rear	Directional	Relocation	Kit	P/N	69929-07	or	
73369-10.	Does	not	fit	with	Passenger	Footboards	or	Rear	
Axle	Covers.

NOTE:	Some	Harley-Davidson®	saddlebags	are	made	of	
leather.	Fine	leathers	or	other	natural	materials	WILL	gain	
“character,”	such	as	wrinkles	or	wear,	with	age.	This	is	normal.	
A	fine,	aged	patina	and	character	wrinkles	are	a	sign	of	the	
extremely	high	quality	materials	used	to	construct	your	
saddlebags.	The	appearance	of	scars	or	marks	on	the	leather	
are	a	result	of	using	natural	leather	panels	and	should	not	be	
thought	of	as	an	imperfection.	Please	use	Harley-Davidson	
Leather	Dressing	P/N	98261-91V	to	protect	your	investment.

A.	DeTAchAbLe	LeATher	SADDLebAgS	–	SmOOTh

STep	4
You are left with a stripped-down cruiser, ready to 

prowl the streets.

STep	2
Pull and turn the hidden cam lock to release the  

bags from the docking hardware.

STep	3
Slide the bag rearward to disengage the mounting 

bracket and lift the bags away.

STep	1
Equipped with large capacity saddlebags, your bike  

is ready to take on the longest journey.
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b.	DeTAchAbLe	LeATher	SADDLebAgS	–	SOFTAIL	SLIm	AnD	bLAckLIne	
(ShOWn	WITh	LIcenSe	pLATe	reLOcATIOn	kIT)

c.	DeTAchAbLe	LeATher	SADDLebAgS	–	SOFTAIL	SLIm	AnD	bLAckLIne

b.	DeTAchAbLe	LeATher	SADDLebAgS	–	SOFTAIL®	
SLIm™	AnD	bLAckLIne®

These	midsize	Detachable	Saddlebags	are	completely	remov-
able	with	the	simple	pull	of	the	internal	handle,	leaving	your	
bike	clean	and	ready	to	cruise	the	boulevard.	When	removed,	
the	bag	 leaves	behind	two	simple,	 inconspicuous	docking	
points.	Styled	to	complement	the	unique	look	of	the	stripped	
down	Softail®	Slim™	and	Blackline®	models,	these	bags	feature	
a	leather	tub	and	a	reinforced	textured	vinyl	lid	that	comple-
ment	stock	and	many	accessory	seats.	The	traditional	leather	
straps	conceal	convenient	quick-release	closures	for	easy	
access,	and	the	right-hand	bag	also	features	a	convenient	exte-
rior	pocket	with	magnetic	catch	for	easy	access	to	your	cell	
phone	or	sunglasses.	The	bags	are	compatible	with	Detachable	
accessories	when	installed	with	the	appropriate	docking	hard-
ware	kits.	Luggage	capacity:	1900	cubic	inches	total.

90200678	 	 $849.95
Fits	’11-later	FLS	and	FXS	models.	Models	with	Original	
Equipment	side-mount	license	plate	require	separate	
purchase	of	License	Plate	Relocation	Kit	P/N	67900127.	All	
models	require	separate	purchase	of	Turn	Signal	Relocation	
Kit	P/N	67800065	and	appropriate	docking	hardware	kit.

Shown	with:
	 LIcenSe	pLATe	reLOcATIOn	kIT

Kit	replaces	Original	Equipment	side-mount	 license	plate.	
Required	 for	 use	 with	 FLS	 Detachable	 Saddlebag	 P/N	
90200678	or	90200353B.

67900127	 	 $99.95
Fits	’11-later	FLS	and	FXS	models	with	side-mount	license	
plate.	Required	for	installation	of	detachable	saddlebags	or	
detachable	sissy	bar	upright.

c.	DeTAchAbLe	LeATher	SADDLebAgS	–		
SOFTAIL	SLIm	AnD	bLAckLIne
Designed	to	complement	the	stripped-down	style	of	the	FXS	
Blackline	model,	these	Detachable	Leather	Saddlebags	bring	
a	touch	of	touring	versatility	to	this	down-to-earth	ride.	These	
Detachable	Saddlebags	are	completely	removable	with	the	
simple	pull	of	the	internal	handle,	leaving	your	bike	clean	and	
ready	for	a	night	on	the	town.	When	removed,	the	bag	leaves	
behind	two	simple,	inconspicuous	docking	points.	Finished	in	
rich	black	with	contrasting	gray	stitching,	these	bags	feature	
traditional	leather	straps	and	chrome	buckles	that	conceal	
convenient	 quick-release	 closures	 for	 easy	 access.	 The	
textured	vinyl	pouch-style	lid	opens	to	reveal	generous	stor-
age	space,	and	the	rigid	backing	plate	helps	the	bag	retain	its	
shape.	These	bags	are	compatible	with	Detachable	accesso-
ries	when	installed	with	the	appropriate	docking	hardware	kits.	
Luggage	capacity:	1900	cubic	inches	total.

90200353b	 	 $799.95
Fits	’11-later	FLS	and	FXS	models.	Models	with	Original	
Equipment	side-mount	license	plate	require	separate	
purchase	of	License	Plate	Relocation	Kit	P/N	67900127.	
Installation	requires	separate	purchase	of	Turn	Signal	
Relocation	Kit	P/N	67800065	and	appropriate	Docking	
Hardware	Kit.	Models	equipped	with	detachable	saddlebags	
only	require	Docking	Kit	P/N	90200390,	and	models	
equipped	with	detachable	accessories	and	saddlebags	
require	Docking	Kit	P/N	90200389.

Shown	with:
	 Turn	SIgnAL	reLOcATIOn	kIT

Kit	moves	turn	signals	from	rear	fender	struts	to	a	license	
bracket-mounted	turn	signal	bar.	Required	for	installation	of	
Detachable	Saddlebags	P/N	90200353B.

67800065	 	 $109.95
Fits	’11-later	FLS	and	FXS	models	equipped	with	Detachable	
Saddlebags	P/N	90200353B.

Also	available:
	 DOckIng	hArDWAre	kIT

Required	 for	 installation	 of	 Detachable	 Saddlebags	 P/N	
90200353B.

90200389	 Detachable	Accessories.	 $59.95
Fits	’11-later	FLS	and	FXS	models	equipped	with	Detachable	
Saddlebags	and	detachable	accessories.
90200390	 Saddlebags	Only.	 $39.95
Fits	’11-later	FLS	and	FXS	models	equipped	with	Detachable	
Saddlebags	only.
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b.	DeTAchAbLe	LeATher	SADDLebAgS	–	brOWn	cvO	FxSbSe

b.	DeTAchAbLe	LeATher	SADDLebAgS	–	bLAck	cvO	FxSbSe

A.	DeTAchAbLe	LeATher	SADDLebAgS	–		
FAT	bOy®	LAcIng
Styled	 to	 complement	 the	 ’07-’11	 Fat	 Boy®	 model.	These	
large	capacity	Detachable	Saddlebags	are	completely	remov-
able	with	the	simple	pull	of	the	internal	handle,	leaving	your	
bike	clean	and	ready	to	cruise	the	boulevard.	The	handsome	
leather	bags	feature	hidden	quick-release	clips	behind	the	
traditional	strap	and	buckle.	When	removed,	the	large	capacity	
bags	leave	behind	two	simple,	inconspicuous	docking	points.	
The	bags	are	compatible	with	both	rigid	and	detachable	acces-
sories	when	installed	with	the	appropriate	docking	hardware	
kits.	Luggage	capacity:	2400	cubic	inches	total.

88306-07A	 	 $899.95
Fits	’07-later	FLSTF	and	FLSTFB	models.	Models	equipped	
with	Detachable	Accessories	require	separate	purchase	of	
Docking	Hardware	Kit	P/N	88256-07.	Models	without	
Detachable	Accessories	require	separate	purchase	of	
Docking	Hardware	Kit	P/N	53932-03A.	Models	equipped	
with	Rigid	Accessories	require	separate	purchase	of	Docking	
Hardware	Kit	P/N	88298-07.	All	models	require	separate	
purchase	of	Rear	Directional	Relocation	Kit	P/N	69929-07	or	
73369-10.	Does	not	fit	with	Passenger	Footboards	or	Rear	
Axle	Covers.

	 DeTAchAbLe	SADDLebAg	hArDWAre

	 rear	Turn	Signal	relocation	kits
69857-07	 Chrome.	 $69.95
69929-07	 Chrome.	 $89.95
73369-10	 Black.	 $89.95

b.	DeTAchAbLe	LeATher	SADDLebAgS	–		
cvO™	FxSbSe
Styled	 with	 sweeping	 lines	 to	 complement	 the	 muscular	
physique	of	the	FXSBSE	fender,	these	bags	feature	the	perfect	
blend	of	function	and	fashion.	Sized	for	a	ride	to	the	corner	
store	or	to	Sturgis,	these	handsome	Detachable	Saddlebags	
are	completely	removable	with	the	simple	pull	of	the	internal	
handle,	leaving	your	bike	clean	and	ready	to	cruise	the	boule-
vard.	When	removed,	the	bags	leave	behind	two	simple,	incon-
spicuous	docking	points	that	don’t	cramp	your	sense	of	style.	
The	rigid	plastic	tub,	wrapped	in	genuine	leather,	offers	long-
term	durability,	and	the	leather	straps	with	magnetic	tips	hide	
quick-disconnect	closures	for	packing	convenience.	The	bags	
are	compatible	with	both	rigid	and	detachable	accessories	
when	installed	with	the	appropriate	docking	hardware	kits.	
Luggage	capacity:	2100	cubic	inches	total.

Fits	 ’13	 FXSBSE	 models.	 Installation	 requires	 separate	
purchase	 of	 appropriate	 Docking	 Hardware	 Kit.	 Models	
equipped	with	detachable	accessories	and	saddlebags	require	
Docking	Kit	P/N	52300243.

90200765	 Black.	 $849.95
90200784	 Brown.	 $849.95

Shown	with:
	 DOckIng	hArDWAre	kIT	–	cvO	FxSbSe

Required	 for	 installation	 of	 Detachable	 Saddlebags	 	
P/N	90200765	or	90200784	on	CVO™	FXSBSE	models.

52300239	 Saddlebags	Only.	 $39.95
Fits	’13	FXSBSE	models	equipped	with	Detachable	
Saddlebags	P/N	90200765	or	90200784	only.
52300243	 With	Detachable	Accessories.	 $59.95
Fits	’13	FXSBSE	models	equipped	with	Detachable	
Saddlebags	P/N	90200765	or	90200784	and	Detachable	
Accessories.

A.	DeTAchAbLe	LeATher	SADDLebAgS	–	FAT	bOy	LAcIng

NOTE:	Some	Harley-Davidson®	saddlebags	are	made	of	
leather.	Fine	leathers	or	other	natural	materials	WILL	gain	
“character,”	such	as	wrinkles	or	wear,	with	age.	This	is	normal.	
A	fine,	aged	patina	and	character	wrinkles	are	a	sign	of	the	
extremely	high	quality	materials	used	to	construct	your	
saddlebags.	The	appearance	of	scars	or	marks	on	the	leather	
are	a	result	of	using	natural	leather	panels	and	should	not	be	
thought	of	as	an	imperfection.	Please	use	Harley-Davidson	
Leather	Dressing	P/N	98261-91V	to	protect	your	investment.
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c.	LOckIng	LeATher	cOvereD	rIgID	SADDLebAgS
These	saddlebags	offer	a	premium	leather	look	with	an	extra-
durable	construction.	The	blow-molded	core	keeps	the	bag	
rigid	and	prevents	sagging,	while	the	unique	lids	open	outward	
for	 added	 flair.	 Bags	 feature	 locks	 for	 additional	 security.	
Luggage	capacity:	1800	cubic	inches	total.

53061-00b	 	 $799.95
Fits	’00-later	Softail®	models	(except	FLS,	FXCW,	FXCWC,	
FXS	and	FXSTD).	Also	fits	’09	FXSTSSE3	models.	FXSTC	
models	require	separate	purchase	of	Hardware	Kit	P/N	
90573-07.	Fits	’84-’99	Softail	models	with	separate	purchase	
of	Directional	Relocation	Kit	P/N	53692-96.	(FLST,	FLSTC	
and	FLSTS	models	do	not	require	this	Directional	Relocation	
Kit.)	(Does	not	fit	’84-’99	models	equipped	with	
Detachables.)	Does	not	fit	with	Rear	Axle	Covers	or	Wide	Tire	
Kit	P/N	43684-99	or	Flat	Lens	Turn	Signal	Kit	P/N	68431-95.

NOTE:	Installation	of	these	saddlebags	with	the	following	
seats	requires	the	use	of	Spacer	Kit	P/N	90976-01A:	seats	
with	rider	backrests,	Sundowner™	double	bucket	seats,	
Diamond	Back®	Seats,	stock	FLSTF	seat,	stock	FLSTC,	FXSTC	
seat,	and	any	other	seats	that	contact	the	lid	of	the	saddlebag.	
Spacer	Kit	not	required	if	mounting	with	Harley-Davidson®	
Detachable	Sissy	Bar	Sideplates.

D.	LOckIng	rIgID	SADDLebAgS	–	
SOFTAIL®	DeLuxe	mODeLS
Styled	to	complement	the	nostalgic	look	of	the	Softail	Deluxe	
model,	 these	 saddlebags	 with	 pleated	 leather	 panels	 are	
anything	but	traditional.	The	rigid	core	allows	the	bag	to	retain	
its	shape	even	after	years	of	use.	The	hinged	locking	lid	tilts	
outward	for	easy	access,	and	the	embossed	weave	pattern,	
braided	edging	and	chrome	concho	trim	echo	the	Softail	
Deluxe	seat	and	pillion	for	a	coordinated	look.	Luggage	capac-
ity:	1900	cubic	inches	total.

53015-05b	 	 $799.95
Fits	’05-later	FLSTN	models.	Does	not	fit	with		
Rear	Axle	Covers.

e.	LeATher	SADDLebAgS	–	crOSS	bOneS®	mODeLS
Designed	to	complement	the	raw,	bare-bones	style	of	the	
FLSTSB	model,	these	traditional	leather	saddlebags	bring	the	

“bobber”	style	of	an	earlier	generation	back	to	life.	The	leather	
straps	and	chrome	buckles	conceal	modern	quick-release	
closures	for	easy	access,	and	the	textured	lid	with	embossed	
Bar	&	Shield	logo	opens	to	reveal	generous	storage	space.	
The	rigid	backing	plate	and	end	panels	help	the	bag	retain	its	
shape.	These	bags	are	compatible	with	both	rigid	and	detach-
able	accessories	when	installed	with	the	appropriate	docking	
hardware	kits.	Luggage	capacity:	1900	cubic	inches	total.

90419-08	 	 $599.95
Fits	’08-later	FLS,	FLSTSB	and	’03-later	Softail	models	
(except	FLS,	FLSTC,	FLSTF,	FLSTFB,	FLSTN,	FXCW,	FXCWC,	
FXS,	FXSTD	and	FXSTSSE).	Does	not	fit	with	Rear	Axle	
Covers.

D.	LOckIng	rIgID	SADDLebAgS	–	SOFTAIL	DeLuxe	mODeLS

c.	LOckIng	LeATher	cOvereD	rIgID	SADDLebAgS

NOTE:	Some	Harley-Davidson®	saddlebags	are	made	of	
leather.	Fine	leathers	or	other	natural	materials	WILL	gain	
“character,”	such	as	wrinkles	or	wear,	with	age.	This	is	normal.	
A	fine,	aged	patina	and	character	wrinkles	are	a	sign	of	the	
extremely	high	quality	materials	used	to	construct	your	
saddlebags.	The	appearance	of	scars	or	marks	on	the	leather	
are	a	result	of	using	natural	leather	panels	and	should	not	be	
thought	of	as	an	imperfection.	Please	use	Harley-Davidson	
Leather	Dressing	P/N	98261-91V	to	protect	your	investment.

e.	LeATher	SADDLebAgS	–	crOSS	bOneS	mODeLS
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A.	LeATher	SADDLebAgS	–	FAT	bOy®	mODeLS
Carry	 your	 essentials	 in	 style	 with	 these	 premium	 heavy	
leather	saddlebags.	They	feature	a	reinforced	tub	and	lid	to	
retain	their	shape	for	the	long-haul,	leather	straps	and	chrome	
buckles	that	hide	quick-release	clips.	They	are	also	highly	styl-
ized	with	a	 leather	embossed	 lid	that	 features	decorative	
chrome	spots	and	Spanish	lacing	to	match	the	’07	Fat	Boy®	
model.	Luggage	capacity:	1700	cubic	inches	total.

88286-07	 	 $649.95
Fits	’00-later	Softail®	models	(except	FLS,	FXCW,	FXCWC,	
FXS	and	FXSTD).	Also	fits	’09	FXSTSSE3	models.	FXSTC	
models	require	separate	purchase	of	Hardware	Kit	P/N	
90573-07.	Also	fits	’84-’99	FLSTF,	FXST,	FXSTC	and	FXSTS	
models	without	Detachables	when	installed	with	Directional	
Relocation	Kit	P/N	53692-96.	Does	not	fit	with	Rear	Axle	
Covers,	Wide	Tire	Kit	P/N	43684-99A	or	Flat	Lens	Turn	Signal	
Kit	P/N	68431-95.

b.	LeATher	SADDLebAgS	–	FxSTc	mODeLS
Carry	your	essentials	in	style	with	these	premium	heavy	leather	
saddlebags.	They	feature	a	reinforced	tub	to	retain	their	shape	
for	the	long-haul,	leather	straps	that	hide	quick-release	clips,	
and	a	new	chrome	buckle	to	match	the	FXSTC	seat	buttons.	
They	are	also	highly	stylized	with	a	smooth	leather	lid	and	
decorative	chrome	spots	to	match	the	’07	Softail	Custom	
model.	Luggage	capacity:	1500	cubic	inches	total.

88263-07	 	 $649.95
Fits	’00-later	Softail	models	(except	FLS,	FXCW,	FXCWC,	FXS	
and	FXSTD).	Also	fits	’09	FXSTSSE3	models.	FXSTC	models	
require	separate	purchase	of	Hardware	Kit	P/N	90573-07.	
Also	fits	’84-’99	FLSTF,	FXST,	FXSTC	and	FXSTS	models	
without	Detachables	when	installed	with	Directional	
Relocation	Kit	P/N	53692-96.	Does	not	fit	with	Rear	Axle	
Covers,	Wide	Tire	Kit	P/N	43684-99A	or	Flat	Lens	Turn	Signal	
Kit	P/N	68431-95.

c.	LeATher	SADDLebAgS	–	SOFTAIL	mODeLS
Shaped	to	accent	the	arching	rear	fender,	the	rounded	profile	
and	rear-swept	straps	set	the	style	for	this	traditional	saddle-
bag.	Smooth	leather	flap	with	embossed	Bar	&	Shield	logo	
features	 leather	straps	and	chrome	buckles	 that	conceal	
modern	quick-release	closures	for	one-handed	access.	The	
rigid	backing	plate	and	end	panels	help	the	bag	retain	 its	
shape.	Luggage	capacity:	1800	cubic	inches	total.

90133-06b	 	 $599.95
Fits	’00-later	Softail	models	(except	FLS,	FXCW,	FXCWC,	FXS	
and	FXSTD).	Also	fits	’09	FXSTSSE3	models.	FXSTC	models	
require	separate	purchase	of	Hardware	Kit	P/N	90573-07.	
Also	fits	’84-’99	FLSTF,	FXST,	FXSTC	and	FXSTS	models	
without	Detachables	when	installed	with	Directional	
Relocation	Kit	P/N	53692-96.	Does	not	fit	with	Rear	Axle	
Covers,	Wide	Tire	Kit	P/N	43684-99A	or	Flat	Lens	Turn	Signal	
Kit	P/N	68431-95.

A.	LeATher	SADDLebAgS	–	FAT	bOy	mODeLS

b.	LeATher	SADDLebAgS	–	FxSTc	mODeLS

c.	LeATher	SADDLebAgS	–	SOFTAIL	mODeLS

NOTE:	Some	Harley-Davidson®	saddlebags	are	made	of	
leather.	Fine	leathers	or	other	natural	materials	WILL	gain	
“character,”	such	as	wrinkles	or	wear,	with	age.	This	is	normal.	
A	fine,	aged	patina	and	character	wrinkles	are	a	sign	of	the	
extremely	high	quality	materials	used	to	construct	your	
saddlebags.	The	appearance	of	scars	or	marks	on	the	leather	
are	a	result	of	using	natural	leather	panels	and	should	not	be	
thought	of	as	an	imperfection.	Please	use	Harley-Davidson	
Leather	Dressing	P/N	98261-91V	to	protect	your	investment.
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D.	SynTheTIc	LeATher	SADDLebAgS	–		
SOFTAIL®	mODeLS
These	handsome	bags	are	 the	perfect	accessory	 for	your	
Softail®	model.	The	large	interior	leaves	plenty	of	room	for	all	
of	your	essentials	and	an	inner	pocket	allows	for	quick	access	
to	small	items	such	as	keys,	sunglasses,	and	wallets.	Luggage	
capacity:	1900	cubic	inches	total.

91537-00c	 	 $399.95
Fits	’00-later	Softail	models	(except	FLS,	FXCW,	FXCWC,	FXS	
and	FXSTD).	Also	fits	’09	FXSTSSE3	models.	FXSTC	models	
require	separate	purchase	of	Hardware	Kit	P/N	90573-07.	
Also	fits	’84-’99	FLSTF,	FXST,	FXSTC	and	FXSTS	models	
without	Detachables	when	installed	with	Directional	
Relocation	Kit	P/N	53692-96.	Does	not	fit	with	Rear	Axle	
Covers,	Wide	Tire	Kit	P/N	43684-99A	or	Flat	Lens	Turn	Signal	
Kit	P/N	68431-95.

e.	SOFTAIL	LeATher	SADDLebAgS	–		
FAT	bOy®	STyLIng
Styled	to	complement	the	’00-’06	Fat	Boy®	motorcycle	with	
the	distinctive	Fat	Boy	concho,	wider	is	definitely	better	when	
it	comes	to	these	bags,	the	widest	available	for	Softail	models.	
Luggage	capacity:	1550	cubic	inches	total.

90320-00D	 	 $699.95
Fits	’00-later	Softail	models	(except	FLS,	FXCW,	FXCWC,	FXS	
and	FXSTD).	Also	fits	’09	FXSTSSE3	models.	FXSTC	models	
require	separate	purchase	of	Hardware	Kit	P/N	90573-07.	
Also	fits	’84-’99	FLSTF,	FXST,	FXSTC	and	FXSTS	models	
without	Detachables	when	installed	with	Directional	
Relocation	Kit	P/N	53692-96.	Does	not	fit	with	Rear	Axle	
Covers,	Wide	Tire	Kit	P/N	43684-99A	or	Flat	Lens	Turn	Signal	
Kit	P/N	68431-95.

F.	 LeATher	SADDLebAgS	–	rOcker™	mODeLS
Heavy	leather	saddlebags	add	a	practical	twist	to	this	one-of-
a-kind	custom	motorcycle.	The	bags	are	removable	with	the	
simple	“lift	and	slide”	motion,	so	you	can	dress	your	bike	up	
or	down	depending	on	your	mood,	leaving	behind	the	attrac-
tive	chrome	support	structure.	The	tapered	“messenger”	style	
bags	feature	traditional	strap	and	buckle	details	that	conceal	
quick-release	clips	for	easy	access.	Designed	to	complement	
the	lean	look	of	the	Rocker™	motorcycle,	the	tapered	bags	sit	
low	on	the	bike,	and	wrap	the	exhaust	for	a	ground-hugging	
stance.	The	bags	feature	rigid-back	shells	to	maintain	their	
shape,	and	an	expandable	side	gusset	for	added	capacity	
when	you	need	it.	Luggage	capacity:	1470	cubic	inches	total	
(1910	cubic	inches	expanded).

90240-08	 	 $699.95
Fits	’08-later	FXCW	and	FXCWC	models.	Requires	separate	
purchase	of	Saddlebag	Support	Structure	P/N	90222-08,	
and	separate	purchase	of	model-specific	Saddlebag	
Installation	Kit.

Shown	with:
	 SADDLebAg	SuppOrT	STrucTure

Chrome-plated	 structure	 is	 required	 for	 installation	 of	
Detachable	Saddlebags	P/N	90240-08	on	FXCW	and	FXCWC	
models.

90222-08	 	 $219.95
Fits	’08-later	FXCW	and	FXCWC	models.	Installation	requires	
separate	purchase	of	application-specific	Saddlebag	
Installation	Kit.

Also	available:
	 SADDLebAg	InSTALLATIOn	kITS

90313-08	 	 $49.95
Fits	’08-later	FXCWC	models	with	Original	Equipment	seat.	
Required	when	mounting	Saddlebags	P/N	90240-08	and	
Saddlebag	Support	Structure	P/N	90222-08	on	FXCWC.
90233-08	 	 $49.95
Fits	’08-’09	FXCW	models	with	Touring	System		
P/N	53935-08	installed.	Required	when	mounting	
Saddlebags	P/N	90240-08	and	Saddlebag	Support	
Structure	P/N	90222-08	on	FXCW	models	equipped	with	
Luggage	Rack/Touring	System.

e.	SOFTAIL	LeATher	SADDLebAgS	–	FAT	bOy	STyLIng

D.	SynTheTIc	LeATher	SADDLebAgS	–	SOFTAIL	mODeLS

F.	LeATher	SADDLebAgS	–	rOcker	mODeLS

NOTE:	Some	Harley-Davidson®	saddlebags	are	made	of	
leather.	Fine	leathers	or	other	natural	materials	WILL	gain	
“character,”	such	as	wrinkles	or	wear,	with	age.	This	is	normal.	
A	fine,	aged	patina	and	character	wrinkles	are	a	sign	of	the	
extremely	high	quality	materials	used	to	construct	your	
saddlebags.	The	appearance	of	scars	or	marks	on	the	leather	
are	a	result	of	using	natural	leather	panels	and	should	not	be	
thought	of	as	an	imperfection.	Please	use	Harley-Davidson	
Leather	Dressing	P/N	98261-91V	to	protect	your	investment.
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A.	herITAge	STyLe	SADDLebAgS
Original	Equipment	on	the	’06-’08	Heritage	Softail®	Classic	
model,	 these	 top	 grade	 cowhide	 saddlebags	 feature	 rein-
forced	rim	and	sides	to	help	maintain	their	shape.	The	bags	
are	decorated	with	chrome	studs	and	a	chrome-plated	brass	
medallion	coined	with	the	Harley-Davidson®	logo.	Saddlebag	
tops	have	rivet-reinforced	corners	and	are	secured	with	heavy	
leather	straps	that	conceal	quick-release	hardware.	Luggage	
capacity:	2200	cubic	inches	total.

90876-05	 	 $699.95
Fits	’00-later	FLST	(except	FLSTSE/2/3)	and	FLSTC	models.	
FLST	models	require	separate	purchase	of	Saddlebag	
Hardware	Kit	P/N	79304-06.

b.	LeATher	ThrOW-Over	SADDLebAgS
These	traditional	Leather	Throw-Over	bags	feature	large	side	
gussets	for	 increased	capacity	and	full-length	straps	with	
hidden	quick-disconnect	clips	for	easy	access.

91008-82c	 	 $369.95
Fits	’82-later	XL,	’08-later	Dyna®	(except	FLD)	and	’84-’99	
Softail®	models	equipped	with	H-D®	Chrome	Saddlebag	
Supports.

c.	SynTheTIc	LeATher	ThrOW-Over		
ADjuSTAbLe	SADDLebAgS
Synthetic	leather	with	embossed	“Eagle	Wing”	logo.	11.0"	x	
10.0"	x	3-3/4".

90570-86TA	 	 $99.95
Fits	’82-’03	XL,	’91-’05	Dyna	and	’84-’99	Softail	models	
equipped	with	saddlebag	supports.

Also	available:
	 SADDLebAg	SuppOrTS	–	chrOme

Fit	 with	 or	 without	 Sissy	 Bar	 Uprights,	 attach	 easily,	 and	
protect	bags	from	contacting	brake	and	swingarm.

91790-84c	 	 $99.95
Fits	’84-’06	FL	Softail	models	(except	FLSTS)	and	’84-’05	FX	
Softail	models	(except	FXSTD).	Will	not	fit	with	Detachables.

D.	SADDLebAg	LInerS
Water-resistant	liners	make	packing	easy.	Features	inner	pock-
ets	for	extra	storage	and	an	embroidered	Bar	&	Shield	logo.

91959-97	 	 $49.95
Liner	dimensions:	12.0"	W	x	10.0"	T	x	5.0"	D.

e.	unIverSAL	SADDLebAg	LOck	kIT
Keep	the	contents	of	your	existing	soft-sided	saddlebags	safe	
from	the	grab-and-go	thief.	This	unique	kit	features	two	extra-
small	barrel	locks	that	can	replace	existing	saddlebag	snaps	
to	perform	double	duty	as	locks	or	as	snaps	when	you	don’t	
need	to	lock	your	bags.	Can	be	keyed	to	match	your	barrel-
style	ignition	key.	Sold	in	pairs.

Fits	most	soft-sided	leather	and	vinyl	saddlebags.	Does	not	fit	
FLHRC	and	FLHRS.

90300003	 Keyed	To	Match.	 $59.95
90300017	 Random	Key	Code.	 $49.95

A.	herITAge	STyLe	SADDLebAgS

b.	LeATher	ThrOW-Over	SADDLebAgS c.	SynTheTIc	LeATher	ThrOW-Over		
ADjuSTAbLe	SADDLebAgS

e.	unIverSAL	SADDLebAg	LOck	kITD.	SADDLebAg	LInerS
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Notice: The prices appearing in this catalog are the manufacturer’s  
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cOLOr-mATcheD	hArD	SADDLebAgS	–	vIvID	bLAck

	 cOLOr-mATcheD	hArD	SADDLebAgS*

These	hard	saddlebags	offer	not	only	lockable	storage	convenience,	but	they	
provide	style	with	flowing	lines	worthy	of	the	Softail®	model	family.	They	are	
injection-molded	from	high-impact	composite	materials,	painted	to	match	the	
factory	colors	and	have	approximately	20%	more	total	capacity	than	the		
Original	Equipment	saddlebags	used	on	the	Heritage	Softail®.	

Luggage capacity: 2500 cubic inches total.

cOLOr-mATcheD	hArD	SADDLebAgS	–	FLSTF	ShOWn

	 ’08-LATer	FxST/b/c/S	hArD	SADDLebAgS*
Fits	 ’08-later	 FXST,	 FXSTB,	 FXSTC	 and	 FXSTS	 models.	
Includes	Turn	Signal	Relocation	Kit.	Fits	with	Detachable	Sissy	
Bars	and	Luggage	Racks	or	with	Rigid-Mounted	Sissy	Bar.	
Does	not	fit	’08-later	models	equipped	with	Profile	Low	Rear	
Suspension	P/N	54651-05,	54652-05	or	54001-04.

90225-09bDk	 Primed.	 $1,249.95
90225-08Dh	 Vivid	Black.	 $1,499.95

	 ’08-LATer	FLSTn	hArD	SADDLebAgS*
Fits	’08-later	FLSTN	models.	Use	Hardware	Kit	P/N	53075-
03	 to	 install	 Hard	 Saddlebags	 on	 models	 equipped	 with	
Detachables.	

90725-08bDk	 Primed.	 $1,249.95
90725-08Dh	 Vivid	Black.	 $1,499.95

	 ’08-LATer	FAT	bOy®	hArD	SADDLebAgS*
Fits	’08-later	FLSTF	models.	Includes	Turn	Signal	Relocation	
Kit.	Does	not	fit	FLSTFB	or	’08-later	models	equipped	with	
Profile	 Low	 Rear	 Suspension	 P/N	 54651-05,54652-05	 or	
54001-04.	Use	Hardware	Kit	P/N	53075-03	to	install	Hard	
Saddlebags	on	models	equipped	with	Detachables.

90715-08bDk	 Primed.	 $1,249.95
90715-08Dh	 Vivid	Black.	 $1,499.95

	 SOFTAIL®	SADDLebAg	hArDWAre	kIT
Required	for	intallation	of	Hard	Saddlebags	on	specific	models	
equipped	with	Detachable	sissy	bar	uprights	or	racks.

53075-03	 	 $24.95
Required	on	’03-later	Softail	models	(except	FXS	and	FXSTD)	
equipped	with	Detachables.

*NOTE:	This	product	is	a	“Paint	to	Order”	accessory.		
Please	allow	for	an	average	of	5	weeks	delivery	for	this	item.
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D. AuxiliAry Power Port –  
SADDlebAg Mount

A. reAr SADDlebAg guArDS – ChroMe*
Saddlebag guards provide a style borrowed from the past that 
makes a unique statement here and now. Includes mounting 
hardware and instructions.

49261-00A  $219.95
Fits ’00-later FLST, FLSTC and ’00-’05 FXST, FXSTB and 
FXSTS models. FLSTC models require Saddlebag Relocation 
Kit P/N 90238-00.
49360-08  $219.95
Fits ’05-later FLSTN models. Fits with Saddlebag Kits P/N 
88286-07 and 53015-05B. Does not fit with Passenger 
Footboard Kits. Does not fit with Tool Box Kit P/N 64937-00A 
or 64938-00.

Also available:
 SADDlebAg brACket reloCAtion kit (not shown)

Required for installation of FLSTS Rear Saddlebag Guards P/N 
49258-00A and FLSTC Rear Saddlebag Guard P/N 49261-00.

90238-00  $14.95
Fits ’00-later FLSTS, FLSTC and FLSTSB models.

b. heritAge SPringer™ reAr SADDlebAg guArDS*
Inspired by the nostalgic look of the ’50s, these classic-looking 
touring bars capture the magic of an era gone by. Take a ride 
back in time with these unique bars, styled exclusively for the 
Heritage Springer™ models. Bars are entirely chrome-plated. 
Includes mounting hardware. 

49258-00A  $189.95
Fits ’00-’03 FLSTS models. Requires the separate purchase 
of Saddlebag Relocation Kit P/N 90238-00.

C. uSb ChArging ADAPtor
Charge your cell phone, MP3 players, and other hand-held 
devices while on the road. Compact Adaptor plugs into stan-
dard or accessory 12-volt power ports, and provides a standard 
USB-style outlet that accepts many phone and music player 
power cords.

69200357  $19.95
For use with 12V Auxiliary Power Port.

D. AuxiliAry Power Port – SADDlebAg Mount
Charge your cell phone or portable music player from this 
handy saddlebag-mounted 12-volt power port. Conventional 

“cigarette lighter” style power outlet accepts most 12V auto-
motive power adaptor plugs, and features a flip-top cover to 
protect the port while not in use. Featuring easy plug-in instal-
lation, the port is held firmly in place with a bolt-on bracket. Kit 
includes power port, mounting bracket, wiring harness and all 
mounting hardware.

69200091  $39.95
Fits models equipped with 12-volt battery. Does not fit 
VRSC™ models, throw-over or swingarm bags. Not 
compatible with Accessory Fitted Liners or Premier Liners. 
Requires separate purchase of Battery Charging Harness 
P/N 94624-97B, if not already equipped.

240	 SOFTAIL®

 Saddlebag Guards

b. heritAge SPringer  
reAr SADDlebAg guArDS

C. uSb ChArging ADAPtor

A. reAr SADDlebAg guArDS – ChroMe 
(49261-00A Shown)

A. reAr SADDlebAg guArDS – ChroMe 
(49360-08 Shown)

*wArning: These guards may provide limited leg 
and cosmetic vehicle protection under unique circum-
stances (fall over while stopped, very low speed slide). 
They are not made nor intended to provide protection 
from bodily injury in a collision with another vehicle or 
any other object. 

D. AuxiliAry Power Port –  
SADDlebAg Mount
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F. SoFtAil toolbox liner g. Fork bAg

e. SoFtAil® toolbox
Add a traditional touch to your modern classic. Mirror-chrome 
and gloss black teardrop-shaped Toolbox with latch provides 
just enough convenient storage space for your personal items. 
Kit includes chrome-plated mounting brackets and universal 
barrel-style locks with keys. Top-hinged toolbox accepts nylon 
Toolbox Liner P/N 91838-92 (sold separately) for packing ease.

64227-08 Right Hand, Chrome. $89.95
Fits ’08-later FXST, FXSTB and FXSTC models. All models 
require Spacer Kit P/N 49352-00 if used with Original 
Equipment passenger footpegs. Spacer kit not required with 
Passenger Footboard Kit P/N 50602-00A.
64216-09 Left Hand, Gloss Black. $89.95
Fits ’08-later FXS, FXST, FXSTB, FXSTC, FXSTSSE2, FLS, 
FLSTF, FLSTFB and FLSTSB models. All models require 
Spacer Kit P/N 49352-00 if used with Original Equipment 
passenger footpegs. Spacer kit not required with Passenger 
Footboard Kit P/N 50602-00A. FLSTSB models require 
separate purchase of Screw P/N 94399-92T and Washer 
P/N 6595HB.
64230-08 Left Hand, Chrome.  $89.95
Fits ’08-later FXS, FXST, FXSTB, FXSTC, FXSTSSE2, FLS, 
FLSTF, FLSTFB and FLSTSB models. All models require 
Spacer Kit P/N 49352-00 if used with Original Equipment 
passenger footpegs. Spacer kit not required with Passenger 
Footboard Kit P/N 50602-00A. FLSTSB models require 
separate purchase of Screw P/N 94399-92T and Washer 
P/N 6595HB.
64982-07 Right Hand, Chrome.  $89.95
Fits ’06-’07 FXST, FXSTB, FXSTC and FXSTS models. Fits 
with all H-D Passenger Footboard Kits. All models require 
Spacer Kit P/N 49352-00 if used with Original Equipment 
passenger footpegs. Spacer kit not required with Passenger 
Footboard Kits.
64983-07 Left Hand, Chrome.  $89.95
Fits ’06-’07 FXST, FXSTB, FXSTC, FXSTS and ’07 FLSTF, 
FXSTSSE models. Fits with all H-D® Passenger Footboard 
Kits. All models require Spacer Kit P/N 49352-00 if used with 
Original Equipment passenger footpegs. Spacer Kit not 
required with Passenger Footboard Kits.
64938-00 Left Hand, Chrome.  $89.95
Fits ’00-’06 FLSTF (except ’06 FLSTFSE2), ’00-’05 FXST, 
FXSTB, FXSTS and ’05-’07 FLST and FLSTN models. All 
models (except FLSTN) require Spacer Kit P/N 49352-00 if 
used with Original Equipment passenger footpegs. Not 
required with Passenger Footboards P/N 50602-00A.
64937-00A Right Hand, Chrome.  $89.95
Fits ’00-’05 FXST, FXSTB, FXSTS, ’00-’07 FLST, FLSTN, 
FLSTC, FLSTS and FLSTSC models. All models (except 
FLSTN) require Spacer Kit P/N 49352-00 if used with 
Original Equipment passenger footpegs. Not required  
with Passenger Footboards P/N 50955-00 and 50602-00A. 
’00-’07 FLSTC models require Saddlebag Relocation Kit 
P/N 90238-00 with Original Equipment footpegs 
or footboards.

F. SoFtAil toolbox liner
Made of tough 1000 denier nylon with silkscreened Bar & 
Shield logo. Features a full-length zipper and two elastic straps 
to secure several tools.

91838-92  $19.95
Fits both left and right side toolboxes.

g. Fork bAg
Add a touch of leather up front with this functional Fork Bag. 
Styled to complement the Softail® Rocker™ model’s fuel 
tank badge and accessory saddlebags, the embossed Bar & 
Shield logo makes a simple statement. The durable mount-
ing bracket helps keep the bag in place, and the heavyweight 
leather will last for years to come.

92352-08  $79.95
Fits ’08-later FXCW and FXCWC models.
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Notice: The prices appearing in this catalog are the manufacturer’s 
suggested retail prices. Actual retail prices may vary.

A. DiStreSSeD brown leAther tAnk PAnel
Styled to complement Distressed Brown Leather seats and 
saddlebags, this tank panel is the perfect choice to complete 
your vintage western saddle look. Easy-to-install panel 
features an embossed Bar & Shield logo.

70900103  $59.95
Fits ’00-later Softail® models (except FXCW, FXCWC, FXS, 
FXSTD, FLS, FLSTSB, FLSTFSE2, FXSTSSE/2/3, ’09-later 
FLSTC, FLSTSE/2/3 and FXSBSE) and ’93-’08 FXDWG, ’06 
FXD35 and ’07-later FXDF and FXDC models. ’93-’03 FXDWG 
models require the separate purchase of Clip P/N 10102 and 
O-Ring P/N 11174.

b. leAther tAnk PAnel with FAt boy® ConCho
Give your Softail model additional attitude with this leather 
tank panel featuring an authentic Fat Boy® concho.

91134-01  $59.95
Fits ’00-later Softail models (except FXCW, FXCWC, FXS, 
FXSTD, FLS, FLSTSB, FLSTFSE2, FXSTSSE/2/3, ’09-later 
FLSTC, FLSTSE/2/3 and FXSBSE) and ’93-’03 FXDWG 
models.

C. leAther tAnk PAnel with ChroMe SPotS
Replace your Original Equipment tank strip with this leather 
panel, spotted in shimmering chrome. The chrome spots and 
concho are styled to match your Heritage Softail® Classic.

91129-01  $59.95
Fits ’00-later Softail models (except FXCW, FXCWC, FXS, 
FXSTD, FLS, FLSTSB, FLSTFSE2, FXSTSSE/2/3, ’09-later 
FLSTC, FLSTSE/2/3 and FXSBSE) and ’93-’03 FXDWG 
models.

D. leAther tAnk PAnel with eMboSSeD Skull logo
Add a little menace to your bike with this skull-embossed 
leather tank panel.

91001-01  $49.95
Fits ’00-later Softail models (except FXCW, FXCWC, FXS, 
FXSTD, FXSTSSE/2/3, ’09-later FLS, FLSTC, FLSTSB, 
FLSTFSE2, FLSTSE/2/3 and FXSBSE) and ’93-’03 FXDWG 
models.

e. CAt’S eye ConSole tAnk PAnel with PouCh
Trim your fuel tank with high-quality, durable genuine leather. 
The tank panel features a convenient leather-covered hard-
shell storage pouch that retains its shape, and a fingertip 
turn-buckle to secure the flap for easy access. The embossed 
Bar & Shield logo adds a classic finishing touch, and is styled 
to complement Embossed Bar & Shield Logo Windshield Bag 
P/N 58308-95.

91643-09  $99.95
Fits ’09-later FLS and FLSTC with Original Equipment 
console. Also fits ’08-later FLSTSB models equipped with 
two-up seat. 

F. PreMiuM tAnk PAnel with PouCh
This leather tank panel features an over-sized pouch for conve-
nient “at your fingertips” storage. The heavy duty leather 
pouch will maintain its shape for miles to come while the bold 
chrome Bar & Shield medallion sits proudly on the flap for all 
to admire.

91135-09  $99.95
Fits ’00-later Softail models (except FXCW, FXCWC, FXS, 
FXSTD, FLS, FLSTSB, FLSTFSE2, FXSTSSE/2/3, ’09-later 
FLSTC, FLSTSE/2/3 and FXSBSE) and ’93-’08 FXDWG, ’06 
FXD35 and ’07-later FXDF and FXDC models. ’93-’03 FXDWG 
models require the separate purchase of Clip P/N 10102 and 
O-Ring P/N 11174.
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Notice: The prices appearing in this catalog are the manufacturer’s 
suggested retail prices. Actual retail prices may vary.

g. leAther tAnk PAnel with PouCh
This durable leather panel features an integrated storage 
pouch, perfect for the small items you need to keep handy. 
Constructed of tough steerhide over a rigid molded base, 
the flap features a chrome decorative button and a tab with 
magnetic closure.

91758-07   $99.95
Fits ’00-later Softail® models (except FLS, ’09-later FLSTC, 
FLSTFSE2, FLSTSB, FLSTSE/2/3, FXCW, FXCWC, FXS, 
FXSTD, FXSBSE and FXSTSSE/2/3) and ’93-’03 FXDWG 
models.

h. leAther tAnk PAnel with PouCh For  
FAt boy® MoDelS
This durable leather panel features an integrated storage 
pouch, perfect for the small items you need to keep handy. 
Constructed of tough steerhide over a rigid molded base, 
and decorated with Spanish lacing to match the ’07-later Fat 
Boy® model.

91621-07   $99.95
Fits ’00-later Softail models (except FXCW, FXCWC, FXS, 
FXSTD, FXSTSSE/2/3, FLS, FLSTSB, FLSTFSE2, ’09-later 
FLSTC, FLSTSE/2/3 and FXSBSE) and ’93-’08 FXDWG, 
FXD35, ’93-’05 FXDL and ’07-later FXDC and FXDF models. 
’93-’03 FXDWG models require the separate purchase of Clip 
P/N 10102 and O-Ring P/N 11174.

i. leAther tAnk PAnel with teArDroP  
ConCho AnD PouCh
Stylish leather tank panel puts a convenient storage pouch 
right at your fingertips. Embossed basket-weave pattern and 
bright chrome teardrop concho matches the Softail Springer™ 
Classic trim, and complements other smooth leather and vinyl 
seats and bags.

91469-06  $99.95
Fits ’00-later Softail models (except FXCW, FXCWC, FXS, 
FXSTD, FLS, FLSTSB, FLSTFSE2, FXSTSSE/2/3, ’09-later 
FLSTC, FLSTSE/2/3 and FXSBSE) and ’93-’08 FXDWG, ’06 
FXD35 and ’07-later FXDF and FXDC models. ’93-’03 FXDWG 
models require the separate purchase of Clip P/N 10102 and 
O-Ring P/N 11174.

j. leAther tAnk PAnel with PouCh, ConCho  
AnD ChroMe StuDS
91407-00   $99.95
Fits ’00-later Softail models (except FXCW, FXCWC, FXS, 
FXSTC, FXSTD, FXSTSSE/2/3, FLS, FLSTSB, FLSTFSE2, ’09-
later FLSTC, FLSTSE/2/3 and FXSBSE) and ’93-’03 FXDWG 
models.
91177-97 Fits ’84-’99 Softail models.  $99.95

k. leAther tAnk PAnel with  
PouCh AnD brAiDeD triM
This decorative, yet durable leather panel has an integrated 
storage pouch, perfect for those small items you like to 
keep handy. Constructed of tough steerhide over a rigid, 
molded base and decorated with H-D® concho and braided 
leather lacing.

91409-00  $99.95
Fits ’00-later Softail models (except FXCW, FXCWC, FXS, 
FXSTD and FXSTSSE/2/3, ’09-later FLS, FLSTC, FLSTFSE2, 
FLSTSB, FLSTSE/2/3 and FXSBSE) and ’93-’03 FXDWG 
models.
91026-94A Fits ’84-’99 Softail models. $99.95

l. leAther tAnk PAnel with PouCh, ConCho  
AnD brAiDeD FlAP
91408-00   $99.95
Fits ’00-later Softail models (except FXCW, FXCWC, FXS, 
FXSTD and FXSTSSE/2/3, ’09-later FLS, FLSTC, FLSTFSE2, 
FLSTSB, FLSTSE/2/3 and FXSBSE) and ’93-’03 FXDWG 
models.
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Notice: The prices appearing in this catalog are the manufacturer’s 
suggested retail prices. Actual retail prices may vary.

A. booM!™ AuDio MuSiC PlAyer tAnk PouCh
This portable music system pouch is designed for motorcy-
cle use. The neoprene jacket offers hard-core protection for 
your portable music device, while the built-in magnets hold 
the pouch securely to the fuel tank. The clear play-through 
window permits touch-screen control, and the anti-skid inte-
rior allows the pouch to accommodate players of various sizes. 
The clamshell design makes inserting your player into the 
pouch quick and easy, and the double zipper allows for head-
phone and output cables to exit the pouch at any point on top, 
bottom or one side of the pouch. Simply plug in your head-
phones or connect your in-dash Advanced Audio Radio with 
an auxiliary cable or Boom!™ Audio iPod® Interface and enjoy 
your music collection. Works well with many MP3 and other 
personal music players, but should not be used with hard-disk 
memory players. Window measurement: 2.25" W x 4.0" H.

76000193  $44.95
Fits models with steel fuel tanks or airbox covers.

b. MAgnetiC tAnk tote
De-clutter your pockets. This compact and convenient 
magnetic pouch is the ideal place to store small items that 
would normally go in your jeans pocket. It’s also the perfect 
way to enjoy the benefits of SiriusXM® Satellite Radio, 
NavWeather®, and NavTraffic® on your non-fairing equipped 
motorcycle. Just slip the Road Tech™ zūmo® SiriusXM disc 
antenna into this pouch, and the strong magnets will secure it 
to the top of the fuel tank yet make it easy to move your Road 
Tech zūmo from the bike to the car. The durable neoprene 
jacket with zippered closure will keep your items safe for 
the ride. An embroidered Bar & Shield logo finishes the look. 
Pouch dimensions: 4" W x 5.5" H.

76000061  $34.95
Fits models with steel fuel tanks or airbox covers.

C. billet StorAge tube
Machined from 6061 billet aluminum, this finely detailed Billet 
Storage Tube offers a convenient storage location for essen-
tial tools, sunglasses (2" versions), or registration papers. 
The mirror-chrome “ball-milled” tube features water-resis-
tant threaded and O-ring sealed end caps on both ends for 
convenient access. The billet mounting clamp is adjustable 
for position, and allows interference-free installation on the 
front down tube of the specified models. Available in three 
sizes for every storage need. Includes all necessary mount-
ing hardware.

Fits ’00-’03 XL, ’00-’05 Dyna® and ’00-later Softail® models 
(except models with ABS brakes). Fits FXSBSE models with 
ABS.

64101-03 Large. $169.95
10.0" long x 2.0" diameter.
64100-03 Medium. $159.95
7.0" long x 2.0" diameter.
64120-06 Mini (not shown). $129.95
7.5" long x 1.0" diameter.

D. riDer CuP holDer
Shaped to blend with the contours of your Harley-Davidson® 
motorcycle, this unique cup holder is easy to reach with-
out cluttering the handlebar. The attractive chrome mount 
securely attaches to the frame downtube, and sweeps rear-
ward to support the cup holder. The soft-touch insulated 
holder flexes to grip the beverage, and features a perfo-
rated bottom to drain away rain water. Kit includes model-
specific clamp, support rod, cup holder and all required 
mounting hardware. 

50700002  $49.95
Fits ’00-later Softail models.
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 Never iN a tight spot 

handlebars redUCed ClUTCh reaCh

sToCk reaChredUCed reaCh

Where the bar positions 
your hands, wrists and 
arms directly affects 
how you feel on the 
motorcycle. The shape 
of the bar determines 
your reach to the hand 
controls and, therefore, 
your overall comfort.

Available for specific 
models, the Easy 
Squeeze Handlebar 
features an offset 
clutch-side grip that 
moves the palm 1/2" 
closer to the controls. 
The position provides 
improved leverage and 
permits the rider to 
reach the clutch lever 
with the stronger part  
of the hand.

The FiT shop lisT 2013 sUspension seaTs handlebars FooT sUpporTs

FXS Low Suspension is Stock Reduced Reach® Seat

Tuck & Roll Seat

Pull Back Bar

Reduced Reach Bar

Extended Reach  
Forward Control Kit

FLSTF Profile® Low Front Suspension

Profile Low Rear Suspension

Super Reduced Reach Seat

Reduced Reach Seat

Brawler® / Sidekick® Seat

Badlander® Seat

Signature Series® Seat

Tallboy® Seat

Super Reduced Reach Bar

Beach Bar

Narrow Beach Bar

Fat 12" or 16" Ape

Street Slammer

Swingback

Whiskers Highway Bar

Forward Control Kit

Extended Brake Lever

Extended Shift Lever

FLSTFB Profile Low Front Suspension
Comfort Flex Rear Shocks

Super Reduced Reach Seat
Reduced Reach Seat
Brawler / Sidekick Seat
Badlander Seat
Signature Series Seat
Tallboy Seat

Super Reduced Reach Bar
Beach Bar
Narrow Beach Bar
Fat 12" or 16" Ape
Street Slammer
Swingback

Whiskers Highway Bar
Extended Brake Lever
Extended Shift Lever

FLSTC Profile Low Front Suspension

Profile Low Rear Suspension

Super Reduced Reach Seat

Reduced Reach Seat

Badlander Seat

Signature Series Seat

Super Reduced Reach Bar

Beach Bar

Narrow Beach Bar

Fat 12" or 16" Ape

Street Slammer

Swingback

Easy Squeeze Bar

Whiskers Highway Bar

Forward Control Kit

Extended Brake Lever

Extended Shift Lever

Adjustable Passenger Pegs

FLSTN Profile Low Front Suspension
Comfort Flex Rear Shocks

Super Reduced Reach Seat
Reduced Reach Seat
Signature Series Seat
Tallboy Seat

Super Reduced Reach Bar
Beach Bar
Fat 12" or 16" Ape
Street Slammer
Swingback
Easy Squeeze Bar

Whiskers Highway Bar
Forward Control Kit
Extended Brake Lever
Extended Shift Lever

FLS Profile Low Front Suspension 
Comfort Flex Rear Shocks

Reduced Reach Seat Super Reduced Reach Bar
Beach Bar
Fat 12" or 16" Ape
Street Slammer
Swingback

Whiskers Highway Bar
Extended Brake Lever
Extended Shift Lever

On the road, you’ve got to feel good in the saddle. Whether 
you’re cruising around town or out for the long haul, your 
bike should feel like an extension of yourself. So, once 
you’ve picked the bike, it’s time to choose the options that 
best equips your ride to your personal dimensions.
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sUspension
While many current Softail® models are already equipped with low-profile  
suspension, Harley offers optional front and rear lowering kits to tailor your 
bike to your size. Or, if you are willing to exchange the low-profile “slammed” 
look for improved ride comfort, Comfort Flex standard-length shocks deliver  
a superior ride through a longer stroke.

Here are a few options to consider 
when outfitting your bike to fit you. 
Find your model and flip to the pages 
for more information. For more details, 
visit h-d.com/fitshop.
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Notice: The prices appearing in this catalog are the manufacturer’s 
suggested retail prices. Actual retail prices may vary.

A. ProFile® low Front SuSPenSion*
Designed by Harley-Davidson to lower the front fork approxi-
mately 1" while preserving ride quality. Springs are wound to 
allow a compliant, yet controlled ride.

54758-07  $99.95
Fits ’07-later FLS, FLSTC, FLSTN and ’08-later FLSTF and 
FLSTFB models. FLSTC, FLS (AUS/BRZ/APC), FLSTF and 
FLSTF Special (Europe/UK) models must also be equipped 
with Profile Low Rear Suspension Kit P/N 54651-05, 54652-
05 or 54001-04A.
54596-94  $169.95
Fits ’89-’06 FLST, FLSTC, FLSTF and FLSTN Softail® models. 
Must only be installed on vehicles equipped with Profile Low 
Rear Suspension P/N 54588-94, 54665-03, 54648-00A, 
54651-05, 54652-05 or 54001-04A.
54621-05  $99.95
Fits ’00-later FXST, FXSTB and FXSTC models equipped with 
Profile Low Rear Suspension P/N 54648-00A, 54665-03, 
54651-05, 54652-05 or Rear Lowering Kit P/N 54001-04A. 
Also fits ’00-’05 FXDWG models equipped with Low Rear 
Shock Kit P/N 54594-03 or Premium Billet Profile Low Rear 
Suspension P/N 54592-03.

b. PreMiuM riDe CArtriDge Fork kit
This Cartridge Fork Kit converts the standard Original 
Equipment front suspension into a high-performance suspen-
sion with superior ride quality. The Cartridge Fork Kit comple-
ments low and standard height rear shocks by providing a 
balanced suspension system capable of delivering superior 
ride characteristics.  The front fork kit improves resistance to 
front brake dive, improves cornering and enhances bottoming 
control. Kit includes cartridge, damper tube, fork tube, spring 
and oil seals.

45500141  $329.95
Fits ’00-later FL Softail models (except FLSTS, FLSTSB, 
FLSTSC, FLSTFSE2 and ’07 FLSTF).
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A. ProFile low Front SuSPenSion –  
Fx SoFtAil

A. ProFile low Front SuSPenSion –  
Fl SoFtAil (’07-lAter MoDelS)

A. ProFile low Front SuSPenSion –  
Fl SoFtAil (’89-’06 MoDelS)

b. PreMiuM riDe CArtriDge Fork kit

*wArning: The Profile Low Front Spring Kit cannot be 
used independently and must be used with the appro-
priate Profile Rear Shock Lowering Kit. Installation of 
any accessory suspension components may affect cor-
nering clearance and jiffy stand operation. This could 
distract the rider, causing loss of control and death or 
serious injury.

*wArning: The Jiffy Stand included in the Front 
Suspension Kit is designed solely for use with this Harley-
Davidson® Profile Suspension Kit and must be installed. 
This Jiffy Stand is not designed or intended for use in 
other applications. Improper application may affect jiffy 
stand operation. This could distract the rider, causing loss 
of control, resulting in death or serious injury.

*wArning: Installation of any accessory suspension 
components may affect cornering clearance and jiffy 
stand operation. This could distract the rider, causing 
loss of control and death or serious injury.
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Notice: The prices appearing in this catalog are the manufacturer’s 
suggested retail prices. Actual retail prices may vary.

C. ProFile® low reAr SuSPenSion*
This suspension lowers the seat height approximately 1"  
(P/N 54588-94) or 3/4" (P/N 54651-05 and 54652-05) while 
preserving ride quality. Spring and damping rates are tailored 
for Softail models to ensure a controlled ride. Shocks feature 
multi-staged damping to ensure optimal performance under 
varying conditions. Kit includes a pair of rear shock absorb-
ers and a Softail shock spring preload adjustment wrench. 
Compatible with Profile® Low Front Suspension.

Fits ’00-later Softail® models (except FXCW, FXCWC, FXS, 
FXSBSE, FXSTD and FXSTSSE3). Does not lower ’05-later 
FLS (except models in AUS, BRZ and APC markets), FLSTN, 
FLSTSB, FLSTFB, FLSTSE/2/3, ’07 FXSTD and FXSTSSE/2/3 
models. Also fits ’10-later Fat Boy® Special model in UK, 
Europe, Brazil, and select international markets that are 
factory-equipped with standard-height rear suspension.

54651-05 Chrome. $399.95
54652-05 Black. $399.95

Fits ’89-’99 Softail models, including ’97-’99 FLSTS.

54588-94 Chrome.  $399.95

D. ShoCk ADjuStMent SPAnner
The Universal Spanner is small enough to carry in a H-D® Tool 
Kit, and is designed to adjust the spring load on all mechani-
cally adjustable H-D rear shock absorbers.

94448-82b  $10.95
For use on models with mechanicaly adjustable H-D rear 
shock absorbers (except XR models).

e. reAr lowering kit*
Provides low cost alternative to buying complete shocks. This 
kit is for the rider that simply wants to lower their bike inex-
pensively, and have some ride height adjustability. Kit will 
lower seat height up to 1".

54001-04A  $99.95
Fits ’00-later Softail models (except FLS, FLSTFB, FLSTN, 
FLSTSB, FXCW, FXCWC, FXS, FXSBSE, FXSTD, FXSTSSE/2/3, 
FLSTFSE/2/3 and FLSTSE/2/3). Also fits ’12 FLS models in 
AUS, BRZ and APC markets. Does not fit models equipped 
with Profile Lowering Kits P/N 54651-05, 54588-94 or 
54652-05.

F. SoFtAil CoMFort Flex reAr ShoCkS*
For the rider willing to exchange the low-profile “slammed” 
look for improved ride comfort. Standard-length shocks raise 
the seat height of a factory-lowered bike approximately 1" and 
deliver an improved ride through a longer stroke. Spring rates 
and damping are tailored to ensure a controlled ride and opti-
mal performance under varying conditions. Kit includes left 
and right rear shock absorbers and a pre-load adjustment 
wrench.

54000041  $299.95
Fits ’05-later FLS, FLSTFB, FLSTFSE/2, FLSTN, FLSTSB, 
FLSTSE/2/3, FXSTSSE/2, ’03 FXSTDSE, ’04 FXSTDSE2 and 
’07 FXSTD. Stock on ’00-later FL and FX models equipped 
with standard height rear shocks. Cannot be used on models 
equipped with Profile Low Front Suspension Kits.
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 Suspension

C. ProFile low reAr SuSPenSion – ChroMe

D. ShoCk ADjuStMent SPAnner e. reAr lowering kit

F. SoFtAil CoMFort Flex reAr ShoCkS

*wArning: Installation of any accessory suspension 
components may affect cornering clearance and jiffy 
stand operation. This could distract the rider, causing 
loss of control and death or serious injury.
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Notice: The prices appearing in this catalog are the manufacturer’s 
suggested retail prices. Actual retail prices may vary.

A. extenDeD reACh ForwArD Control kit*
This kit extends the rider foot controls a full 3" forward of the 
stock location, providing the tall rider a comfortable riding 
position. This comprehensive kit includes everything neces-
sary for installation. The chrome kit includes new chrome 
brake and shifter mounting assemblies, chrome shift rod and 
all necessary hardware. Black kit includes new black painted 
brake and shifter mounting assemblies, chrome shift rod and 
all necessary hardware. The kit is compatible with Original 
Equipment or accessory footpegs, brake and shift lever, and 
brake pedal and shifter peg.

Fits ’07-later FX Softail® models (except FXSBSE and 
FXSTD). FXCW, FXCWC and FXS models must reuse Original 
Equipment footpegs. Not compatible with accessory Shift 
Linkages. Separate purchase of model-specific rear brake line 
is required. NOTE: Extended Forward Control Kit is compatible 
with Engine Guard P/N 49078-04A only.

49171-08 Chrome. $499.95
49223-08 Black. $469.95

Also available:
 extenDeD reACh ForwArD Control  

reAr brAke line
Required for installation of Extended Reach Forward Control 
Kit P/N 49171-08 or 49223-08.

Fits ’11-later FX Softail models equipped with Extended Reach 
Forward Control Kit P/N 49171-08 or 49223-08.

41800004 With ABS Brakes. $99.95
41800005 Without ABS Brakes. $99.95
44970-07  $89.95
Fits ’07 FX Softail models (except FXSTD)  
equipped with Extended Reach Forward Control Kit  
P/N 49171-08 or 49223-08.
44972-08  $94.95
Fits ’08-’10 FX Softail models equipped with Extended Reach 
Forward Control Kit P/N 49171-08 or 49223-08.

b. ForwArD Control kit For Fl SoFtAil MoDelS*
Stretch out and put your feet in the wind. Ideal for taller riders, 
this kit converts the standard FL Softail footboard controls to 
Original Equipment FX Softail forward controls. The resulting 
foot-forward riding position takes the long-limbed rider out 
of the upright flat-foot, knees-up stance and puts them in a 
relaxed laid-back posture. Kit includes left and right brackets, 
shift lever, brake lever and all necessary mounting hardware. 
Footpegs and brake pedal pad sold separately.

33909-08  $319.95
Fits ’07-later FLSTC, FLSTF (except FLSTFB), FLSTN, 
FLSTSB and FLSTSC models. Requires separate purchase 
of appropriate footpeg kit. Compatible footpeg kits for 
FLSTC and FLSTF are P/N 50305-02, 50359-04, 50370-04, 
50474-03, 50500-03, 50506-03, 50576-05, 50695-08 or 
50935-07. FLSTN, FLSTSB and FLSTSC require separate 
purchase of stock FXCW footpegs with wear pegs 
(P/N 51327-08 Left Peg, 51323-08 Right Peg and 33130-07A 
Wear Peg (qty 2)). Does not fit with Profile® Low Suspension.
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C. AirFoil heel reStS
Designed to complement H-D® Airfoil Footpegs, these Airfoil 
Heel Rests help reduce rider fatigue on a long trip and add a 
touch of style around town.

50281-01  $119.95
Fits ’89-later FX Softail® models (except FXCW and FXCWC) 
and ’90-later Dyna® models (except ’03-later FXDWG and 
Dyna models with forward controls).

D. heel rAiSer FootPeg kit
Comfort and cool, clean looks in one. Heel Raiser Chrome 
and Rubber Footpegs provide a large surface area that lets 
you change foot position for maximum comfort, and the fold-
out heel rest provides footboard-style support that relieves 
calf and thigh tension on the highway. The heel rest can be 
deployed or retracted with your boot while riding. The sole-
gripping horizontal black rubber bands complement the 
mirror-chrome finish, and add vibration isolation and a rich 
appearance to the pegs. Complete the look with Shifter Pegs 
and Brake Pedal Pads from the Chrome and Rubber Collection. 
Heel Raiser mounts to the standard H-D style footpeg support, 
so it can be used in many rider and passenger applications. 
Sold in pairs.

50178-09  $189.95
Fits H-D male mount-style footpeg supports (except the rider 
position on mid-control models, ’02-later VRSC™, ’07-later 
XL883L, XL883N, XL1200N, XL1200V, XL1200X, ’11-later 
XL1200C, ’09-later XR, FLS, ’08-later FXCW, FXCWC, FXS, 
FXSBSE and passenger position on Softail models). Fits mid-
control models in the highway peg or engine guard position 
on XL and Dyna models. Does not fit with Adjustable 
Passenger Footpeg Support P/N 50763-09 and 50787-09 or 
Whiskers Highway Peg Mount 50855-09 and 50865-09.

e. billet Style riDer FootPeg heel reSt
Give your feet a rest while you’re stretching out on your 
forward controls. These adjustable Billet-Style Rider Footpeg 
Heel Rests reduce fatigue and make you look as good as you 
feel. Just add a pair of matching shifter pegs to complete the 
custom look. Sold separately.

50227-01  $119.95
Fits ’93-’02 FXDWG and ’89-later FX Softail models.  
Also fits Dyna models equipped with Forward Control Kit 
P/N 49080-93 and late ’87-’99 FXSTS and FXSTC models 
equipped with Extended Reach Forward Control  
Kit P/N 49163-91.

F. ForwArD Control brACketS – ChroMe
Check out these Forward Control Brackets. We’ve taken the 
Original Equipment black painted components to ensure 
product quality, and polished and chrome-plated them for a 
great look. Kit includes new bushings.

33920-07   $299.95
Fits ’07-’10 FXST, FXSTB, FXSTC, FXCW, FXCWC and FXSTD 
models. Stock on FXSTSSE/2/3 models.
33920-00A   $299.95
Fits ’00-’06 FX Softail models.
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A. billet Style ShiFt leverS
Styled to complement our billet style mirror stems, these Billet 
Style Shift Levers are forged from 6061-T6 aluminum, then 
machined and polished for a beautiful, custom look. Available 
in your choice of mirror chrome, satin black powder coat, or 
edge cut black anodized and machined aluminum finishes. 
Includes chrome hardware. Shift pegs sold separately.

Fits ’91-later Dyna® and ’90-later FX Softail® models equipped 
with forward controls.

34539-00 Chrome. $79.95
34043-10 Edge Cut. $79.95
34016-08 Satin Black. $79.95

b. billet Style reAr brAke leverS
Styled to complement our billet style mirror stems and hand 
and foot controls, these slotted Rear Brake Levers are forged 
from 2014-T6 aluminum, then machined and polished for a 
beautiful, custom look. Available in your choice of mirror 
chrome, satin black powder coat, or edge cut black anod-
ized and machined aluminum finishes. Brake pedal pads sold 
separately.

Fits ’07-later FX Softail models (except FXSBSE).

42632-07 Chrome. $159.95
40084-10 Edge Cut. $159.95
41805-08 Satin Black. $159.95
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C. billet Style heel/toe ShiFt lever
Styled to complement our billet style mirror stems, these Billet 
Style Shift Levers are forged from 6061-T6 aluminum, then 
machined and polished for a beautiful, custom look. Available 
in your choice of mirror chrome, satin black powder coat, or 
edge cut black anodized and machined aluminum finishes. Kit 
includes a front and rear lever and chrome hardware.

Fits ’86-later FL Softail® and ’88-later Touring models.

34535-00b Chrome. $139.95
34045-10 Edge Cut. $139.95
34023-08 Satin Black. $139.95

D. billet Style reAr brAke lever
Styled to complement our billet style mirror stems and shift 
levers, these Billet Style Rear Brake Levers are forged from 
billet aluminum, then machined and polished for a beautiful, 
custom look. Available in your choice of mirror chrome, satin 
black powder coat, or edge cut black anodized and machined 
aluminum finishes. Lever matches the length of the Original 
Equipment extended length lever found on late-model FL 
Softail motorcycles. Brake pedal pads sold separately.

Fits ’00-later FL Softail models. Will not fit with Rear Master 
Cylinder Cover P/N 41815-00.

42640-03 Chrome. $169.95
40079-10 Edge Cut. $169.95
41800-08 Satin Black. $169.95
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D. FolDing heel ShiFter – retrACteD PoSition

A. billet Style reAr brAke lever –  
reDuCeD reACh
Ideal for those with small feet or a short inseam, these highly 
styled brake levers are over 2" shorter than late model Original 
Equipment FL Softail® levers. The billet styling complements 
our billet style mirrors and shift levers, and are forged from 
2014-T6 aluminum, then machined and chrome-plated. Lever 
matches the length of the Original Equipment standard length 
lever found on early-model FL Softail motorcycles. Brake 
Pedal Pads sold separately.

42640-00 Chrome. $159.95
Fits ’00-later FL Softail models.
42638-00A Chrome. $169.95
Fits ’87-’99 FLSTC, FLSTS, FLSTF and FLSTN  
models and ’97-’07 FLHT, FLHTC/I, FLHTCUI, FLHR/I, 
FLHRCI and FLTR/I models.

b. billet Style reAr brAke lever –  
extenDeD reACh
Ride tall in the saddle. This Billet Style Brake Lever features a 
1" longer arm than the Original Equipment brake lever, allow-
ing the tall rider to stretch the leg and straighten the knee for 
added comfort and control. The additional room also provides 
riders with large boot sizes ample room to move and repo-
sition their feet on the footboard. Styled to complement our 
billet style mirror stems, these Billet Style Brake Levers are 
forged, machined and polished for a beautiful, custom look. 
When combined with the available Extended Reach Shift 
Lever, long-limbed riders can straighten their legs and ride in 
comfort. Brake pedal pads sold separately.

41600008 Chrome. $169.95
Fits ’00-later FL Softail models. Will not fit with Rear Master 
Cylinder Cover P/N 41815-00.

C. billet Style heel/toe ShiFt lever –  
extenDeD reACh
Stretch out in style. Both the heel and toe sections of this 
Shift Lever are 1" longer than traditional levers, separating the 
distance between the heel/toe shift by 2" total. This added 
space provides a comfortable riding position for a tall rider, 
and allows a rider with a large boot extra room to move. Styled 
to complement our billet style mirror stems, these Billet Style 
Shift Levers are forged, machined and polished for a beauti-
ful, custom look. When combined with the available Extended 
Reach Brake Lever, long-limbed riders can straighten their 
legs and ride in comfort. Kit includes a front and rear lever and 
mounting hardware. 

33600001 Chrome. $149.95
Fits ’86-later FL Softail and ’88-later Touring models.

D. FolDing heel ShiFter
Give your left foot a little extra room. Folding Heel Shifter 
permits the rider to move the rear shift peg out of the way 
when on the open road, while retaining heel/toe shift function-
ality around town. Positive detent holds the peg in the selected 
position, and can be adjusted while riding. Easy to install, the 
replacement rear lever is chrome-plated, and shaped to 
match the Original Equipment toe shift lever. Lever accepts 
stock or accessory shifter peg.

33876-07  $74.95
Fits ’86-later FL Softail and ’88-later Touring models.
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h. reAr MASter CylinDer Cover –  
Fl SoFtAil

i. geAr ShiFt Control Cover kit –  
Fl SoFtAil

e. riDer running boArDS
Stretching your legs and moving your feet during a long 
ride relieves muscle tension and reduces rider fatigue. At 4" 
longer (1" in front, 3" in back) and 1/2" wider than the Original 
Equipment rider footboards, these ergonomically friendly 
Running Boards provide plenty of space for riders to reposi-
tion their feet for maximum comfort. When used in conjunc-
tion with available Extended Brake and Shift Levers, the long 
legged rider will have even more room to stretch out on long 
rides. The easy-to-install kit includes left and right footboard 
pans with vibration-isolated inserts that are styled to comple-
ment the Crested Bar & Shield controls collection, or most 
other chrome and rubber collections.

50500158 Chrome. $199.95
Fits ’00-later FL Softail® (except FLS, FLSTFB, FLSTN and 
FLSTSE/2/3) and ’00-later Touring models. Not compatible 
with Jiffy Stand Kit P/N 50000005 or Jiffy Stand Extension 
Kit P/N 50233-00, 50000008 or 50000023.

F. riDer FootboArD heel guArD
Avoid damaged boots and hours of cleaning melted rubber 
scuff marks from your exhaust shield. This Heel Guard mounts 
to the right-side rider footboard, and protects your boot from 
contact with the hot exhaust shield. The subtle curved shape 
keeps the boot heel away without restricting fore-and-aft 
movement of the rider’s foot. Kit includes chrome guard with 
cutaway Bar & Shield logo and all mounting hardware.

50500225  $64.95
Fits ’12-later FLD, and ’86-later Touring and FL Softail models 
equipped with Traditional and Swept Wing footboards.  
Does not fit models equipped with Half-Moon, Tapered or 
Burst footboards, Extended Reach Rider Footboards P/N 
50409-04 or 54145-10, Rider Running Boards P/N 50500158, 
or Screamin’ Eagle® Fat Exhaust Shield Kits.

g. riDer FootboArD brACketS – ChroMe
Complete the custom transformation by replacing the stock 
painted footboard brackets with brilliant chrome. This kit 
is manufactured with Original Equipment components for 
proper fit, and polished and plated for a finished look. Kit 
includes chrome mounting hardware.

33698-07  $329.95
Fits ’07-’10 FLSTC, FLSTF, FLSTFB, FLSTN,  
FLSTSC and FLSTSB models.

h. reAr MASter CylinDer Cover – Fl SoFtAil
The distinctive styling of our Gear Shift Control Cover 
P/N 33825-00 is carried over to this chrome-plated Rear 
Master Cylinder Cover. Designed for easy installation.

41815-00  $69.95
Fits ’00-’06 FL Softail models. Does not fit with  
Billet Brake Lever P/N 42640-03.

i. geAr ShiFt Control Cover kit – Fl SoFtAil
Sweeping radius lines and chrome-plating give this Gear Shift 
Control Cover distinctive styling. Designed for easy installa-
tion. (Shown without toe-shift lever for clarity.)

33825-00 Fits ’00-’06 FL Softail models. $69.95
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A. CuStoM geAr ShiFt linkAgeS
Kick your custom into gear with this collection of high qual-
ity custom shift linkages. Available in a variety of designs to 
match your bike’s style, these linkages feature aircraft-qual-
ity rod ends for easy adjustment and smooth operation. The 
linkage kit includes a transmission lever cover and decora-
tive acorn nuts and bolts for a complete custom look. Easy 
to install.

Fits ’86-later Softail® and Touring models. (Does not fit ’97-’99 
FLSTS models, or models equipped with Softail Extended 
Reach Forward Controls.)

1.    33900134 Silencer Brushed Nickel. $129.95
2.   33915-09 Diamond Black. $129.95
3.  34018-08 Slotted Black Anodized. $129.95
4.  34604-09 Bullet. $129.95
5.  34850-09 Skull. $129.95
6.  33854-09 Fat Boy® Scripted. $129.95
7.   33840-09 Flame. $149.95
8.   33801-09 Harley-Davidson® Scripted. $129.95
9.  33762-09 Ball-Milled with Bar & Shield Logo. $129.95
10. 33760-09 Slotted with Bar & Shield Logo. $129.95
11.  33884-09 Smooth with Bar & Shield Logo. $109.95
12. 33807-09 Buckshot. $129.95
13. 33823-09 Tribal. $149.95
14. 33814-98A Round. $89.95
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b. geAr ShiFter linkAge CoverS
A simple and inexpensive way to detail your Softail® model. 
These easy-to-install chrome-plated covers conceal the stock 
shifter linkage for a brilliant finish. Kit includes all necessary 
mounting hardware.

Fits ’99-later Softail models (except FLSTSE) with stock 
shifter linkage.

1. 46300-01 Diamond. $42.95
2. 46302-01 “Harley-Davidson” Script. $42.95
3. 46304-01 Engraved “Harley-Davidson”. $42.95

C. heel/toe ShiFter ShAFt Cover
Conceal the splined end of the shifter shaft when you remove 
the heel shift lever. The easy-to-install chrome-plated alumi-
num billet cap is held in place with a flush Allen® screw for a 
clean look.

35471-05  $16.95
Fits ’82-later Touring and FL Softail models  
equipped with heel/toe shift levers. Installation requires 
removal of heel shift lever.

D. heel/toe ShiFter ShAFt Cover with inSert
Conceal the splined shifter shaft when you remove the heel 
shift lever. The kit includes a cover for the shaft end and an 
insert that conceals the casting and nylon spacer inboard of 
the shift lever. Manufactured from billet aluminum, these easy-
to-install chrome-plated covers are held in place with flush 
Allen screws for a clean appearance.

35495-06  $29.95
Fits ’00-later FL Softail models (except FLSTSE) equipped 
with heel/toe shift levers. Installation requires removal of 
heel shift lever.
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A. Mini FootboArD kit
This Footboard Kit can be installed in place of traditional 
footpegs and provides a little additional leg support and 
more options to move your legs around on a long ride. Mini 
Footboards mount to the standard H-D® style footpeg 
supports and can be used in many rider, passenger and high-
way peg applications. Sole-gripping rubber complements 
Original Equipment or accessory footboards and footpegs, 
and adds vibration isolation and a rich appearance.

Fits rider position on ’06-earlier XL, ’07-’10 XL883, XL883C, 
XL883R, XL1200C, XL1200R and ’07-’11 XL1200L. Fits all other 
models equipped with forward controls (except FXCW, FXCWC, 
FXS, FXSBSE, VRSCDX, VRSCF). Fits rider position on Dyna® 
models equipped with mid-controls. Fits passenger position 
on models equipped with male mount-style footpeg supports 
(except ’06-earlier VRSC™, ’03-earlier XL, ’05-earlier Dyna 
and Softail® models equipped with Shotgun exhaust). Softail 
passenger position requires separate purchase of Support 
Kit P/N 50454-09. Fits all models in highway peg position 
(except Whiskers Adjustable Highway Bar P/N 50855-09 and 
50865-09).

50500139 Small 3" – Chrome. $119.95
50500144 Small 3" – Gloss Black. $119.95
50500109 Large 4" – Chrome. $119.95
50500124 Large 4" – Gloss Black. $119.95

b. PASSenger FootboArD SuPPort kit
Required for installation of Mini Footboards in the passenger 
position on many Softail motorcycles. 

50454-09  $49.95
Required for installation of Mini Footboards P/N 50451-09, 
50500109, 50500124, 50500139, 50500144 on ’08-later 
Softail models. Does not fit FLSTF, FLSTFB, FLSTN, FLSTSB, 
FXS, FXSBSE, FXSTD and Softail models with shotgun 
exhaust. FLSTC and FLSTS models require the separate 
purchase of Saddlebag Bracket Relocation Kit P/N 90238-00.

C. ADjuStAble PASSenger FootPeg Mount kit
Maximize your passenger’s riding comfort. Proper foot posi-
tion reduces the cramped or stretched-out feeling, and 
relieves pressure on the knees and the tailbone. These 
Adjustable Mounts raise and lower the passenger footpeg to 
accommodate taller and shorter passengers. Easy to adjust 
with common tools, the mount adjusts through a 360° range 
(depending on model), allowing both fore and aft and up and 
down height adjustment. Kit includes left and right adjust-
able support assembly and all required mounting hardware. 
Footpegs sold separately.

50787-09  $169.95
Fits passenger position on ’00-later Softail models. Does not 
fit FLS, FLSTF, FLSTFB, FLSTN, FLSTSB, FXS, FXSBSE, 
FXSTD and Softail models with shotgun exhaust. Does not fit 
the rider position. FLSTC and FLSTS models require the 
separate purchase of Saddlebag Bracket Relocation Kit P/N 
90238-00. Does not fit with Heel Raiser Footpeg kit P/N 
50178-09 or Saddlebag Guards P/N 49231-00A or 49258-
00A. 

D. PASSenger FootPeg SuPPortS – ChroMe
Polished and plated to a mirror-finish, this chrome version of 
the Softail Deluxe Original Equipment black passenger foot-
peg support complements any of the available passenger 
footpeg kits. When added to Softail Deuce™ and Fat Boy® 
models, this kit extends the passenger footpegs to allow fold-
ing without contacting the exhaust system.

51039-05  $127.95
Fits ’07-later Softail models (except FLSTSC), ’05-later 
FLSTN models and ’00-’06 FXSTD, FXS, and FLSTF models 
with the separate purchase of (1) Screw P/N 4032A and (1) 
Screw P/N 4519. Also fits FXCW models with the additional 
purchase of (2) Screw P/N 4454 and (2) Spring Washer P/N 
50912-72. Also fits FLS models with separate purchase of (1) 
Passenger Footpeg Mount Kit P/N 50932-08.

e. PASSenger FootPeg Mount kit
A necessary addition when converting your solo seat FLSTSB 
Cross Bones® model to a two-up passenger-carrying ride. Kit 
includes black mounting brackets and all necessary mounting 
hardware. Footpegs sold separately.

50932-08  $44.95
Fits ’12-later FLS and ’08-later FLSTSB models.
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F. CreSteD bAr & ShielD PASSenger FootboArD 
AnD Mount kit
Styled to match the rider footboards on the Softail® Deluxe 
model, these Tapered Passenger Footboards feature a crested 
Bar & Shield logo rubber pad surrounded by a chrome accent. 
The footboard pan is chrome-plated throughout to add a 
custom touch, even in the folded position. Designed for conve-
nient bolt-on installation, the complete kit includes aluminum 
footboards, rubber pads, mounting hardware and black foot-
board supports.

50377-07A  $329.95
Fits ’07-later FLS, FLSTN and FLSTSB models. Not 
compatible with Pivot Bolt Covers or Chrome Rear 
Saddlebag Guards P/N 49360-08.

g. PASSenger FootboArD AnD Mount kitS
Add passenger comfort and support. These complete kits 
include specially designed mounting stud/brackets for conve-
nient bolt-on installation. Footboards fold up when not in use. 
Available in your choice of Original Equipment black or mirror- 
chrome finish, these kits include footboard pans, rubber pads, 
mounting hardware and matching chrome or black footboard 
supports. NOTE: Passenger Footboard Kits cannot be used 
with Pivot Bolt Covers.

Fits ’00-later Softail models (except FLS, FLSTF, FLSTFB, 
FLSTN, FLSTS, FLSTSB, FLSTSC, FLSTSE/2/3, FXS, FXSBSE, 
FXCW, FXCWC and FXSTD). FLSTC models require Saddlebag 
Bracket Relocation Kit P/N 90238-00.

50602-00A Black. $249.95
52715-04A Chrome. $399.95

Fits ’86-’99 Softail models (except FLSTS, FLSTF and FLSTN). 
NOTE: ’90-’99 FLSTC models require Saddlebag Bracket 
Relocation Kit P/N 90345-90A.

50602-89b Black. $249.95

h. PASSenger FootboArD SuPPort kitS
Add the comfort and convenience of passenger footboards to 
your Softail motorcycle. These support kits are designed to 
allow installation of traditional D-shaped, Swept Wing, Tapered 
or Old-Style Passenger Footboards (sold separately) on Softail 
models. Kit includes left and right supports, footboard mount 
hinge pins and installation hardware.

Fits ’00-later Softail models (except FLS, FLSTF, FLSTFB, 
FLSTN, FLSTS, FLSTSB, FLSTSC, FLSTSE/2/3, FXS, FXSBSE, 
FXCW, FXCWC and FXSTD). FLS models require Saddlebag 
Bracket Relocation Kit P/N 90238-00.

50460-06 Chrome. $249.95
50459-06 Black. $149.95

Fits ’07-later FLSTF, FLSTFB, FXS and FXSTD models.

50399-07A Black. $139.95

Fits ’07-later FLS, FLSTN and FLSTSB models. Not compati-
ble with Pivot Bolt Covers or Chrome Rear Saddlebag Guards 
P/N 49360-08.

50400-07A Black. $139.95

Fits ’05-’06 FLSTN models. Does not fit with Chrome Rear 
Saddlebag Guards P/N 49360-08.

50400-05 Black. $159.95

Fits ’00-’06 FLSTF and FXSTD models.

50399-05 Black. $159.95
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F. CreSteD bAr & ShielD PASSenger 
FootboArD AnD Mount kit

F. CreSteD bAr & ShielD PASSenger 
FootboArD AnD Mount kit

g. PASSenger FootboArD AnD Mount kit – 
blACk

g. PASSenger FootboArD AnD Mount kit – 
ChroMe

h. PASSenger FootboArD  
SuPPort kit – blACk

h. PASSenger FootboArD  
SuPPort kit – ChroMe
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C. willie g Skull PASSenger 
FootboArD CoverS

g. hArley-DAviDSon SCriPt PASSenger 
FootboArD CoverS

A. hAlF-Moon PASSenger FootboArD
PAnS – gloSS blACk

e. v-logo PASSenger FootboArD CoverS

b. ChroMe PASSenger FootboArD PAnS

F. roAD king ClASSiC PASSenger  
FootboArD CoverS

A. hAlF-Moon PASSenger FootboArD
PAnS – ChroMe

D. ConCho PASSenger FootboArD CoverS

A. hAlF-Moon PASSenger FootboArD PAnS
Styled to match the Half-Moon Rider Footboards, these clas-
sic passenger footboards add both style and comfort to your 
nostalgic ride. Available in mirror-chrome or gloss black finish, 
the kit includes left and right footboard pan and vibration-
isolation footboard inserts. Model-specific footboard mounts 
are sold separately.

Fits ’86-later Touring (except Trike), ’00-later Softail® and 
’06-later Dyna® models equipped with passenger footboard 
supports.

50807-08 Chrome. $189.95
50810-08 Gloss Black. $179.95

b. ChroMe PASSenger FootboArD PAnS
Replace the factory black painted passenger footboard with 
the custom look of smooth chrome. The kit includes left- and 
right-hand traditional D-shaped footboard pans, chrome-
plated, and ready to install with your Original Equipment 
hardware. Just add your choice of footboard insert for the 
finishing touch. Footboard supports sold separately.

50752-04  $169.95
Fits ’86-later Touring, ’00-later Softail and ’06-later Dyna 
models equipped with passenger footboard supports.

C. willie g Skull PASSenger FootboArD CoverS
Chrome-plated steel footboard cover disguises the Original 
Equipment passenger footboard, and features a three-dimen-
sional sculptured medallion with the “Harley-Davidson” 
skull logo. This easy-to-install kit includes all required 
mounting hardware.

50836-07  $79.95
Fits ’87-later Touring models, ’86-later FL Softail models, and 
’06-later Dyna models equipped with traditional D-shaped 
aluminum passenger footboards.

D. ConCho PASSenger FootboArD CoverS
Heritage Softail® Classic-inspired conchos make these covers 
look great whether footboards are up or down.

50193-96  $79.95
Fits ’87-later Touring models, ’86-later FL Softail models, and 
’06-later Dyna models equipped with traditional D-shaped 
aluminum passenger footboards.

e. v-logo PASSenger FootboArD CoverS
V-Logos are die-cast aluminum integrated with the cover, 
then chrome-plated for a desirable shine. Includes all 
mounting hardware.

50194-96   $65.95
Fits ’87-later Touring models, ’86-later FL Softail models, and 
’06-later Dyna models equipped with traditional D-shaped 
aluminum passenger footboards.

F. roAD king® ClASSiC PASSenger  
FootboArD CoverS
The latest in the family of Road King® Classic inspired acces-
sories, this chrome-plated steel footboard cover features 
a chrome die-cast Road King Classic medallion with black 
accents and a stylish leather accent piece. Mounting hard-
ware included.

50246-00  $79.95
Fits ’87-later Touring models, ’86-later FL Softail models, and 
’06-later Dyna models equipped with traditional D-shaped 
aluminum passenger footboards.

g. hArley-DAviDSon SCriPt PASSenger FootboArD 
CoverS
Easy installation using chrome hardware. 

50782-91  $65.95
Fits ’87-later Touring models, ’86-later FL Softail models, and 
’06-later Dyna models equipped with traditional D-shaped 
aluminum passenger footboards.
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h. hAlF-Moon riDer FootboArDS
Combine the style of the ’40s with the comfort of today. The 
classic half moon-shaped rider footboards are available 
in polished stainless steel or gloss black finish to comple-
ment your styling direction. The traditional “Harley-Davidson” 
rubber insert features a vibration-isolation design for a long, 
comfortable ride. Kit includes left and right footboard pans 
and matching rubber inserts.

Fits ’86-later FL Softail® models.

51345-08 Polished Stainless. $149.95
51400-08 Gloss Black.  $149.95

i. jiFFy StAnD extenSion
Jiffy Stand Extension kits have been ergonomically designed 
to simplify the deployment and retraction of the jiffy stand. 
The extension is shaped to simplify locating the tab with your 
boot, and aid in swinging the jiffy stand into position. The 
move feels natural, and adds confidence when parking your 
motorcycle in a tight spot. Kit mounts to Original Equipment 
jiffy stand, and includes all required mounting hardware.

50000008  $44.95
Fits ’07-later Softail models (except FLS, FLSTN, FXSBSE, 
FXSTSSE3, FLSTSE/2/3 and ’10-later FLSTFB).

j. extenDeD jiFFy StAnD kit
Original Equipment on the Softail Deluxe model, this chrome-
plated jiffy stand incorporates a ball-tipped extension arm that 
makes the jiffy stand easier to deploy. The extension is easy 
to find with your boot, and adds confidence when parking the 
motorcycle.

50000005  $79.95
Fits ’07-later Softail models (except FLS, FLSTN, ’10-later 
FLSTFB and FXSBSE).

k. Center StAnD – ChroMe
Lifting your bike upright and off the side stand is ideal for 
cleaning and servicing, and reduces the space required for 
parking – handy where space is at a premium in a crowded 
garage, a small parking spot, or at a ride-in bike show. The 
robust chrome Center Stand attaches directly to the frame 
and does not reduce the lean angle. Designed to work with 
all Original Equipment suspension configurations and with 
Profile Suspension lowering kits, the adjustable feet can be 
set to lift the rear tire clear of the pavement, or to keep the 
rear tire on the ground for reduced lifting effort. The lifting 
lever is inconspicuously tucked away, and fits with all Harley-
Davidson® Original Equipment and accessory footboards. 
Kit includes chrome stand, black mounting brackets, and all 
necessary installation hardware.

98959-08  $329.95
Fits ’08-later Softail models (except FXCW,  
FXCWC, FXSBSE and FXSTSSE3) with Original Equipment  
or Profile Low Suspension.
98955-07  $329.95
Fits ’00-’07 Softail models (except FLSTS and FLSTSC)  
with Original Equipment or Profile® Low Suspension.
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k. Center StAnD – ChroMe

h. hAlF-Moon riDer FootboArDS – 
PoliSheD StAinleSS

h. hAlF-Moon riDer FootboArDS – 
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A. MuStAChe engine guArD*
Combine classic shape and modern function for a unique twist 
on engine protection. The flow of this engine guard comple-
ments the bike’s traditional style while the gracefully curved 
upper section incorporates highway pegs into the shape. The 
integrated rubber pads offer a comfortable and slip-resistant 
cushion for your feet while traveling the open road. One-piece 
engine guard kit includes all required mounting hardware.

Fits ’00-later FL Softail® models.

49140-05b Chrome. $249.95
49440-10 Gloss Black. $249.95

b. noStAlgiC CurveD engine guArD*
The nostalgic curved shape adds classic style to function-
ality. Reminiscent of the vintage 1940s style, the one-piece 
chrome Engine Guard complements the lines of the classic 
style Softail Deluxe, Heritage Softail® Classic and FL Springer™ 
models.

49037-05A Chrome. $209.95
Fits ’00-later FL Softail models. Accepts Engine Footpeg 
Mount Kit P/N 49102-86T or 49144-86.
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b. noStAlgiC CurveD engine guArD

A. MuStAChe engine guArD – gloSS blACk

A. MuStAChe engine guArD – ChroMe

*wArning: Do not use engine guard footpegs under 
normal stop and go operating conditions. Doing so could 
result in death or serious injury.

*wArning: Do not use highway pegs under normal 
stop and go operating conditions. Doing so could result 
in death or serious injury.

*wArning: Engine guards may provide limited leg 
and cosmetic vehicle protection under unique circum-
stances (fall over while stopped, very low speed slide). 
They are not made nor intended to provide protection 
from bodily injury in a collision with another vehicle or 
any other object. 
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C. Front engine guArD kit – ChroMe*
Protect your bike without sacrificing ground clearance or style. 
The one-piece engine guard is designed to complement the 
lines of the motorcycle, and the bright chrome finish adds the 
perfect finishing touch.

49004-00A  $209.95
Fits ’00-later FL Softail® models.
49200-07A  $209.95
Fits ’00-later FX Softail models (except models equipped 
with Extended Reach Forward Control Kit P/N 49171-04 or 
49223-04). 
49004-90  $234.95
Fits ’86-’99 FL Softail models. 
49016-72D  $234.95
Fits ’84-’99 FXST, FXSTC, FXSTS and FXSTSB, ’80-’86 FXWG  
and ’72-’85 FX models (except models equipped with  
Harley-Davidson® Extended Reach Forward Controls).  
(Does not fit FLSTS.)
49078-04A  $209.95
Fits ’00-later FX Softail models equipped with Extended 
Reach Forward Control Kit P/N 49171-04, 49223-04,  
49171-08 or 49223-08.

D. engine guArD kit – gloSS blACk*
A serious finish for serious riders. Before a black powder coat, 
these engine guards get an extra layer of protection from an 
E-Coat dip. So go on and install Engine Guard Mount Footpegs 
because this finish will go the distance.

49023-02A  $209.95
Fits ’00-later FL Softail models.

e. SoFt lowerS
Extend your riding season. Full coverage Soft Lowers provide 
wind and mud protection for the rider’s legs and boots, and 
minimize cold updrafts as the weather changes. Covers are 
custom shaped to hug the engine guard to minimize flap-
ping, and they simply clip in place for speedy installation as 
the weather changes. Two-way zippered outer edge accom-
modates guard-mounted highway pegs in almost any posi-
tion. Reflective piping provides added visibility, and the rigid 
inner panel provides ample clearance around the foot controls.

57100213  $99.95
Fits FL Softail models equipped with Engine Guard P/N 
49004-90 or 49004-00A. Does not fit Mustache or Nostalgic 
Engine Guards. Does not fit models with forward controls, 
Extended Reach Brake Lever or Extended Reach Shift Lever.
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C. Front engine guArD kit – ChroMe

D. engine guArD kit – gloSS blACk

e. SoFt lowerS e. SoFt lowerS

*wArning: Engine guards may provide limited leg 
and cosmetic vehicle protection under unique circum-
stances (fall over while stopped, very low speed slide). 
They are not made nor intended to provide protection 
from bodily injury in a collision with another vehicle or 
any other object. 
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b. billet engine guArD FootPeg Mounting 
kit – gloSS blACk

b. billet engine guArD FootPeg Mounting 
kit – ChroMe

A. whiSkerS ADjuStAble highwAy bAr*
Stretch your legs and change riding position while you rack 
up the miles. Frame-mounted bar can be pivoted fore and aft 
to accommodate your inseam length, and locks in place with 
a common Allen® wrench. The easy-to-install bar features 
a three-point mounting system that grips both down tubes. 
Highway Bar accepts your choice of H-D® style male-mount 
footpegs (sold separately). Available in mirror-chrome or gloss 
black finish.

Fits ’00-later Softail® models (except FXCW, FXCWC, FXSBSE 
and FXS) without ABS. Does not fit with Boom!™ Audio Cruiser 
Amp and Speaker Kit P/N 76262-08, 76320-08, 76321-09, 
Heel Raiser Footpeg Kit P/N 50178-09 or Mini Footboard Kits 
P/N 50500109, 50500124, 50500139, 50500144 or 50451-09.

50855-09 Chrome. $199.95
50865-09 Gloss Black. $199.95

b. billet engine guArD FootPeg Mounting kit*
Here’s a stylish way to get your feet into the wind. This beauti-
fully polished billet aluminum Footpeg Mount Kit installs easily 
on your engine guard, and lets you stretch your legs on cross-
country rides. Available in your choice of chrome or gloss 
black finishes. Works with all H-D style male-mount footpegs.

Fits front engine guards with 1-1/4" diameter tubing (except 
VRSC™ Guard P/N 49267-01A, 49388-09, XL Engine Guard 
P/N 49060-04A, 49215-07 or Softail Nostalgic Engine Guard 
P/N 49037-05A). Requires separate purchase of Chrome 
Bullet Tip Footpeg Bolt Kit P/N 94133-01.

50957-02b Chrome. $99.95
54234-10 Gloss Black. $99.95
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 Highway Pegs

A. whiSkerS ADjuStAble highwAy bAr – 
gloSS blACk

A. whiSkerS ADjuStAble highwAy bAr – ChroMe

*wArning: Do not use engine guard footpegs under 
normal stop and go operating conditions. Doing so could 
result in death or serious injury.

*wArning: Do not use highway pegs under normal 
stop and go operating conditions. Doing so could result 
in death or serious injury.

A. whiSkerS ADjuStAble highwAy bAr
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Style – Make your StateMent
Here’s where you unleash your creativity. It’s the place to stimulate your imagination 
and challenge the ordinary. Flames or skulls, chrome or black, gloss or matte, you 
simply can’t go wrong — just make sure to take it personally. Flip through these pages 
for inspiration, develop your own “look,” and stick with it.

softail® Multi-fit options
More Parts. More Accessories. That’s what the Multi-Fit section of this catalog is all about.  
In the back of this book, you’ll find footpegs, grips and handlebar options. You’ll see practical 
audio, lighting and luggage accessories. And you’ll encounter groundbreaking custom paint and 
Screamin’ Eagle® performance parts. And to make it easy to find what fits your Softail® model, 
we’ve marked all the products that fit with a purple icon.

flstn softail® deluxe
Production Color: Ember Red Pearl/Birch White

For a complete list of Genuine Motor Parts & Accessories 
that appear on this motorcycle, please visit h-d.com/gallery.

perforMance
pg 439

foot controls
pg 248, 542

engine triM
pg 498

lighting
pg 646

front end triM
pg 264

hand controls
pg 538

paint
pg 733

chassis triM
pg 272

custoM seats
pg 729

gauges & fuel caps 
pg 626

booM!™ audio 
pg 605

Mirrors 
pg 567

wheels
pg 682

for a 360° view
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A. CuStoM inverteD Front Fork kit – gloSS blACk

A. CuStoM inverteD Front Fork kit – ChroMe

A. CuStoM inverteD Front Fork kit
Add a whole new dimension to your motorcycle’s front end. 
Dressed in chrome or gloss black, these big, beefy forks lead 
your bike in a new custom direction. Featuring leading-edge 
cartridge damping technology, this 52mm Inverted Front Fork 
Kit provides a comfortable ride that complements the show-
winning looks. From the hidden axle mount to the forged 
aluminum triple tree, the highly polished fork assembly is 
loaded with custom details. The forged aluminum axle holder 
features integrated mounting points that accept Original 
Equipment fenders and brake calipers without the need for 
additional brackets. This clean look continues to the billet 
aluminum outer fork tubes, and to the chrome pinch bolts 
on the triple tree. Top off the custom look with the smooth 
contour upper triple tree that accepts Original Equipment or 
accessory handlebars. Manufactured to Harley-Davidson® 
specifications by Marzocchi, this complete fork kit can be 
used with Original Equipment fork lock. Kit includes chrome-
plated installation hardware. Kit requires separate purchase 
of Axle Kit, Steering Head Bearings, Dust Seals, and Braided 
Brake Lines. FXSTB models require separate purchase of 
Front Directional Mounting Kit. See your Dealer for details.

Fits ’00-later FXST, FXSTB and FXSTC models (except models 
with ABS brakes). Does not fit with Front Caliper Cover P/N 
43759-00. All models require separate purchase of model-
specific axle kit and additional components.

46321-05b Chrome. $1,499.95
48646-06A Gloss Black. $1,499.95

 requires separate purchase of:
Axle Kit, 3/4" 42134-06 (’00-’06 models)
Axle Kit, 25mm 42136-07 (’07-later models)

braided brake line* lower upper
FXST: Diamondback™ 42366-07 41800058 
 Diamond-Black 48924-10 –
FXSTB: Diamondback 42366-07 41800025 
 Diamond-Black 48924-10 –
FXSTC: Diamondback 42366-07 41800031 
 Diamond-Black 48924-10 41800104
Upper Dust Shield 48361-80
Lower Dust Shield 48365-48A
Roller Bearing (quantity 2) 48300-60

 FxStb requires additional purchase of:
Front Directional Mounting Kit 68266-03
Ball Stud (quantity 2) 67822-88

*For Original Equipment handlebars. See your Dealer for 
appropriate brake lines if used with other handlebars.

Also available:
 inverteD Front Fork Axle kit

Required for installation of Custom Inverted Front Fork Kit 
P/N 46321-05B or 48646-06A. Kit includes axle and set screw.

42134-06 3/4" Axle.  $49.95
Fits ’00-’06 FXST and FXSTB models equipped with Custom 
Inverted Fork Kit P/N 46321-05B or 48646-06A.
42136-07 25mm Axle.  $49.95
Fits ’07-later FXST, FXSTB and FXSTC models equipped with 
Custom Inverted Fork Kit P/N 46321-05B or 48646-06A. 
Does not fit models with ABS brakes.
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D. lower Fork SliDerS – gloSS blACk

b. Front enD kit – ChroMe 
(FlStn / FlStC Shown)

b. Front enD kit – ChroMe (FAt boy Shown)

C. lower Fork SliDerS – ChroMe 

b. Front enD kit – ChroMe  
(FAt boy Shown)
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b. Front enD kitS – ChroMe*
The front forks on a Harley-Davidson® motorcycle set the 
tone for the bike, and can lead the way to a full-bore custom 
statement. So start customizing by adding chrome where it 
will have the most noticeable impact on the overall look of 
the bike, your front end. This package includes components 
necessary to completely chrome the front forks and includes 
some or all of the following (Kit components vary depend-
ing on your model): Chrome Fork Sliders, Oil Seals, Chrome 
Fork Axle Retainer Nut Kit, Chrome Fork Slider Drain Screw Kit, 
Classic Chrome Front Axle Nut Cover Kit, and Chrome Upper 
Fork Nut Covers.

45400005  $649.95
Fits ’08-’11 FLS, FLSTF and FLSTFB models.
45400006  $619.95
Fits ’12-later FLS, FLSTF, FLSTFB, ’07-later FLSTN and ’09-
later FLSTC models. Also fits ’07-’08 FLSTC with separate 
purchase of front fork cover P/N 67830-09.

* Chrome Front End Package price does not include labor or 
supplies.

C. lower Fork SliDerS – ChroMe
Competitively-priced, these chrome-plated Lower Fork Sliders 
give your bike upfront style. To ensure proper fitment and func-
tion, these sliders are manufactured from Original Equipment 
components. Form follows function, with polished, chrome-
plating and a stamped “Harley-Davidson” logo for product 
identification. Kit includes right and left sliders and the bottom 
axle retainer. ’07-later model kits also include chrome drain 
screws, axle retainer bolts and oil seals.

45500014  $419.95
Fits ’07-later FLS, FLSTC, FLSTN and ’08-later FLSTF and  
FLSTFB models.
46482-00  $429.95
Fits ’00-’06 FLST, FLSTC, FLSTF, and FLSTN models.
45310-98  $429.95
Fits ’86-’99 FLSTC, FLSTF and FLSTN models.
46477-00  $419.95
Fits ’00-’05 FXDWG and ’00-’06 FXST and FXSTB models.
45305-98  $429.95
Fits ’91-’99 FXDWG, FXST, FXSTB and FXSTC models.

D. lower Fork SliDerS – gloSS blACk
These gloss black coated sliders are the ultimate extension  
of your bike’s “dark side” and make a perfect custom addition  
to your blacked-out FL Softail® model. Manufactured to 
Original Equipment specifications, the durable black coating is 
a great match to other H-D® black components. Add matching  
Gloss Black Upper Fork Slider Covers P/N 45591-02 for a 
complete look. Kit includes right and left sliders, bottom axle 
retainers, drain screws, axle retainer bolts and oil seals.

45500015  $419.95
Fits ’07-later FLS, FLSTC, FLSTN, ’08-later FLSTF, FLSTFB 
and FLSTSE/2/3 models.
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A. uPPer Fork SliDer CoverS – ChroMe
Brilliant chrome accents for the upper fork legs. Perfect for 
finishing off that chromed front end look. When used with 
H-D® Genuine Motor Accessory Chrome Lower Fork Sliders, 
you’ve got a front end that’s completely chromed and an 
appearance that’s utterly impressive.

45963-97  $79.95
Fits ’49-’84 FL, ’80-later Touring models (except Trike) and 
’86-later FLS, FLST, FLSTC, FLSTF (except ’07), FLSTFB, 
FLSTSE and FLSTN models. (pair)

b. uPPer Fork SliDer CoverS – gloSS blACk
The classic Harley-Davidson® motorcycle color is black. It 
shows your attitude, your feelings and your desire to be 
different from the rest. These gloss black accessories are 
the ultimate extension of the Harley-Davidson philosophy. 
Manufactured from Original Equipment components, these 
parts provide superior fit and finish.

45591-02  $59.95
Fits ’49-’84 FL, ’80-later Touring models and ’86-later FLS, 
FLST, FLSTC, FLSTF (except ’07) FLSTFB, FLSTSE/2/3 and 
FLSTN models.

C. lower Front Fork DuSt CoverS – ChroMe
Replace your stock black rubber fork slider seals with these 
beautiful chrome billet aluminum 6061-T6 dust covers.

45243-00  $59.95
Fits ’84-’89 FXSTC, ’84-later FXST, FXSTB, ’91-’05 FXDWG 
and ’80-’86 FXWG models.

D. DeCorAtive Fork joint CoverS – ChroMe
Easy to install and requires no tools. 

45415-82   $64.95
Fits ’84-’89 FXSTC, ’84-later FXST, FXSTB, ’93-’05 FXDWG 
and ’80-’86 FXWG models.

e. Front wheel SPACer kit – ChroMe
There’s always more room for chrome with these highly-
polished chrome Wheel Spacer Kits. They’re manufactured 
to the Original Equipment tolerances, so you get exact prod-
uct fitment and quality.

41597-07  $29.95
Fits ’07-later FXS, FXST, FXSTB, FXSTC and FXSTD models 
(except models with ABS brakes). Also fits Softail® models 
equipped with Inverted Front Fork Kit and 25mm Axle Kit  
P/N 42136-07.
41583-07  $29.95
Fits ’07-later FLS, FLSTF, FLSTFB, FLSTC and FLSTN models 
(except models with ABS brakes). FLSTC and FLSTN models 
require removal of Original Equipment hub cap.
41597-00  $29.95
Fits ’00-’06 FXST, FXSTB, FXSTD and ’00-’05 FXDWG 
models. Also fits models equipped with Inverted Front Fork 
Kit and 3/4" Axle Kit P/N 42134-06 or Billet Fork Sliders 
P/N 46280-03. (Does not fit ’03-’04 FXSTDSE.)
41583-03  $29.95
Fits ’00-’06 FLST, FLSTF, FLSTC and FLSTN models. FLSTC 
and FLSTN models require removal of Original Equipment 
hub cap.

F. AbS Front wheel SPACer kit – ChroMe
Complete your total front end with these highly polished 
chrome-plated wheel spacers. Manufactured to the Original 
Equipment tolerances, they deliver exact fitment and custom 
shine.

43300010 Domed. $49.95
Fits ’11-later FLS, FLSTF, FLSTFB, FLSTC and FLSTN models 
with ABS brakes. FLSTC and FLSTN models require removal 
of Original Equipment hub cap.
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e. Front wheel SPACer kit – ChroMe

C. lower Front Fork DuSt CoverS – 
ChroMe

D. DeCorAtive Fork joint CoverS – 
ChroMe

A. uPPer Fork SliDer CoverS – ChroMe b. uPPer Fork SliDer CoverS –  
gloSS blACk

F. AbS Front wheel SPACer kit – ChroMe
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g. Front Axle nut Cover kitS
Cover the front axle in style. Available in chrome or gloss 
black finish, custom Axle Nut Covers look great with Original 
Equipment satin-finish fork sliders, or as the finishing touch 
to a complete chrome or blacked-out front end. These Axle 
Cover Kits are easy to install, and include all necessary mount-
ing hardware.

Fits ’02-later VRSC™ (except VRSCF, VRSCR and ’12-later 
VRSCDX), ’08-later XL, ’07-later Softail® (except Springer™, 
FXCW, FXCWC and FXSTD), ’08-later Dyna® and ’08-later 
Touring models.

44117-07A Chrome – Die-cast. $27.95
44116-07A Chrome – Billet. $42.95
43428-09 Gloss Black – Billet. $42.95

Fits ’84-’06 Softail (except Springer and FXSTD); ’91-’03 FXD, 
FXDX, FXDXT, FXDL, FXDS-CONV.; ’93-’05 FXDWG; ’80-’99 
Touring; ’88-’07 XL, FXR and ’87-later FLXR/FXRS-SP, FXWG 
models.

43899-86A Chrome – Die-cast. $27.95

Fits ’88-’06 FXSTS Springer models. (Does not fit FLSTS.)

43894-90 Chrome – Die-cast. $29.95

Fits ’08-later FLSTSB models.

41088-09 Gloss Black. $69.95

h. “h-D Motor Co.” logo Front Axle nut Cover kit
Die-cast, chrome-plated covers feature the “Harley-Davidson 
Motor Co.” logo in black. Includes set screws and Allen® 
wrench for easy installation.

44148-07A  $27.95
Fits ’02-later VRSC models (except VRSCF, VRSCR and ’12-
later VRSCDX), ’08-later XL, ’07-later Softail (except Springer, 
FXCW, FXCWC and FXSTD), ’08-later Dyna and ’08-later 
Touring models.
43864-96   $29.95
Fits ’84-’06 Softail (except Springer and FXSTD);  
’91-’03 FXD, FXDX, FXDXT, FXDL, FXDS-CONV.;  
’93-’05 FXDWG; ’80-’99 Touring; ’88-’07 XL, FXR  
and ’87-later FLXR/FXRS-SP, FXWG models.

i. willie g Skull ColleCtion Front Axle  
nut Cover kit
Add a little attitude to your ride. Styled to complement 
Harley-Davidson® Skull accessory items, the menacing raised 
skull with black-filled eyes leaps from a field of chrome. The 
surrounding “Harley-Davidson Motorcycles” script is the 
perfect finishing touch. The Axle Nut Covers are easy to install, 
and include all necessary mounting hardware. 

43163-08A  $29.95
Fits ’88-later XL, ’84-later Softail (except VRSCF, VRSCR and 
’12-later VRSCDX), ’02-later VRSC (except VRSCR and 
VRSCF), ’91-later Dyna and ’99-later Touring models.

j. AluMinAtor® billet Front Axle nut Cover kit
Chrome-plated aluminum Billet Axle Cover Kit with the classic 
styling of the Aluminator® Collection. Includes mounting hard-
ware and wrench for easy installation.

44114-07  $42.95
Fits ’07-later Softail models (except Springer, FXCW, FXCWC 
and FXSTD), ’08-later Dyna and Touring (except Trike) and 
’02-later VRSC models (except VRSCR and VRSCF).
43907-94   $42.95
Fits ’84-’06 Softail (except Springer and FXSTD);  
’91-’03 FXD, FXDX, FXDXT, FXDL, FXDS-CONV.;  
’93-’05 FXDWG; ’80-’99 Touring; ’88-’07 XL, FXR  
and ’87-later FLXR/FXRS-SP, FXWG models.

k. tAPereD Front Axle nut Cover kit
Thanks to an exclusive contoured profile, these unique chrome 
die-cast Front Axle Nut Covers appear smaller than others 
when installed.

44109-07  $27.95
Fits ’07-later Softail models (except Springer, FXCW, FXCWC 
and FXSTD), ’08-later Dyna and Touring (except Trike) and 
’02-later VRSC models (except VRSCR and VRSCF).
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suggested retail prices. Actual retail prices may vary.

e. Fork brACe F. teArDroP Front Fork roCker  
Cover kit

A. Fork Axle retAiner nut kit – ChroMe
It’s the details that count. Complete the chrome transforma-
tion by adding this finishing touch to your chrome fork sliders. 
This Axle Retainer Nut Kit includes the stylish chrome-plated 
nuts and chrome lockwashers necessary to replace the 
stock hardware.

45813-03  $7.95
Fits ’84-later Touring and Trike models, ’86-’07 FLST, FLSTC, 
FLSTF, FLSTN ’91-’07 FXST and FXSTB, ’07 FXSTC and 
’91-’05 FXDWG models.

b. Fork SliDer DrAin SCrew kit – ChroMe
It’s the details that count. Complete the chrome transfor-
mation by adding this finishing touch to your chrome fork 
sliders. This Fork Slider Drain Screw Kit includes two chrome-
plated drain screws and the seals required to replace the 
stock hardware.

45848-03  $3.95
Fits ’87-later Softail® (except Springer™, FXCW, FXCWC, 
FXSBSE and FXSTD), ’87-later Touring models and ’93-’05 
FXDWG models.
45815-03  $3.95
Fits ’73-later XL models (except XL Sport, XL883L, XL1200X 
and ’11-later XL1200C), ’78-’86 FX models, ’94-’05 Dyna®  
FXD/DL/DS-CONV., ’99-’00 FXR2/3/4 models and  
’00-’07 FXSTD models.

C. AbS hArneSS Cover – ChroMe
Dress your ABS-equipped Softail model in style. Shaped to 
conceal the ABS wheel speed sensor harness, this bracket 
mounts to the brake caliper tabs on the lower fork sliders. The 
mirror-chrome finish complements the Original Equipment 
satin polished sliders, or serves as the final finishing touch to 
a complete chrome front end.

32700002  $29.95
Fits ’11-later Softail models (except FXCWC and FXSBSE)  
equipped with ABS.

D. Front FenDer hArDwAre kit – ChroMe
Finish the show-winning look with brilliant chrome hardware. 
Manufactured to Original Equipment specifications, this kit 
replaces the zinc-plated exposed front fender mounting bolts 
with chrome-plated socket head cap screws.

94415-05  $8.95
Fits ’91-later Softail models (except Springer, FXCW, FXCWC, 
FXSBSE and FXSTD), and ’93-’05 FXDWG models. Does not 
fit with Billet Fork Slider Kit or Inverted Front End Kit.

e. Fork brACe
This chrome-plated Fork Brace adds style to the front end. The 
cross-brace open web style reflects a performance heritage, 
and the multi-piece design allows easy installation.

46097-98 41mm.  $139.95
Fits ’93-’05 FXDWG and ’84-later FX Softail models (except 
Springer, FXCW, FXCWC, FXS and FXSTD). (Will not fit with 
Chrome Lower Fork Sliders.)

F. teArDroP Front Fork roCker Cover kit
Nostalgic chrome-plated styling that seems to be in constant 
motion. Easily installs on Heritage Springer models without 
removing wheel. 

43161-97    $69.95
Fits ’97-’03 FLSTS and ’05-’07 FLSTSC models.
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i. tie-Down brACketS – ChroMe

g. lower triPle tree Cover – ChroMe
This Lower Triple Tree Cover dresses up the unfinished under-
side of the triple tree for a complete custom look. The chrome-
plated steel cover installs easily, concealing the brake splitter 
fitting. All mounting hardware is included.

66053-01  $41.95
Fits ’00-later FL Softail® models  
(except Springer™ and FLSTN).
66021-00 Fits ’00-’07 FXSTD models. $36.95

h. uPPer Fork nut CoverS – ChroMe
Highlighted with a unique Bar & Shield logo, these polished 
triple chrome-plated covers add an additional clean looking 
appearance to your upper fork. Kit comes complete with three 
covers, mounting hardware and wrench for easy, on-the-spot 
installation.

46129-98b   $54.95
Fits ’86-later FLSTC, ’90-later FLS, FLSTF, FLSTFB, ’95-’05 
FXD, ’93-’05 FXDL, ’94-’05 FXDS, and ’88-later XL models  
(except XL Custom and 1200S models).
45002-98  $54.95
Fits ’00-later FXST, FXSTB, FXSTD, and ’86-later FXSTC 
models and ’93-’05 FXDWG models.

i. tie-Down brACketS – ChroMe
Simplify the process of securing your bike to a trailer or bike 
lift. These stylish chrome Tie-Down Brackets mount cleanly to 
the front fork cover and offer a secure method to connect tie-
down straps. Moving the tie-down point from the handlebar 
to the triple tree area reduces wear on the handlebar bush-
ings and ensures a consistent easy-to-access mounting point. 
Just add Harley-Davidson® Ratchet Straps and Soft Hooks and 
you’re ready to go.

93500006  $59.95
Fits ’00-later FLS, FLSTC, FLSTF/B, ’95-later FLHR, FLHRC, 
FLHT, FLHTC, FLHX, FLHXSE/2/3 and ’10-later FLHTCU, 
FLHTK and FLHTCUSE4/5/6/7. FLS, FLSTF and FLSTFB 
models without a windshield require separate purchase of 
Hardware Kit P/N 91800030.

Shown with:
 tie-Down brACket hArDwAre kit

Kit includes 4 button-head bolts required for installation 
of Chrome Tie-Down Brackets P/N 93500006 on specified 
models.

91800030  $9.95
Required for installation of Chrome Tie-Down Bracket Kit 
P/N 93500006 on ’00-later FLS, FLSTF and FLSTFB models 
without windshields.
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b. SMooth Fork Cover kit – ChroMe
(Shown with Deluxe AuxiliAry lighting kit)

A. Freight trAin heADlight nACelle 
If the shape of this nacelle seems to reflect the image of the 
1960s FL models, that’s because the spirit of the past is built 
right in. Bold locomotive styling adds visual strength to the 
bike’s profile, and stretches the rider’s view to the horizon 
when looking over the headlamp. Coupled with the separate 
purchase of the Nacelle Hardware Kit P/N 67897-96B, the 
nacelle fits with an existing H-D® windshield and/or passing 
lamps. Kit includes hardware required for installation of the 
nacelle with a detachable windshield without passing lamps. 
Separate Hardware Kit is required when installing nacelle with 
passing lamps or rigid mount windshield.

Fits ’86-later FLST, FLSTF, FLSTFB and FLSTC models.  
’07-later FLSTF and FLSTFB require separate purchase of 
Riser Kit P/N 56789-05. ’09-later FLSTC requires separate 
purchase of Riser Kit P/N 46809-09.

67907-96C Chrome. $449.95
61300138 Gloss Black. $449.95

Also available:
 riSer kit For Freight trAin heADlight nACelle

Required for installation of Freight Train Headlamp Nacelle.

46809-09  $59.95
Fits ’09-later FLSTC models equipped with Freight Train 
Headlight Nacelle Kit P/N 67907-96C or 61300138.
56789-05  $129.95
Fits ’07-later FLSTF and FLSTFB models equipped with 
Freight Train Headlight Nacelle Kit P/N 67907-96C or 
61300138.

b. SMooth Fork Cover kit – ChroMe
Bring the smooth look of the Softail® Deluxe model to your 
Heritage Softail® Classic model. Mirror-finish chrome flows 
over the surface, and wraps around the triple tree for a 
custom fit. This three-piece kit includes smooth front panel 
and matching left and right side panels.

66440-05  $114.95
Fits ’00-’08 FLSTC models. Can be used with Auxiliary 
Lighting Kit P/N 68669-05A, 68670-05A and 69287-07.
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e. Fork Cover SiDe PAnelS – ChroMe F. Fork Cover ACCent StriP kit – ChroMe

C. Fork Cover kit – ChroMe
Replace your factory-original satin fork covers with these bril-
liant, triple chrome-plated versions for a custom mirror-like 
shine.

67890-91C  $139.95
Fits ’93-later FLSTN and ’86-’08 FLST, FLSTF, FLSTFB 
models. Does not fit with Auxiliary Lighting Kit P/N 69287-07 
or 68000026.

D.  Fork Cover kit – gloSS blACk
Replace the factory-original satin finished fork covers with 
these rich gloss black editions for a sinister blacked-out look. 
Originally featured on the ’10 FLSTFB Fat Boy® Lo, this three-
piece kit includes the ribbed front panel and the matching 
left and right side panels that wrap around the triple tree for 
a solid, no-nonsense appearance. Finish the look with Gloss 
Black Side Accent Strips P/N 68055-10BHP (2) and Black 
Headlamp Shell P/N 73294-10. 

48608-09  $139.95
Fits ’86-later FLS, FLST, FLSTF and ’93-’96 FLSTN models. 
Does not fit ’05-later FLSTN unless Original Equipment light 
bar is removed and front turn signals are installed. Stock on 
’10-later FLSTFB models.

Shown with:
 Fork Cover ACCent StriPS – gloSS blACk

These strips are designed to add the ultimate complement to 
the Gloss Black Fork Cover Kit. Finished in matching rich black, 
these extruded aluminum pieces fill the gap between the front 
and rear covers that is created when the passing lamps are 
removed. Strips are sold individually, and two are required for 
a complete installation.

68055-10bhP  $8.95
Fits ’86-later FLS, FLST, FLSTC, FLSTF, ’93-’96 FLSTN models 
with Gloss Black Fork Cover Kit P/N 48608-09. (Does not fit 
with passing lamps or windshields.)

Also shown with:
 heADlAMP Shell – gloSS blACk

Add to the sinister look of your blacked-out Softail® motor-
cycle. Manufactured from Original Equipment components, 
this gloss black headlamp housing replaces the chrome head-
lamp shell for a custom look. Shell includes wiring harness 
and connector, and accepts the Original Equipment headlamp, 
trim ring and mounting hardware.

73294-10 Domestic. $149.95
Fits ’86-later FLS, FLST, FLSTC, FLSTF and FLSTN models in 
domestic and right-hand drive markets.

e. Fork Cover SiDe PAnelS – ChroMe
Complete the chrome finish of the Softail Deluxe model Fork 
Cover. These side panels replace the polished panels that 
wrap around the rear of the triple tree. Easy to install, this kit 
includes left and right side panels.

66441-05  $59.95
Fits ’05-later FLSTN, ’07-later FLSTF, FLSTFB and  
’09-later FLS, FLSTC models.

F. Fork Cover ACCent StriP kit – ChroMe
Sometimes the best ideas come from you, our fellow riders, 
like this chrome accent strip. This kit is designed to add the 
ultimate complement to the already popular Chrome Fork 
Cover Kit by accenting the sides with beautiful chrome-plated 
aluminum strips. Kit includes chrome hardware.

67891-99  $29.95
Fits ’86-’11 FLSTF, FLSTFB and ’93-’96 FLSTN models with 
Chrome Fork Cover Kit P/N 67890-91C or 66440-05. Stock 
on ’12-later FLS, FLSTF and FLSTFB. Does not fit with passing 
lamps and windshields.
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A. SwingArM – ChroMe
The ultimate chrome accessory, mirror-polished to the highest 
standard using bright chrome-plating. Affordable and conve-
nient with no troublesome exchanges necessary. Factory 
specifications guarantee exact fitment, unparalleled quality 
and an affordable price. Stamped with the Harley-Davidson® 
Bar & Shield logo.

48607-08A  $549.95
Fits ’08-later Softail® models (except FXCW, FXCWC and 
FXSBSE).
48607-06  $579.95
Fits ’06-’07 FXST, FXSTB, FXSTS and ’07 FXSTC,  
FXSTSSE and FLSTF models.

b. reAr FenDer extenSion – PoliSheD StAinleSS
Designed to replace the black plastic rear fender splash guard, 
this stainless steel shield is formed to match the contour of 
the swingarm arc. Polished to a mirror-finish, this fender 
extension adds depth and dimension by reflecting light into 
a usually dark and hidden area. A great finishing touch to a 
chrome swingarm and custom wheel installation. Kit includes 
fitted stainless steel splash guard, attachment clips and 
chrome hardware.

60197-08  $74.95
Fits ’08-’10 Softail models (except FXCW, FXCWC and 
FXSTSSE3).
60476-00A  $49.95
Fits ’00-’07 Softail models.

C. lower belt guArD
This handsome formed steel guard replaces the Original 
Equipment plastic debris deflector, providing a rich smooth 
surface that complements the swingarm and frame. Available 
in chrome or gloss black finish, this complete kit includes all 
required mounting hardware.

Fits ’07-later FLS, FLSTC, FLSTN, FLSTSC, FXS, FXSTD and 
FXSBSE models.

60654-07A Chrome. $84.95
57100179 Gloss Black. $84.95

Fits ’07-later FXST, FXSTB, FXSTC, FLSTF, FLSTFB and FLSTSB. 
Stock on FXSTSSE/2 and FLSTSE/2/3 models.

57100180 Gloss Black. $84.95
60655-07A Chrome. $84.95

Fits ’08-later FXCW and FXCWC models.

60345-08A Chrome. $124.95

Fits ’06 FXST, FXSTB and FXSTS models.

60317-06 Chrome. $84.95

Fits ’00-’06 Softail models (except ’06 FXST, FXSTB and 
FXSTS).

60316-00A Chrome. $84.95
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D. uPPer belt guArD – ChroMe
Hand-polished and chrome-plated to replace your factory-
equipped painted upper belt guard.

60867-08  $109.95
Fits ’07-later FXS, FXST, FXSTB, FXCW, FLS, FLSTFB, FLSTSB 
and FLSTSC models. Stock on many ’07-later Softail® 
models.

e. Shor’tee uPPer belt guArD
Give your Softail motorcycle a unique stylish look. Designed 
as a direct replacement for the Original Equipment upper belt 
guard, this slotted steel guard adds a minimalistic “bobbed” 
look to the bike’s profile. With its cut-down length and turned-
up tail, this Upper Belt Guard is the ultimate extension of your 
bike’s personality. Available in your choice of mirror chrome or 
sinister gloss black finish, this kit includes all required mount-
ing hardware.

Fits ’08-later Softail models.

60490-08 Chrome. $109.95
60300004 Gloss Black. $109.95

Fits ’00-’06 Softail models.

60610-02A Chrome. $109.95
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A. SwingArM Pivot bolt Cover kit 
Cover your swingarm pivot bolt with distinctive styling. 
Available in your choice of mirror chrome or gloss black finish, 
this kit includes set screws and Allen® wrench for easy instal-
lation (sold in pairs).

Fits ’08-later Softail® models (except FXCW, FXCWC and 
FXSBSE).

47612-08 Chrome – Billet.  $43.95
47660-09 Chrome – Die-cast. $31.95
47649-09 Gloss Black – Billet. $43.95

Fits ’00-’07 Softail models (except FLSTF, FXSTD and models 
with Passenger Footboard Kit).

43462-00 Chrome – Die-cast. $34.95

Fits ’84-’99 Softail models (except FLSTS).

43897-86b Chrome – Die-cast.  $34.95

b. SwingArM Pivot bolt Cover kit –  
willie g Skull ColleCtion
Add a little attitude to your ride. Styled to complement 
Harley-Davidson® Skull accessory items, the menacing raised 
skull with black-filled eyes leaps from a field of chrome. The 
surrounding “Harley-Davidson Motorcycles” script is the 
perfect finishing touch. This easy-to-install kit includes left 
and right pivot bolt covers and necessary mounting hardware.

47663-09  $29.95
Fits ’08-later Softail models (except FXCW, FXCWC and 
FXSBSE).
43235-08  $34.95
Fits ’00-’07 Softail models (except FLSTF, FXSTD and  
models with Passenger Footboard Kit).

C. SwingArM Pivot bolt Cover kit –  
“hArley-DAviDSon Motor Co.” logo
Die-cast, chrome-plated with black “Harley-Davidson  
Motor Co.” logo. Includes set screws and Allen wrench for easy 
installation (sold in pairs).

47630-09  $31.95
Fits ’08-later Softail models (except FXCW, FXCWC and 
FXSBSE).
43468-00  $34.95
Fits ’00-’07 Softail models (except FLSTF, FXSTD and  
models with Passenger Footboard Kit).
43830-96   $34.95
Fits ’84-’99 Softail models. (Does not fit FLSTS.)

D. SoFtAil FrAMe inSert AnD Pivot bolt kit
Chrome rear frame inserts get you going on the road toward 
the perfect Softail. Kit includes Swingarm Pivot Bolt Covers 
and Frame Inserts. Easy installation kit.

48452-00  $40.95
Fits ’00-’07 FLSTF, FLSTN and FXSTD  
(except FXSTDSE) models.
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e. ContoureD FrAMe inSertS 
Add a custom “filled and molded” look to the Softail® frame. 
These Contoured Frame Inserts are shaped to fill the frame 
recesses that surround the swingarm pivot bolt. The smooth 
teardrop shape blends with the frame for maximum impact. 
These inserts complement both a black-painted or chrome-
plated swingarm installation. Adhesive backed for easy 
installation.

48211-08 Chrome. $59.95
Fits ’08-later Softail models (except FXCW, FXCWC and 
FXSBSE).
48212-08 Chrome. $59.95
Fits ’08-later FXCW and FXCWC models.

F. SoFtAil FrAMe triM Set
Easy-to-install chrome-plated trim plates fit into recesses 
on rear of Softail frame near swingarm pivot. Comes with 
double-sided adhesive tape. Adds a finishing touch. (Shown 
with Chrome Swingarm Pivot Cover P/N 43897-86B, sold 
separately.)

47300-88t  $27.95
Fits ’84-later Softail models (except ’00-later FLSTF,  
FLSTFB, FLSTN, FLSTSB and FXSTD models equipped with 
shotgun exhaust). 

g. SwingArM FrAMe Cover kit
This easy-to-install Swingarm Frame Cover Kit adds a flash 
of chrome around the swingarm pivot. The frame cover is 
mounted with a self-adhesive custom molded rubber backing 
that hugs the contour of the frame for a snug, custom fit. Kit 
includes chrome pivot bolt covers to complete the look.

48494-03  $65.95
Fits ’00-’06 FXSTD and FLSTF models with stock  
shotgun exhaust.

h. uPPer SwingArM Cover kit – ChroMe 
Give chrome the upper hand with this chrome die-cast cover 
for your upper swingarm. Mounts easily with all necessary 
hardware included. Then continue your rear end chrome with 
a rear axle cover. 

47059-01  $89.95
Fits ’00-’07 Softail models (except FXSTD and FLSTFSE2).
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A. bAr & ShielD SwingArM Axle CoverS
Add a sweep of chrome to the rear of the swingarm. This 
mirror-finished cover hides the axle head and the rear of the 
swingarm (sold in pairs).

42069-08  $99.95
Fits ’08-later Softail® models (except FXCW, FXCWC and 
FXSBSE). Will not fit with saddlebags.
44345-09  $99.95
Fits ’08-later FXCW and FXCWC models.  
Will not fit with saddlebags.

b. SwingArM Axle CoverS
Traditional wedge-shaped rear axle covers follow the trian-
gular lines of the Softail swingarm and conceal the swing-
arm tail for a clean, custom look. Available in your choice of 
mirror chrome or rich gloss black finish, these complete kits 
include left and right covers, complementing trim discs and all 
required mounting hardware. 

Fits ’87-’07 Softail models (except FLSTS). Will not fit with 
saddlebags.

47596-91b Chrome. $89.95
47615-95b Gloss Black. $89.95

C. “hArley-DAviDSon” SCriPt SwingArM  
Axle Cover kit
Add a sweep of chrome over the rear axle nut with this styl-
ish rear axle cover. This mirror-finish kit covers the axle nut 
and adjuster screw, without hiding the swingarm tail. The 
distinctive shape and the debossed “Harley-Davidson” script 
combine to complement a painted or chrome-plated swing-
arm. Kit includes all necessary mounting hardware.

41575-08  $204.95
Fits ’08-later Softail models (except FXCW, FXCWC and 
FXSBSE models). Will not fit with saddlebags.

D. reAr Axle ADjuSter hArDwAre – ChroMe
Highly polished and chrome-plated hex-head bolts replace 
the standard hardware for a custom look. Manufactured to 
Original Equipment specifications to ensure fit and perfor-
mance, this kit is the perfect addition to a chrome or painted 
swingarm.

41202-08 Fits ’08-later Softail models. $15.95
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C. “hArley-DAviDSon” SCriPt SwingArM  
Axle Cover kit

b. SwingArM Axle Cover – gloSS blACk b. SwingArM Axle Cover – ChroMe 

A. bAr & ShielD SwingArM Axle Cover A. bAr & ShielD SwingArM  
Axle Cover – FxCw

D. reAr Axle ADjuSter hArDwAre – 
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j. reAr wheel SPACer kit –  
ChroMe, tAPereD

j. reAr wheel SPACer kit –  
ChroMe, StrAight

g. reAr Axle nut Cover kit –  
willie g Skull ColleCtion

e. reAr Axle nut Cover kit –  
gloSS blACk billet

i. CuStoM reAr Axle ADjuSter AnD  
Axle nut kit

F. reAr Axle nut Cover kit –  
“h-D Motor Co.” logo ColleCtion

e. reAr Axle nut Cover kit –  
ChroMe billet

h. PiSton reAr Axle  
Cover AnD ADjuSter
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e. reAr Axle nut Cover kitS
Cover your rear axle nut in the most traditional way. This 
Rear Axle Cover Kit complements the matching Front Axle 
Nut covers. Easy to install, these cover kits include necessary 
mounting hardware. Sold in pairs.

Fits ’08-later Dyna® and Softail® models (except FXCW, 
FXCWC and FXSBSE).

43132-08 Chrome – Billet. $42.95
41705-09 Chrome – Die-cast. $25.95
43422-09 Gloss Black – Billet. $42.95

Fits ’00-’07 Softail models (except FLSTS and FLSTSC). (Will 
not fit with saddlebags.)

44256-01 Chrome – Die-cast. $27.95

F. reAr Axle nut Cover kitS – “h-D Motor Co.”  
logo ColleCtion
Cover your rear axle nut in the most traditional way. This 
Rear Axle Cover Kit complements the matching Front Axle 
Nut covers. Easy to install, these cover kits include necessary 
mounting hardware. Sold in pairs.

41704-09  $27.95
Fits ’08-later Dyna and Softail models (except FXCW,  
FXCWC and FXSBSE).
44254-01  $29.95
Fits ’00-’07 Softail models (except FLSTS and FLSTSC).  
(Will not fit with saddlebags.)

g. reAr Axle nut Cover kitS –  
willie g Skull ColleCtion
Cover your rear axle nut in the most traditional way. This 
Rear Axle Cover Kit complements the matching Front Axle 
Nut covers. Easy to install, these cover kits include necessary 
mounting hardware. Sold in pairs.

41706-09  $29.95
Fits ’08-later Dyna and Softail models (except FXCW,  
FXCWC and FXSBSE).
43221-08 Fits ’00-’07 later Softail models. $29.95

h. PiSton reAr Axle Cover AnD ADjuSter
Simple, clean chrome-plated styling to add brilliance to your 
rear axle adjuster.

48180-98b  $69.95
Fits ’86-’07 Softail models (except ’06-’07 FXST,  
FXSTB, FXSTS, FLSTFSE2 and ’07 FLSTF).  
(Will not fit with saddlebags.)

i. CuStoM reAr Axle ADjuSter AnD Axle nut kit
Show-stopping style and function in one. This Custom Rear 
Axle Adjuster Kit replaces the Original Equipment black hard-
ware with brilliant chrome, and hides the silver axle nut with 
styled chrome covers. The complete kit adds a finishing touch 
to a black or chrome-plated swingarm.

43429-02  $84.95
Fits ’00-’07 Softail models. (Will not fit with saddlebags.)

j. reAr wheel SPACer kit – ChroMe
Add some chrome detail to an often overlooked area of the 
bike with this highly-polished Chrome Wheel Spacer Kit. 
Manufactured to the Original Equipment tolerances, they 
ensure product fitment and quality.

41221-08 Tapered. $29.95
Fits ’08-later Softail models (except FXCW, FXCWC,  
FXSBSE and models with ABS brakes).
41596-00A Straight. $29.95
Fits ’00-’07 Softail models (except ’06 FXST, FXSTB,  
FXSTS and FLSTFSE2). Does not fit with Wide Tire Kit 
P/N 43685-00 and 44490-00.
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b. tyPhoon SProCket Cover –  
gloSS blACk

F. ChroMe hArDwAre kit For  
reAr belt SProCket – hex heAD

A. MAgnuM 5 SProCket Cover –  
gloSS blACk

D. SProCket Cover with holeS

b. tyPhoon SProCket Cover – ChroMe

e. reAr SProCket bolt Cover kit

A. MAgnuM 5 SProCket Cover – ChroMe

C. SProCket Cover – ChroMe

A. MAgnuM 5 SProCket Cover
Styled to match the distinctive Magnum 5 Custom Wheel. 
Available in mirror chrome or gloss black, this Sprocket Cover 
gives the appearance of having a custom sprocket at a frac-
tion of the cost. Cover is easy to install with Original Equipment 
hardware, or add the Chrome Hardware Kit P/N 94773-07 
(sold separately) to your Softail® model for a finished look.

Fits ’07-later Softail (except FXCW and FXCWC) and ’07 Touring 
models.

42200011 Gloss Black. $54.95
40121-09 Chrome. $54.95

b. tyPhoon SProCket Cover
Styled to match the distinctive Typhoon Custom Wheel. 
Available in mirror chrome or gloss black, this Sprocket  
Cover gives the appearance of having a custom sprocket at 
a fraction of the cost. Cover easily bolts on using the stock 
hardware, or for a finished look, add the Chrome Hardware Kit 
P/N 94773-07 (sold separately).

Fits ’07-later Softail models (except FXCW and FXCWC).

42200013 Gloss Black. $49.95
40150-08 Chrome. $49.95

C. SProCket Cover – ChroMe
This Sprocket Cover gives the appearance of having a chrome 
sprocket at a fraction of the cost. It matches the styling of the 
Original Equipment sprocket, and bolts on using the stock 
hardware. 

37757-07  $49.95
Fits ’07-later Softail (except FXCW and FXCWC) and  
’07 Touring models.
91347-00 Fits ’00-’06 Softail models. $49.95

D. SProCket Cover with holeS
This handsome steel cover is polished and chrome-plated. 
Easy to install. Looks great when combined with Harley-
Davidson® chrome belt guard.

91733-85A   $54.95
Fits ’91-’99 Dyna® models. Also fits ’80-’99 U.S. 1340 models 
except ’93 and ’95-’99 Softail models. ’94 U.S. Softail models 
are equipped with 70-tooth rear sprockets. Also fits ’94-’99 
International 1340 models (except International Softail and 
Swiss 1340 models).

e. reAr SProCket bolt Cover kit
These chrome-plated covers with internal spring clips hide the 
Original Equipment sprocket bolts for a clean, custom look. 
Set of 5 covers.

43876-04  $38.95
Fits ’93-later Softail, ’99-later Touring (except Trike) and ’04-
later XL models with Original Equipment 7/16" hex head 
sprocket mounting bolts (5/8" hex across the flats).

F. ChroMe hArDwAre kit For reAr belt  
SProCket – hex heAD
This kit includes highly-polished, chrome-plated, grade 8 
hex-head screws with chrome-plated washers, providing an 
extra custom accent. The perfect addition to the new chrome 
sprocket. Made from the same Original Equipment bolts 
to ensure product integrity. Also works with chrome belt 
sprocket covers and Original Equipment sprockets.

94773-07  $29.95
Fits ’07-later Dyna and Softail models.
94773-00A  $29.95
Fits ’00-’06 Softail and ’00-’05 Dyna models.
94708-98  $29.95
Fits ’93-’99 Softail, ’93-’99 Dyna and ’91-later XL models.
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g. Front CAliPer kit – ChroMe
Add the shine of chrome to your front end with this highly 
polished Chrome Front Brake Caliper Kit. Manufactured from 
Original Equipment components for proven performance, 
these calipers are a great addition to the stock front end or 
add the finishing touch to a complete custom with chrome 
wheels, rotors and chrome fork sliders. (Brake pads and pad 
pins not included.)

44395-08  $369.95
Fits ’08-later Dyna® and Softail® models (except Springer™) 
equipped with single disc front brakes.
44395-00A  $369.95
Fits ’00-’03 XL and ’00-’07 Dyna and Softail (except 
Springer) models equipped with single disc front brakes.
44392-00A  $789.95
Fits ’00-’03 XL, ’02-’05 VRSC™, and ’00-’07 Dyna, Softail 
and Touring models equipped with dual disc front brakes.

h. reAr CAliPer kit – ChroMe
With H-D® chrome behind you, you’re cruising with confidence. 
This Rear Caliper Kit offers a brilliant, long-lasting chrome 
finish while delivering Original Equipment performance and 
fitment. Bolts right to existing mounting holes. (Brake pads 
and pad pins not included.)

42047-08  $339.95
Fits ’08-later Dyna and Softail models.
44539-02A  $419.95
Fits ’00-’07 FL Softail (except ’07 FLSTF), ’00-’05 FX Softail 
(except FXSTD) and ’02-’04 VRSC models. Not compatible 
with accessory Wide Tire Kits.
42047-06  $339.95
Fits ’06-’07 FXST, FXSTB, FXSTC, FXSTS, FLSTFSE2  
and ’07 FLSTF models.

Shown with:
 reAr CAliPer brACket – ChroMe

Complete a chrome rear brake conversion. This Rear Caliper 
Bracket sets your ride apart from the others by replacing the 
painted black mount with brilliant chrome. Manufactured from 
the Original Equipment components for exact fit, this mount 
will bolt to the existing mounting location.

42048-08 Fits ’08-later Softail models. $109.95

i. reAr MASter CylinDer kit – ChroMe
Dress your foot controls in brilliant chrome. This kit replaces 
the black painted rear master cylinder with a polished and 
plated version, manufactured from Original Equipment 
components for proper fit and function. The kit includes the 
mirror-finish master cylinder body, matching chrome master 
cylinder cover and polished cover hardware.

41777-05A  $169.95
Fits ’06-later Softail and ’05-’07 Touring models.
41775-04b  $164.95
Fits ’99-’04 Touring models and ’00-’05 Softail models.

j. reAr MASter CylinDer Cover – ChroMe
An easy way to add chrome to your bike is with this chrome-
plated version of the stock master cylinder cover.

46425-05A  $29.95
Fits ’06-later Dyna, Softail and ’05-’07 Touring models.
45149-99C  $29.95
Fits ’00-’05 Softail and ’99-’04 Touring models.
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g. Front CAliPer kit – ChroMe (Shown with ClASSiC ChroMe CAliPer inSert)

h. reAr CAliPer kit – ChroMe (Shown with 
ChroMe reAr CAliPer brACket)

h. reAr CAliPer kit – ChroMe 
(’00-’07 MoDelS Shown)

i. reAr MASter CylinDer kit – ChroMe j. reAr MASter CylinDer Cover – ChroMe
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D. brAke CAliPer triM DiSCS e. CuStoM CAliPer bolt Cover kit

A. Front CAliPer Cover
Chrome-plated caliper cover styled with stepped contours 
and textured recess for a distinctive look. Split cover design 
does not require brake line removal.

43759-00  $42.95
Fits left hand calipers on ’00-’07 FXDWG and ’00-later 
Softail® models (except Springer™ and FXSTD models).  
(Will not fit with braided brake lines.)

b. reAr CAliPer Cover
Chrome-plated caliper covers styled with stepped contours 
and textured recess for a distinctive look. Does not require 
brake line removal.

43553-00  $38.95
Fits ’00-’05 Dyna® and ’00-’07 Softail models (except  
’06-’07 FXST, FXSTB, FXSTS, FLSTFSE2, and ’07 FLSTF).  
(Will not fit with braided brake lines.) 

C. brAke CAliPer inSertS
Easy-to-install inserts add a finishing touch to the front and 
rear brake calipers. Select a style that follows your custom 
direction. Self-adhesive backing.

Fits ’00-later front and rear brake calipers on all models 
(except Springer front, ’08-later Touring, ’04-later XL and 
’06-later VRSC™ models).

1.  44542-03 Deep Dish. $15.95
2. 44477-99 Classic Chrome. $15.95
3. 44476-99 “Harley-Davidson” Script. $15.95
4. 44474-99 Flames. $15.95

D. brAke CAliPer triM DiSCS
Available in 1-3/8" and 1-3/4" diameters to accommodate 
front and rear calipers on most ’99-earlier models, and front 
calipers on ’00-later Springer models. Easy to install. 

1.  44095-96 “H-D Motor Co.” – 1-3/8" Diameter. $15.95
44093-96 “H-D Motor Co.” – 1-3/4" Diameter. $15.95

2. 99661-92t Gold Live to Ride – 1-3/8" Diameter. $15.95
99663-92t Gold Live to Ride – 1-3/4" Diameter. $15.95

3. 99679-98 Flames – 1-3/8" Diameter. $10.95

e. CuStoM CAliPer bolt Cover kit
Cover your 12-point caliper bolts in chrome. These easy-to-
install chrome covers are held firmly in place with a steel 
spring clip, and are styled to match the Chrome Rocker Box 
Bolt and Headbolt Covers.

43824-03 Four Large Covers.  $21.95
Fits ’00-later front and rear 12-point caliper mounting bolts 
(except Springer front calipers, ’08-later Touring and ’06-
VRSCR models).
40955-05 Four Large and Two Small Covers.  $28.95
Fits ’00-later front brake calipers (except Springer models, 
’04-later XL models, ’08-later Touring, ’06-later VRSC models 
and models equipped with caliper covers). Also fits rear 
calipers on ’06-later Softail models (except FXCW).
40959-05 Three Large and Two Small Covers.  $23.95
Fits ’00-later rear brake calipers (except ’04-later XL models, 
’08-later Touring, ’06-later FXST, FXSTB, FXSTS and FLSTSB, 
’06-later VRSC models and models equipped with caliper 
covers).
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j. ClASSiC CoverS kit j. ClASSiC CoverS kit – bike kit  
(not All CoMPonentS Shown)

F. brAke DiSC hArDwAre kit – ChroMe
It’s the details, like this chrome Hardware Kit, that really get 
your bike noticed. These button-head screws add a unique, 
chrome-plated finish to the Original Equipment or acces-
sory floating brake rotors. Kit includes 5 chrome-plated bolts 
manufactured to factory specifications to ensure fit and 
performance.

46646-05 Front. $12.95
Fits ’90-later models (except models equipped with  
Open Brake Rotor P/N 44343-01, 44553-06A, 41500012, 
41500040 or 41500042).
46647-05 Rear. $13.95
Fits ’92-later models (except Trike).

g. CAliPer hArDwAre kit – ChroMe
Chrome-plated hardware is a great finishing touch to chrome 
Brake Calipers. This kit replaces the Original Equipment black 
12-point bolts on a single caliper.

44473-02A  $39.95
Fits ’00-’07 models (except Springer™ front caliper,  
’04-later XL, ’06-later FX Softail® rear calipers and  
’06-later VRSC™ models).

h. brAke bleeDer AnD bAnjo bolt CoverS

 1. brake bleeder Screw Cover
This cover adds chrome to the unfinished bleeder valve on all 
stock H-D® calipers. Package of two.

43834-98  $23.95
Fits ’84-later stock calipers (except XR models). 

 2. Chrome banjo bolt Cover
Die-cast chrome cover provides a custom look to your stock 
banjo bolts. Fits banjo bolts on front and rear brake master 
cylinders and front and rear calipers. Installs in seconds.

32715-98  $21.95
Fits ’84-later models with stock master cylinders and 
calipers. (Does not fit VRSC Rear Master Cylinder, ’06-later 
VRSC calipers, ’08-later Touring or ’04-later XL models.)

i. bAnjo bolt kit – ChroMe
Replace the Original Equipment 12-point zinc finish brake line 
hardware with brilliant chrome custom tapered banjo bolts.

41842-06  $27.95
Fits ’91-’03 XL, ’91-later Dyna® (except FXDF), ’95-later 
Softail and ’99-’00 FXR models equipped with single front 
brake. Does not fit on the Dyna or Softail ABS Hydraulic 
Control Unit or with Banjo Bolt Cover P/N 32715-98. Kit 
includes one 7/16" banjo bolt, three 3/8" banjo bolts and 
eight sealing washers.

j. ClASSiC CoverS kit
Customize your bike down to the last detail. These hardware 
Cover Kits include the chrome-plated ABS caps and plugs in 
the sizes and styles required to dress the viewable hardware 
on the motorcycle. Classic Covers are available as complete 

“Bike Kits” with the covers for both engine and chassis hard-
ware, or as “Engine-only” kits to dress the Twin Cam or XL 
engine. The kits are easy to install, with no tools required.

94923-09 Bike Kit. $259.95
Fits ’09-later Softail models (except FXCW,  
FXCWC, FLS and FLSTSB).
94921-09 Bike Kit. $249.95
Fits ’09-later FXCW and FXCWC models.
94948-07 Bike Kit. $289.95
Fits ’00-’08 Softail models.
94943-07 Engine Kit. $134.95
Fits Twin Cam-equipped models.
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A. low-ProFile Fuel tAnk ConSole – ChroMe
Visually stretch the look of your Softail® model’s fuel tank. 
The custom console brings sweeping bands of chrome that 
run the length of the tank to add a contemporary low-profile 
look. The speedometer housing features aircraft-style “bolt-
on” trim ring, and the ignition switch, turn signal and indicator 
lights are set into a smooth mirror-chrome field. The console 
accepts Original Equipment gauges, speedometer switch and 
wiring harness.

71208-07  $299.95
Fits ’00-’10 Softail models (except FXSTD, FXCW, FXCWC, 
FLSTSB and models equipped with a Color Shop Stretched 
Fuel Tank). Will not fit with Combination Speedometer/
Tachometer kits. Will not fit with Brawler®, Stripper®, 
Sidekick®, Sidekick Custom or Rallyrunner® Seats or  
with Skull Fuel Cap P/N 75097-05.

b. ConSole kit For SoFtAil MoDelS – ChroMe
Stretch out your Softail tank with this full-length tank console. 
Die-cast and chrome-plated for custom attitude, the console 
makes use of the Original Equipment speedometer, ignition 
switch, indicator lights and wiring harness – so all you have 
to do is bolt it on and ride. Kit includes hardware and gaskets 
necessary for installation.

71202-03  $204.95
Fits ’00-’10 Softail models (except FXSTD, FXCW, FXCWC, 
FLSTSB, ’09-’10 FLSTC and models equipped with Color 
Shop Stretched Fuel Tank).

C. ConSole kit with leAther tAnk PAnel – 
ChroMe
First introduced on the ’05 Custom Vehicle Operations™ Fat 
Boy® model, this Custom Console features a thick, beefy 
trim ring surrounding the speedometer for an eye-catching 
look. The chrome console tapers rearward to blend with the 
belt-loop leather tank panel. The die-cast and chrome-plated 
console accepts the Original Equipment speedometer, ignition 
switch, indicator lamps and wiring harness for simple installa-
tion. Kit includes console, leather tank panel with Bar & Shield 
logo button, hardware and gaskets.

67575-04  $294.95
Fits ’04-’10 Softail models (except FXCW, FXCWC, FXSTD,  
FLSTN, FLSTSB and models equipped with Color Shop 
Stretched Fuel Tank).
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D. DASh PAnel extenSion – ChroMe billet 
Chrome-plated billet aluminum trim kit adds a dash of chrome 
from console to the front of the seat, adding a custom touch 
without the expense of a custom tank. Easy to install, the 
dash panel kit includes a formed gasket to protect the tank’s 
surface.

71296-07  $79.95
Fits ’00-later Softail® models (except FXS, FXSTD, FXCW, 
FXCWC, FLS, FLSTSB, FLSTFSE2, FXSTSSE/2, ’09-later 
FLSTC and FLSTSE models).

e. DASh PAnel extenSion – ChroMe 
Stretch the lines of your chrome dash panel the full length  
of the fuel tank. This chrome-plated trim kit continues the 
lines and finishes of your standard tank panel to the front of 
the seat, adding a custom touch without the expense of a 
custom tank.

71283-01  $41.95
Fits ’00-later Softail models (except FXS, FXSTD,  
FXCW, FXCWC, FLS, FLSTSB, FLSTFSE2, FXSTSSE/2, ’09-
later FLSTC and FLSTSE models).

F. MiD-FrAMe Cover kit
Chrome-plated Mid-Frame Cover stretches from the fuel tank 
to the fender strut to conceal the painted frame rails. This 
easy-to-install bolt-on kit includes left and right side covers 
and all necessary mounting hardware. 

47245-05   $99.95
Fits ’00-’07 FXSTD, FLSTC and FLSTF models.

g. reAr FenDer Strut hArDwAre kit – ChroMe
Finish the show-winning look with brilliant chrome hardware. 
Manufactured to Original Equipment specifications, these kits 
replace the zinc-plated exposed fender strut hardware with 
chrome-plated button head screws and custom machined 
washers.

94691-08 Fits ’08-later FLSTC models. $29.95
94692-08  $44.95
Fits ’08-later FXSTB, FLSTSB and FXSTSSE2/3 models.
94693-08 Fits ’08-later FLSTN models. $49.95
94694-08 Fits ’08-later FXSTC models. $39.95
94560-07 Fits ’07 FLSTC models. $29.95
94561-07  $39.95
Fits ’06-’07 FXST, FXSTB, FXSTS, FLSTFSE2 and  
’07 FLSTF, FXSTSSE models.
94562-07  $49.95
Fits ’05-’07 FLSTSC, ’06 FLST, and ’07 FLSTN models.
94416-05  $39.95
Fits ’03-’05 FXST, FXSTB and FXSTS models, ’03-’06 FLSTF 
and ’05-’06 FLSTN models (shown).
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A. Front Fuel tAnk Mounting hArDwAre kit – 
ChroMe
Beauty lies in the details. And this chrome-plated Fuel Tank 
Mounting Hardware Kit ensures you won’t leave this one over-
looked. The perfect finishing touch to your fuel tank, the kit 
includes the machined washers and custom nuts required for 
your model.

62965-01  $29.95
Fits ’00-later Softail® models (except FLSTSE/2/3 and 
FXSBSE).

b. bAr & ShielD logo Coil Cover
Featuring a radical open-face design with a Bar & Shield logo 
silhouette, this chrome coil cover matches chrome Voltage 
Regulator Covers P/N 74597-01, 74582-00 and 74578-97 for 
an integrated custom look. Includes all mounting hardware.

74616-04  $39.95
Fits ’01-later EFI-equipped Softail models (except FXCW, 
FXCWC and FXS) and ’04-later EFI-equipped Dyna® models.

C. voltAge regulAtor – ChroMe
We’ve taken the stock regulator and chromed it with our supe-
rior process. It fits and works exactly like the stock part, but 
adds a custom shine to an otherwise dark area.

74567-11 Fits ’11-later Softail models. $139.95
74610-08 Fits ’08-’10 Softail models. $139.95
74610-01 Fits ’01-’06 Softail models. $139.95
74537-93A  $129.95
Fits ’89-’95 1340 models, ’96 FLT, FLHT, and FLHR  
models (except fuel injected), ’96-’99 Softail and  
’96-’98 Dyna models.

D. voltAge regulAtor Cover – ChroMe
With a look that creates its own electricity, this chrome-plated 
cover features an embossed Bar & Shield logo and an open-
center grill that allows air to flow right through for regulator 
cooling. Designed for easy installation. Chrome mounting 
hardware included.

74597-01  $44.95
Fits ’01-later Softail models. Will fit models equipped with 
Bullet Front Spoiler P/N 57039-XX. Will not fit with other 
Softail front spoilers.
74582-00  $44.95
Fits ’00 Softail models. (Will not fit with front spoiler.)
74578-97 Fits ’89-’99 Softail models.  $49.95

e. SeAt PoSt – ChroMe
Finish your bike down to the last detail. This mirror-polished 
and chrome-plated seat post replaces the Original Equipment 
black painted post, and adds a dash of chrome from the seat 
base to the engine. Kit includes chrome mounting hardware.

48875-07  $69.95
Fits ’07-later Softail models (except FXCW, FXCWC, FXS, 
FXSBSE and FXSTSSE3).
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F. FenDer tiP lenS kit with Skull logo
This chrome-plated fender tip lens kit adds a little attitude to 
your ride. The kit features front and rear lenses with a trans-
lucent illuminated skull silhouette. The easy-to-install kit 
includes an amber front lens and red rear lens.

59651-01  $29.95
Fits ’80-’08 Electra Glide®, Tour Glide™, FLHS, Road King® 
(except Road King Classic and FLHRS), ’86-’08 FLSTC and 
’93-’96 FLSTN models.

g. bAr & ShielD logo FenDer tiP lenS kit
Chrome-plated polycarbonate construction features trans-
lucent Bar & Shield emblems. The kit includes front and 
rear lenses. Front lens features an amber Bar & Shield logo, 
rear lens features a red Bar & Shield logo. Quick and easy 
installation.

59081-96 Front and Rear. $29.95
Fits ’80-’08 FLHT, FLT, FLHS, FLHR models and ’86-’08 
FLSTC, ’93-’96 FLSTN models. (Does not fit FLHRS, 
Springer™ or FLTR.)

h. “h-D” ClASSiC FenDer tiP
Stock on Road King Classic models, these nostalgic-look 
fender tips are also available for other models. Replaces 
fender lamp assembly. 

59002-98 Front.  $31.95
Fits ’80-later FL, FLHR and FLHTCUTG models and ’86-’08 
FLSTC models.
59052-98 Rear.  $31.95
Fits ’80-’08 FL and FLHR models and ’86-’99 FLSTC models. 
(Does not fit FLSTF and FLTR models.)

i. hArley-DAviDSon “live to riDe”  
logo FenDer tiPS
Made of durable ABS plastic. Includes mounting hardware and 
installation instructions. 

59068-96 Front. $35.95
Fits ’80-later FLT, FLHTCUTG, FLHR, FLSTC and  
’93-’96 FLSTN models (replaces fender lamp assembly). 
(Does not fit Springer, FLHRS and FLTR models.)
59069-96 Rear. $35.95
Fits ’80-’08 FLT, FLHR, FLSTC and ’93-’96 FLSTN models 
(replaces fender lamp assembly). (Does not fit Springer, 
FLHRS and FLTR models.)

j. eAgle wing FenDer triM For FAt boy® MoDelS
Classic Eagle Wing logo available in chrome or two-tone 
chrome and gold with black accent. Matches Eagle Wing head-
lamp, tail lamp and turn signal visors.

Fits ’90-’06 FLSTF models.

1.  59369-97 Rear, Gold Two-Tone. $35.95
   59368-97 Rear, Chrome. $29.95

Fits ’90-later FLSTF and FLSTFB models.

2. 59367-97 Front, Gold Two-Tone. $35.95
   59366-97 Front, Chrome. $29.95

k. eAgle FenDer triM For FAt boy MoDelS
This solid brass fender trim is hand-polished and features 
finely detailed Eagle and “Harley-Davidson” graphics. Includes 
mounting hardware and foam pad attached to underside of 
trim to resist scratches when installing.

Fits ’90-’06 FLSTF models.

1.  59286-90 Rear, Chrome.  $29.95

Fits ’90-later FLSTF and FLSTFB models.

2. 59285-90 Front, Chrome.   $29.95
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C. willie g Skull FenDer Skirt

g. bAr & ShielD FenDer Skirt

e. v-logo FenDer Skirt

b. bAr & ShielD logo  
Front FenDer SPeAr (lArge Shown)

F. FlAMeS FenDer Skirt

A. Front FenDer triM kit – ChroMe

D. ConCho FenDer Skirt

A. Front FenDer triM kit – ChroMe
Replace the Original Equipment stainless steel fender trim 
with a splash of chrome. Kit includes left and right side trim 
strip.

59209-91t  $29.95
Fits ’82-later Touring models (except Road Glide® and Road 
King® Custom), ’86-later FLSTN and FLSTC models. Does not 
fit models equipped with clean front fender.

b. bAr & ShielD logo Front FenDer SPeAr
This chrome-plated trim spear adds a sweeping dash of 
chrome to the front fender. Featuring a raised Bar & Shield 
logo set against a textured black field, this self-adhesive 
medallion is easy to install.

91195-04 Large.  $42.95
Fits Touring, Dyna® FLD and FL Softail® models (except 
FLSTSB).
91194-04 Small.  $37.95
Fits XL, XR, Dyna (except FLD) and FX Softail models.

C. willie g Skull FenDer Skirt
This decorative chrome-plated fender skirt is a direct replace-
ment for stock fender skirt. Features a three-dimensional 
sculptured concho with skull design set off with black accents. 
Mounting hardware included.

59582-02A  $59.95
Fits ’80-later Touring models, ’86-’08 FLSTC, ’06 FLST and 
’93-’96 FLSTN models equipped with Original Equipment 
fender skirt.

D. ConCho FenDer Skirt
This decorative fender skirt features conchos inspired by the 
Heritage Softail® Classic.

59147-96   $59.95
Fits ’80-later Touring models, ’86-’08 FLSTC, ’06 FLST and 
’93-’96 FLSTN models equipped with Original Equipment 
fender skirt.

e. v-logo FenDer Skirt
V-Logos are die-cast aluminum integrated with the fender 
skirt, then chrome-plated for a desirable shine. Includes all 
mounting hardware. 

59146-96   $59.95
Fits ’80-later Touring models, ’86-’08 FLSTC, ’06 FLST and 
’93-’96 FLSTN models equipped with Original Equipment 
fender skirt.

F. FlAMeS FenDer Skirt
Designed as an easy-to-install replacement for the Original 
Equipment fender skirt, this chrome steel fender skirt 
features an embossed 3-D flame design. Kit includes mount-
ing hardware.

60179-06  $59.95
Fits ’80-later Touring models, ’86-’08 FLSTC, ’06 FLST and 
’93-’96 FLSTN models equipped with Original Equipment 
fender skirt.

g. bAr & ShielD FenDer Skirt
This rigid-steel fender skirt, designed to replace the origi-
nal factory-equipped aluminum trim, is formed, polished 
and chrome-plated. Its ribbed pattern offers a unique styl-
ing element and adds rigidity. Subtle but distinctive brushed 
aluminum Bar & Shield logos are framed by a stamped-in 
ribbed outline on both sides.

59228-91   $59.95
Fits ’80-later Touring models, ’86-’08 FLSTC, ’06 FLST and 
’93-’96 FLSTN models equipped with Original Equipment 
fender skirt.
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h. heritAge Front FenDer rAil – ChroMe*
A stylish re-creation of a popular Hydra Glide model accessory 
direct from the Harley-Davidson® 1959 accessories catalog. 
Ornate, jet, twin-tube design sweeps smartly back along the 
front fender. Sparkling chrome-plating and years-ahead styl-
ing make it a hit for all Heritage and FLSTN owners.

91080-93   $99.95
Fits ’87-later FLST, FLSTC, and ’93-’96 FLSTN models.  
(Does not fit Springer™ models.)

i. heritAge reAr FenDer rAil – ChroMe*
A perfect match to Heritage Chrome Front Fender Rail 
P/N 91080-93. Designed to fit with stock FLSTC, FLSTN 
saddlebags or Genuine Harley-Davidson Fat Boy® leather 
saddlebags.

91402-00  $99.95
Fits ’00-later FLST and FLSTC models.

j. Front FenDer rAil AnD StAnChion kit*
Chrome-plated accents straight from our 1947 catalog. 
Includes template for easy installation.

91117-97   $69.95
Fits ’84-later FL Softail® (except FLS, FLSTF, FLSTFB, 
FLSTSE/2/3 and FLSTSB) and Touring models.

k. Front FenDer extenSion – ChroMe
Dress your front fender in chrome. This chrome-plated 
tapered Fender Extension is shaped to follow the curve of the 
fender for style and function. Using the Original Equipment 
fender hole, the extension mounts below the trailing edge of 
the fender to help control road dirt and spray.

59664-03  $49.95
Fits ’91-’08 Dyna® and ’84-’07 FX Softail models.  
(Will not fit FXD, FXDX or FXDXT models equipped with 
Voltage Regulator Covers.)

l. heritAge SPringer® leAther MuD  
FlAP with Fringe
Made from premium, plated leather with black trim, these 
flaps have fringe and an ’97-’03 FLSTS concho and black 
trim. Includes chrome hardware, support bracket and fender 
mounting template.

59027-99  $59.95
Fits ’97-’03 FLSTS models front or rear fender. Also fits  
’86-later FLSTC, ’86-’06 FLSTF and ’93-’96 FLSTN models.

M. heritAge SoFtAil® ClASSiC reAr FenDer  
leAther MuD FlAP
Get nostalgic with top-grain cowhide decorated with bright 
spots and a Heritage-style concho. A perfect match with your 
Heritage saddlebags. Kit includes installation hardware and 
template.

59071-98 Fits ’86-later FLSTC models. $59.95

n. StuDDeD reAr FenDer MuD FlAP
Black mud flap with accenting decorative studs.

59230-88   $29.95
Fits ’08-earlier FLHT, FLHS, FLHRC, FLT, FLTR, ’86-’90 
FLST, ’86-’06 FLSTF and ’93-’96 FLSTN models. (Does 
not fit ’09-later Touring or models with rear bumper rail.)
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h. heritAge Front FenDer rAil – ChroMe i. heritAge reAr FenDer rAil – ChroMe
(Shown with heritAge MuD FlAP)

j. Front FenDer rAil AnD StAnChion kit k. Front FenDer extenSion – ChroMe

l. heritAge SPringer  
leAther MuD FlAP with Fringe

n. StuDDeD reAr FenDer MuD FlAP

M. heritAge SoFtAil ClASSiC  
reAr FenDer leAther MuD FlAP

*wArning: Fender rails are decorative items only. Do 
not strap anything to the rails. Adding any additional 
weight to the front fender could adversely affect vehicle 
handling, causing loss of control and death or serious 
injury.
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